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INTRODUCTION :
Background: Astha was established in year 1986 and registered under the Societies
Registration Act. Astha was founded by 7 workers who had 10 to 15 years of experience of
working together in another NGO, especially in the field of adult education, rural development,
organizing women’s group, drought management, and agriculture development. They had an
understanding about the dominant forces affecting the lives of poor people. From their field
experiences, they had learnt that people take interest in issues and problems related to them,
and do make use of new information and awareness to take action.
“Astha” is a Hindi word, and means “Faith”. We have Faith in the people, in their abilities
strengths and knowledge. Astha believes that these capabilities are being suppressed by the
dominant forces, and the result is that people themselves don’t recognize their inherent
capabilities. “The People” for Astha means the poor, exploited, deprived, marginalized people,
both men and women. Astha works with the poor. Whatever resources, human and material, we
join on the side of the poor and marginalized. With this “deep faith” and “conviction” in the
strength of the People and their capacities.
Astha’s Mission:
Astha has rich field-based experience of 22 years; the base of its work is primarily Rajasthan.
The mission of Astha is to help The People to organize, to expand their capacities and equip
themselves for the struggles they must preserve to overcome the various deprivations under
which they live. Astha as a Field Based Resource Organisation, helps organizations of the poor
get the knowledge, training, information, research that they require to bring about the structural
changes needed.
After the founder team analyzed their experiences, they found that when an organization takes
any scheme or welfare-oriented work to the people, then the organization becomes ‘Giver/
Provider/ Donor’ and the people become the ‘Receivers’. This also makes people “helpless” or
dependent. Thus, people associate themselves with the organization so long as the scheme/
project is on, and as soon as the scheme/ project winds up, people also get dispersed until
another scheme/ project is introduced.
In establishing a new organization, the issue was also discussed about the Role of an NGO.
Should an NGO run parallel programmes or activities the government is also doing? Should
NGOs run schools, health centers, plant trees, do watershed soil and water conservation work?
Many, both within the government and outside, would say, “The government cannot do as good
a job as the NGOs” – but this position privatizes the basic needs responsibilities of the state.
The Astha team feels that the role of the NGO is to empower the citizens to become aware of
their basic constitutional rights, their responsibilities and the government’s responsibilities, and
together, to make the mass resources of the government available to the masses. Awareness
about and use of laws is a role of NGOs. Of course, there are other legitimate NGO roles, in
relation to social development and social change – caste and community customs are often
expensive and/or cruel, counseling and mediation in problem-solving situations is often needed,
people’s leadership development, and special interventions at times of crises (drought, flood,
disaster).

Strategy and Guiding Principles of Astha :
1. Independent People’s Organizations – We have observed that deprived, exploited, poor
people are normally unorganized. Astha, with its deep conviction about people’s strength,
feels that until they are organized, they would not be able to recognize and use their
collective strength.
2. The Necessity of Women’s Participation and Leadership - Astha believes equally that
women’s participation and leadership in the processes of social change are very
crucial. Through our experience, we feel that for sustainable development and social
change, special efforts are require to develop the leadership of women.
1

3. Knowledge is Power – Astha believes that knowledge is power, and knowledge comes
from teaching and learning, from action / reflection, from analysis of root causes. Once
people have knowledge, they can make use of it. Thus, the Astha team has decided that
one of our main strategies would be to do extensive training involving sharing
knowledge and analyzing problems, working towards an action plan, carrying out the
plan and then back together for reflection-on-action. Action-reflection is an effective
medium of gaining knowledge.
4. Advocacy for Policy Change – The fourth main pillar of Astha’s work is Advocacy for
Policy Change in favor of the poor and deprived sections of the society. It was decided that
Astha would focus its attention on bringing necessary amendments in existing laws,
policies, schemes and Acts, and acting as a pressure group along with the People’s
Organizations, to work for changes in laws, policies, schemes and Acts that are more “propoor”.
5. The “Macro” and “Micro” are Linked -- Astha focuses on developing an understanding in
the People’s Organizations and in the structures of Astha itself, about how the global /
national / larger problems, and regional / local situations are connected. Astha also
focuses on how, in a democracy, government policies and laws are influenced by the
collective action of people, and that people’s organizations have strength that is significant
to make the government accountable and answerable to the citizens. Present scenario of the
Global Economic Policy complicated the problems of the World; therefore, it is essential to
have Macro and micro linkages.
Astha Believes……








In the strength and capacities of the poor and oppressed to bring about change
That knowledge is power
That organization is strength
That life is made up of many problems and crises, and that to learn how to analyze
situations, strategize effectively, work collectively, and develop the leadership needed, is
necessary to meet the ongoing issues and challenges of life. There is one problem, that
when solved, or mitigated, then all will be well.
That all people are equal as human beings, and have the same rights to live a life of dignity
and survival.
That sustainable development is needed, not the consumer driven, resource hungry and
capital-intensive development path that is being followed today.

Astha Values……







Working with others, networks, partnerships
Honesty and transparency in working relationships, in all relationships
Simple, sustainable lifestyles
The special strength and tenacity of poor women
Gender equality
The Indian Constitution, and the space it gives for rights based action

Methodologies:
1. Forming People’s Organizations and Associations – Hold meetings, then big meetings,
then get commitment and direction from the affected group about forming an Association,
then select and interim leadership group, make plan, carry out the plan.
2. Leadership Development – since the People’s Organisations have leadership build up from
amongst the members of the target group/ affected group, Astha conducts residential
training programmes to give needed information (about societal structures, laws, policies,
2

schemes), to build skills (how to plan, in literacy, how to conduct a meeting, how to write a
petition, how to hold a press conference etc.)
3. Training – the People’s Organisations’ members also are trained for specific actions – e.g.
issues based legal literacy, organizational development, roles and responsibilities of local
self-government elected representatives, the labour gang supervisors of the NREGA works
etc.
4. Material Production – of Newsletters, pamphlets, booklets, research reports
5. Networking – building working relationships with other societal groups for common action
together
6. Lobbying and advocacy – in active democracy, it is responsibility of the citizens to put their
views, suggestions, demands before the elected representatives and the administration.
Preparing charters of demands, getting signatures from Association members, deciding on
who will be in the delegation of members to deliver the charter of demands, fixing
appointments, advocating the demands before the concerned persons, follow-up until the
desired action is achieved.
7. Campaigns – mass awareness raising around certain issues, through “padyatras” (foot
marches through the villages, Blocks, and Districts), meetings, street dramas, distributing
pamphlets, songs, slogans.
8. Struggle and Constructive Action with the People – Astha is “with The People”, and
although the people’s leaders are “out front”, Astha supports action of land and property
rights struggles, Women’s Courts, counseling and police action on atrocity cases, etc.
Astha’s identity:
Astha recognizes itself in the list of those leading organizations of the country who raise the
voice of people for rights or having practical experience with rights based approach and sharing
the experiences with other People’s Organisations and voluntary organizations so that the
extension of organizational process can take place.
In year 1993, Astha decided that it would demonstrate the identity of POs rather than its own
identity. We are on the same path, strengthen the POs by providing training, resources, legal
aid, and facilitate the people to get the rights of poor, tribal, marginalized. Astha played effective
role in the State and National level movements and campaigns. Today, we are in a position to
define the characteristics of Astha in the following points:










Astha works with the poor, tribal, marginalized, women on their problems, and local & broad
based issues. It provides opportunities to the people so that they can understand the
situation and come forward to solve their own problems.
Astha works with the People’s Organisations to develop the skills and leadership of the
people. So that, they will get organized and take collective action, and provide guidance to
become capable enough to their own.
The People’s Organisations are challenging the power relations in a collective manner,
which initiate the process of structural changes. Astha provides opportunity to poor, tribal,
women and marginalized community by involving them in training, guidance, planning etc.
Astha has matured and committed team who works with the Resource Units and People’s
Organisations and having competency to take forward with planning for the programmes.
Astha team members are having knowledge and ability to identify the local conditions and
provide support to People’s Organisations with experience.
Astha values the tribal cultural/ identity and start the process of change in condition by
involving them. They take the decision based on their own understanding, knowledge and
information. It provides opportunity to increase the bargaining power of the community, so
that people/ People’s Organisation can bargain on their issues or problems. Astha works
with multi-dimensional strategy that provides opportunities of success in their hands, which
encourages them to take big risks.
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Astha helps the poor to raise their issues at political level. People or People’s Organisations
raise their issues before the political parties in ‘dialogue with leaders’ of political parties
during the election and insist them to include in the election manifesto and become political
agenda. The People’s Organisations associated with Astha are having strong base of massmembership, which realizes its collective strength. The strength of POs is getting political
recognition and it is impossible for political parties to ignore them.
Astha not only believes in decentralized democratic system – local self-governance but also
in practical helps the people to decide and take action for getting control over the resources.
Astha opposes the policies adversely affecting the poor through different platforms and
campaigns, so that process can be initiate by collective action to make necessary
amendments/ changes in the policy.

Astha – Field based Resource Organisation :
Since 2004, Astha reviewed the strategy and establish Resource Units and extend work for
POs, issue based networking and campaigning with other NGOs:
Resource Unit: Astha is organized into different Resource Units to fulfill its role as a field based
Resource Organisation, to expand the work purview, each with a team that works on support to
People’s Organization, and Campaigns in Rajasthan, and beyond. These Resource Units are:
(1) Livelihood Resource Unit; (2) Local Self-Governance Resource Unit; (3) People’s
Organization Support Society; (4) People’s Education and Cultural Resource Unit (5) Budget
Analysis Resource Unit. There are 8 mass-membership People’s Organizations that Astha
relates to, in helping them to become fully self-reliant and self-directing.
Astha played an important role in Employment and Right to Information Campaign (Rozgar
Evam Suchana ka Adhikar Abhiyan) and Right to Food Campaign at state level & national level
network, and established state level networks for Panchayati Raj and PESA Act.
The organizations who are working on the issues of rights of tribals on forest; formed a National
level network ‘Campaign for Survival and Dignity’. The campaign is doing advocacy and
lobbying to the Central Government for Schedule Tribe and other Traditional Forest Dwellers on
the forest rights Act at National level. The Central Government passed the Act in year 2006 and
process initiated for implementation after the Central Government issued notification in year
2008.
People’s Organisations: Mass membership based People’s Organisations are raising the issues,
which are affecting them and organizing the unorganized tribal, poor, women and marginalized
people. The Association of Single Women Alone (ASWA) is working for raising the issues of
single women and widows living in 102 Blocks of 28 Districts in Rajasthan with the help of block
level committees.
Support Units: The Support Units are extending support to the People’s Organisations and
Resource Units, so that the can work effectively. Support in the form of administration, financial
planning and management, documentation and monitoring of the activities/ programmes.
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Highlights of year 2008-09 :
The Assembly Elections were held in this year. Astha along with Employment and Right to
Information Campaign (Rozgar Evam Suchana Ka Adhikar Abhiyan) organized State Level
People’s Forum to raise the issues of tribals, dalits and women with contestant of the political
parties and insist them to include in the party manifesto. The issues mainly raised were rights of
tribal on forestland, proper implementation of the Forest Rights Act, create pressure to stop the
process of removing the Section 42 B from the Land Revenue Act for Scheduled Tribes and
Scheduled Castes. At the state level, Jan Manch (people’s forum) was organized by the
campaign and leaders/ representatives of the main party attended the Jan Manch & had
dialogue with the people. A petition was handed over to include the issues of poor, tribals, dalits,
and women in the election manifesto of the political parties.
Astha has developed module for Mate trainings, demonstrated it to the state government and
tested in year 2007. As Mate is key person for proper implementation of the NREGA works, who
can ensure minimum wages, implement measurement system, work distribution to groups (five
in each) etc. During the year, Mate training was focus point of the NREGA in Rajasthan. The
state government organized a large number of Mate trainings on the suggestive module. Astha
facilitated the Mate trainings as Resource Organisation and the process is going on, till now
around 7,000 mates were trained. Mates allocate work to 40-50 labourers on the measurement
basis at the beginning of the day and again measure the work done at the end of day. The
labour become aware about the wages calculated against the work done, and alert about
amount of the work he/ she have to do next time to get minimum wage and try to do more work
to get higher wage. Astha focuses to include the women in the Mate training and thereafter work
as Mate in NREGA works. The government reduced 30% in quantity of the Basic Schedule
Rates (BSR), which benefited the labours in getting minimum wages.
The People’s Education and Cultural Resource Unit (PECRU) conducted a study to understand
the situation of education in tribal areas as well as various innovations being practiced by the
various organisations in Rajasthan, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh States. The aim of the study
was to develop a deeper understanding of the issues in tribal education so that a relevant
intervention can be plan in the Southern Rajasthan. Planning was done on quality education to
tribal children in the area of Tribal Development Forum and Godward Tribal Association. Two
residential educational camps were organized for tribal girls in two blocks of two districts (Kotda
Block of District Udaipur and Kumbalgarh Block of District Rajsamand). A total of 100 tribal girls
has completed the competency level of class 5th and they will continue the efforts, and get
admission in the government schools. The PECRU become fully functional from this year and
the activities of the Unit were completed due to willingness and interest of the workers of the
Unit. The Unit also prepared cultural teams who play drama on the NREGA and on the Forest
Rights Act during the campaigns.
Series of meetings/ workshops/ trainings were organized to discuss the National Forum for
single women alone (Ekal Nari) and possibly the Forum of Single Women will be evolve in the
coming year. The Forum will - do lobby the central government on common issues of single
women across several states; spread the movement for the organization and rights work of
single women to other states; share information about state schemes, laws, policies and rules
on matters related to single women, and enable member organizations to share such
government provisions with political and administrative leaders in other states so that the best of
the provisions may be more wide-spread; to support each other across state lines; and to share.
The Association of Single Women Alone (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangthan) has strong base in
Rajasthan and with the inspiration of the Rajasthan Association of Strong Women Alone, similar
organizations have been formed in other states (Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh and Gujarat) of
the country.
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1.0 THE RESOURCE UNITS :
1.1 The Livelihood Resource Unit
The Livelihood Resource Unit initiated in year 2004 with an objective to work on issues related
to livelihood with the People’s Organizations and other voluntary organizations so that poor can
get their rights. The Unit is involved in the Forest Land Rights Movement since 1995. The
movement initiated for recognition of Rights to Schedule Tribes & Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers who were having possession on the forestland and associate with a national network
“Campaign for Survival & Dignity” of organizations working on same issues. The Campaign
expanded through linkages with the voluntary organisations in other states, and ultimately, in
2006, the Central Government passed the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest
Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act. The government of India issued notification for
implementation of the Act in January 2008, and the Unit is working continuously for
implementation of the Act and establishment of rights of the people.
A network has been formed on food security issues with 70 CSOs/ POs in Rajasthan under
state level Right to Food Campaign. The network is attempting for implementation of orders of
the Supreme Court by organizing meetings, training, workshops etc. in different parts of
Rajasthan.
Since 2006, the Unit is working with “Employment & Right to Information” campaign on NREGA.
It is working for proper implementation of the NREGA, social audit process to ensure
transparency, awareness campaign and practicing the group basis measurement system so that
people will get minimum wages and facilitated the ‘Mate’ training organized by the State
Government.
Objectives of the Unit:










To establish People’s Rights over their Livelihood Resources, and to oppose the alienation
from those resources
To make efforts for the effective implementation of NREGA, Right to Information Act and
developmental schemes aiming at ensuring food security to the poor
To ensure social security and minimum wages for migrants and displaced labourers, indeed,
for all workers
To take up special issues of women in relation to livelihood – ownership and control over
land, equality in wage payments, leadership in the struggles, etc.
Work to establish a network to get land rights of poor, tribal, dalit and do advocacy for make
necessary amendments in policy and laws in favour of poor
Research on possibilities of alternate resources of livelihood linked to poor in Rajasthan in
collaboration with CSOs and organizations, and influence the policy and programme
To promote the policies related to permanent solution of drought, water resource
development, use of water, promote traditional ways of water conservation by experience
sharing
Establish a network to secure the rights of poor on livelihood, (lived in National parks and
sanctuary)

The Main Activities of the Unit during the year 2008-2009
Forest Right Act:
The Unit attempts at regional and state level for proper implementation of the Forest Rights Act,
so that the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers will get rights over the land.


Regional Meetings: Discussion held on the problems facing in proper implementation of the
Act viz; organize village meetings to discuss the process of filing the claim and proof
enclosures, formation of the forest rights committee and process the claims; were held in the
regional meetings. Generally, the regional meetings organize every month and two special
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meetings were organized in addition to regular meetings, so total 14 regional meetings were
organized during the year.
Support in government trainings: The Unit provided support in 7 training programmes being
organized by the Administration for revenue, forest and agriculture officers on the subject
how to implement the Act. The Unit provided resource to develop better understanding on
the Forest Rights Act in the training programme.
Training for members of the Forest Rights Committees: The Unit played an active role in the
training programmes organized for members of the Forest Rights Committees (formed under
the Forest Rights Act). 62 such one-day training programmes were organized in 22 blocks, a
total of 3,120 committee members participated in the training programmes. Need has been
felt of training programme because the government issued order to form forest rights
committees but the committee members were not oriented about their roles and
responsibilities and function of the committee. The training programmes were organized with
the aim to increase understanding of the committee members on the Forest Rights Act and
members realized the roles and responsibilities. The Unit also provided resource material
(pamphlets and booklets) on the Act in the training programme. The workers of other civil
society organizations were also trained on the Forest Rights Act.
Protest before the Commissioner Office for formation of Village Level Forest Rights
Committees
In village council Pai of Girwa Block of Udaipur District, village meeting was called up to form the
Forest Rights Committee but there was no information to the villagers. When some of active
members of the Tribal Women Awareness Society come to know about this, they went to the
village council, argued and opposed the process of formation of the Forest Rights Committee by
saying that the committee should be form as per the Forest Rights Act. The Village Council
Secretary and Chairperson’s husband ignored and abuse them. Members of the Society and
villagers opposed and wrote in the proceeding to cancel the village meeting. They approach to the
Commissioner, where they organized Sit-in and handed over a written petition. The Block
Development Officer issued an order that formation of the Forest Rights Committees in 81 villages
will be on revenue village basis. After issuing this order village meetings were called at revenue
village level and three Forest Rights Committees were formed in three revenue villages of Pai
Village Council.





Lobbying and Advocacy at state level: The Unit holds state level meetings with the Tribal
Secretary and Additional Chief Secretary to discuss the practical problems in implementing
the Act, and state government made the necessary amendments in the orders. Create
pressure on the government to allow the gram sabha for formation of the forest rights
committees. At last, the government passed an order stating that the revenue gram sabha
will have right to form forest rights committee in Schedule V Tribal Area and the forest rights
committees have been formed at panchayat gram sabha level in other areas. Meetings were
held with the Tribal Commissioner, District Collectors and Additional Collectors to make
aware them about problems in implementation of the Forest Rights Act. i.e. community is
facing problems at field level while filing and processing the claims due to non-cooperative
attitude of revenue and forest staff.
Discussion with Forest Department officials: A team of people met Chief Conservator of
Forest (CCF) to discuss the atrocities (damaging crops, destroying houses etc. of forest
dwellers and other traditional dwellers) by forest staff. A petition was handed over to stop
harassment on tribals from forestland and families filed a case against the forest staff under
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act. A memorandum was
also handed over at state level.
Regional level Rally and Sit-in: 6 thousand people (gathered from 8 districts) organized in
the form of a rally to stop the atrocities of forest staff in implementing the Forest Rights Act
and sit-in before the office of the Tribal Commissioner. They also handed over a letter of
demands and arrangements to the Additional Commissioner, and they announced that if
their demands will not accepted they will sit-in for undefined period. They concluded the sitin after getting an assurance letter from the Additional Commissioner for solving the
7



problems. The Commissioner issued a letter to the District Collectors directing to implement
the Act with the spirit and also
gave a copy to the Forest Land
Right Movement.
Block level sit-in in three blocks
were also organized regarding
problems in filing claims under
the Forest Rights Act. The
forest
department
was
accepting, the claims only for
those families who are having
possession on land before
1980 and not for the later once.
Convention
&
camps:
Sit-in before the office of Tribal
Conventions were organized in
Commissioner (below)
different blocks to have
discussion on problems in
implementation of the Forest Rights Act, verification of claims by government officials. The
members of forest rights committee and affected people participated in the convention and
raised their issues. Likewise, 22 camps were organized throughout the region to guide the
people about filing the individual claims, how to process the community claims and providing
information about the new claim papers.
National meeting of Campaign for Survival & Dignity: 2 days National meeting was organized
by Campaign for Survival & Dignity. Discussion was held on implementation situation of the
Forest Rights Act in different states and to create pressure on the Tribal Ministry at National
level for proper implementation of the Act. Main problems came out were:
 How the Forest Department is become an obstacle in getting rights on forest land
 The State government is not providing clear guidance and training on the Act to the
forest rights committees.
 People are facing problems in filling-up the other forms provided with the claim
application
 The Forest Rights Committees are unable to do independent physical verification and
waiting for orders of the government.
Organized a state level workshop to discuss various issues on problems faced by tribals,
women, and dalits for their rights on land and what should be the legal aspects to solve the
problems. Mr. Colin Gonsalves, Human Rights Law Network (HRLN) from New Delhi and
advocates (from Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand and Rajasthan States) associated
with the network participated in the workshop.

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act :
The National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) was passed to provide the
enhancement of livelihood security of the households in rural area by providing atleast 100 days
guaranteed wage employment in a year. The Livelihood Resource Unit attempts to ensure
proper implementation of the Act and involved in the following activities:
Training of trainers (ToT) for Mates1: It has been realized that the people engaged in NREGA
works are not getting right/ minimum wages. Since then payment system is based on
measurement, proper wages are possible only when the ‘Mate’ (labour gang supervisor) has
proper knowledge of the measurement arrangement. The Administration provided financial and
administrative support to organize the training programme. The trainings were organized in two
phases. Focus of the first phase was mainly on theoretical aspects i.e. develop understanding
on office orders, group basis work allotment, fill-up the daily piece work record in the prescribed
1

“Mates” are the labour gang supervisors, who allot work and keep records
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formats, technical points of measurement, calculate & convert into Rupees and exercises to fillup the formats. The second phase contents mainly focused on the measurement of construction
work, check the ratio of material used in construction work; fill-up the formats for material etc. In
total 109 participants participated in the training programmes. After completing both the phases,
10 Mates (out of 109) were selected as master trainers.
Mate training and administrative accountability - Model District Banswara
During January 2009, mate trainings were organized by the District Administration for all 325 Village
Councils of 8 Blocks in Banswara District. A total of 3,811 Mates (men and women both)
participated in these training programmes. The Mates were trained on the legal provisions of the
NREGA, workplace management, technical aspects and worked practically on the sites.
It is difficult to apply the whole arrangement in the first instance. Primary strategy was prepared
along with the District Administration in which 2 Village Councils were selected from each block to
develop as Model Village Councils. Where, the staff and officers will do efforts for better
implementation of the NREGA and measurement arrangement.
The trainings efforts were not wasted -- mates are taking proper measurement, filling it in the
formats and it has been come out that different wages were calculated for different piece of work.
This is a great achievement that the hard-core labourers are getting appropriate wages for their
work. These results encouraged the hard work labourers and discouraged the fake names in the
muster rolls.
The Unit continuous reminded the administration on Model Village Councils to take it seriously. The
District Administration further organized training for the mates of Model Village Councils and
instructed the concerned staff to take it seriously, which is a good start.
The District Administration is including us in the meetings and accepting our suggestions. These
efforts are counted in state level meetings.

Meetings of Employment & Right to Information Campaign: The Employment & Right to
Information Campaign is active in Rajasthan with different organizations and people’s
organizations for effective implementation of NREGA and Right to Information. The campaign is
making its efforts at different levels viz; National, State, District and Gram Panchayat. 4
meetings were organized to discuss various issues related to implementation of NREGA,
implement group-basis work arrangement for minimum wages to the labourers, transparency,
role of social audit forum in conducting social audits and prepare future strategy. A total of 150
people participated in the meetings.
Mate Trainings: To ensure minimum wages to the labourers working in NREGA works, it is
essential to implement group-basis work and measurement system. Mate can play an important
role in implementing measurement basis work, which requires them to update with information
on NREGA, clear about their role, have knowledge of technical aspects. The Resource Unit
facilitated the mate trainings organized by the Government and 7901 mates were trained. The
panchayat secretary, employment assistant, technical assistant, senior technical assistant,
project officer and representatives participated in the training programmes.
Training on the National Rural Employment Guarantee Act: Training programmes were
organized in three blocks of two districts (Ghatol & Talwara Blocks of Banswara District and
Salumber Block of Udaipur District) to develop a broad based understanding of the NREGA. The
focus of the training was to ensure proper implementation of the Act like; application process,
facilities at workplace, measurement system, proper wage payment, transparency (social audit
process) & monitoring, so that they can strengthen the implementation of the Act. A total of 238
people had participated in these training programmes.
Selection of Model Panchayat as follow-up of Mate Training: After completing the Mate training,
the Unit adopted the approach and strategy of intervening with the Administration for proper
implementation of the NREGA. Team members of the Unit participated in the meetings/
programmes and the Administration accepted the suggestions made by the unit members. The
suggestions to develop a model gram panchayat in every block, technical staff will provide
technical support to mate, fill up monitoring format etc. The efforts of the Unit resulted in positive
sense and measurement system comes in practice, filled up daily records in the prescribed
forms, payments were made based on group work, which is justice to hardcore labourers.
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The District Administration fixed the responsibilities of Panchayat and block level staff and
monitoring regularly. Now, they are working according to the defined responsibilities.
Food Security:
State workshop on Food Security: Two state level workshops (2 days) were organized with the
expectations to discuss the situation of government’s food security schemes; to acquaint the
government about the compliances of the Supreme Court orders and make efforts to improve
the system so that poor can have easy access to food security schemes. The main points of
discussion were to prepare strategy for revising the BPL list, regularize the PDS shops, and
improve the quality of Mid-day-meal in schools. A petition was also handed over to the
Administrative Officers on these points. A total of 200 people from 14 districts has participated in
the workshop. The Commissioner appointed by the Supreme Court and Advisor to
Commissioner were also participated in the workshop. District level monitoring committees have
been formed to monitor proper implementation of government’s food security schemes.
District Level Meetings: 4 district level meetings were organized with the participation of 59
people from different organizations and POs to discuss the issues related to implementation of
government’s food security schemes. The participants discussed, formulated strategy and
prepared action plan accordingly.
Other Activities :
•

•

Team member of the Unit provided support to Rajsamand Mahila Manch in training on
NREGA and mate training in three blocks; Farmers & Labourers Association (MKSS) for
training on Social Audit forum; National Youth Conference on NREGA and Social Audit
process; tribal People’s Organisation on Forest Rights issue.
The Unit members participated in the different events organized by the networks, funding
agencies and external organization. Viz; participated in conference organized by Majdoor
Kisan Shakti Sangthan on World Labour Day (May 1); exposure tour on HIV/ AIDS, being
organized by the Christian Aid; training on Public Advocacy, being organized by National
Centre for Advocacy Studies; National workshop on NREGA, being organized by Human
Rights Law Network (HRNL) and platform meetings organized by DanChurch Aid

Publication:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mate training booklet “New arrangement of measurement system and Role of Mate in the
NREGA”
Mate training module
Booklet on NREGA and Right to Information
Documentary on “Forest Land People’s Movement” (Apni Dharti Ke Liye)
Booklet on “Forest Rights Act”, Act and rules
Pamphlets: NREGA, RTI, Forest Rights Act
Postures: Forest Rights Act, Gram Sabha

Impact of the Work of Unit:
The Forest Rights Act was passed as the effort of Astha’s lead role in the Forest Land
Movement at State and National Level.
Since 2006, the Unit took lead in the Employment and Right to Information Campaign (Rozgar
Evam Suchana Ka Adhikar Abhiyan). The Campaign received award and cheque of Rs. 2.47
lakhs in a National Meeting on February 2, 2009. This is a great achievement of the Unit for
working effectively at state level campaign.
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Astha has influenced the state government policy for Mate training. The Unit takes up the
responsibility to facilitate the mate trainings. Now the whole process has been changed –
thousands of mates trained, women included in the training and working at mate, ensure
minimum wages, developmental works initiated at village level.
The Unit also worked on other land related issues like; Jetropha policy, displacement to
influence the policy of government. The land acquisition for Jetropha plantation by the private
companies has been stopped.
Conclusion:
The Livelihood Resource Unit is working actively since last 5 years to take up the issues of poor
at State as well as National level. The Unit is involved in the State and National networks of
voluntary organizations working for the rights of people. The Unit works to coordinate with POs/
voluntary organizations to take common action, which creates pressure on the government to
take action in favour of the poor people. The Unit organized training, camps, meeting and
campaigns at large level after notification of the Forest Rights Act by Government of India in
January 2008, but due to unwillingness of the Administration and staff of the Forest Department
is creating problems in implementation of the Act.
The Assembly election and Parliament election also disturbed the pace of implementation
process of the Act. The POs put-up this issue before the political parties that this is the only Act
passed in favour of poor after 60 years of the Independence but delay in proper implementation,
while the government is allotting land for mining purpose. The team did not loose interest even
after facing such problems and obstacles.
“Our strength is the Act and we will facilitate to recognition of
Forest Rights to tribals and other traditional forest dwellers.”
In Rajasthan, Astha is associated with the Employment and Right to Information Campaign
(Rozgar Evam Suchana Ka Adhikar Abhiyan) and creating pressure on the government to make
necessary changes in the policy to ensure at least 100 days of employment and minimum
wages.
Astha introduced ‘Mate’ training module in year 2008, government adopted the module, and
issued an order to establish the new system. As a result, Astha nominated as a facilitator for the
mate training (organized by the Administration) and trained thousands of mates with the spirit of
the Act i.e. implementation of measurement basis work system in four districts (Udaipur,
Banswara, Dungarpur and Rajsamand) which created pressure on government to adopt the
system in Rajasthan.
Problems are still there, but where the measurement system established and working properly,
people are getting minimum wages.
The Unit also take up other issues like; SEZ, results of Jetropha policy and raised in state level
public forum (Jan Manch) with the political parties and leaders, which questioned the
government’s policy on SEZ & Jetropha plantation.
The Unit reflected on how the policy decisions would affect the food security of poor in long term
and there is a threat that the Industrialists/ Capitalists will have control over the land. The poor
people will loose their sources of livelihood (land, water, forestland etc.). There will be a big
threat on livelihood of poor and need to start movement with strong oppose to such policies.
Astha works continuously with the strategy to protect the livelihood of poor people in
collaboration with POs/ voluntary organizations.
1.2 The Local Self-Governance Resource Unit:
The Local Self-Governance Unit is one of the units of Astha Sansthan. The Unit was formed in
year 2004 with the aim to strengthen the Self-Governance Process. The working strategy of the
Unit is to do direct fieldwork and intervention in a limited number of Village Council areas, and
Districts; and to work with and through partner NGOs in other parts of Rajasthan. At present, the
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Unit is working in 3 Blocks directly, and 49 blocks indirectly of 17 districts in Rajasthan to train
and strengthen the elected women representatives. Over the years, the Unit networks with other
voluntary organizations and the People’s Organizations to strengthen the Panchayati Raj
Institutions and the Tribal Self-Rule in Rajasthan. The Unit is providing trainings, doing
networking, lobbying, advocacy, research and documentation. The main objective of the Unit is
to establish democratic values in the society so that the community can develop the plan with
common consensus of Gram Sabha (Village Assembly) and implement by their own. The Unit is
building capacity of the elected representatives specially women and increasing aesthesia of the
government officials. Strengthen the process of Tribal Self-rule in the tribal area so that the
people have control over the livelihood resources through gram sabha and live their life with
dignity. The Unit prepares its strategy with unit workers, representative of panchayat in the
planning meeting. The Unit ensures the participation of elected representatives in order to
strengthen their contribution to the Gram Panchayats (Village Councils), Block and District
Councils.
Objectives:









To strengthen the process of Gram Sabha to enable them to prepare their development plan
To encourage transparency in Local Self-Governance, through citizen participation in Village
Assemblies and start social audit process
To enable elected women representatives to work responsibly in their respective capacities
in the Panchayati Raj Institutions
To strengthen the newly formed Association of Elected Women Representatives (Mahila
Panch Sarpanch Sangathan)
To lobby and advocate for the effective functioning of the PRIs with networks at different
levels (District/ State/ National)
To do advocacy work with the state government to ensure that the state government accepts
the resolutions passed by the Gram Sabhas/ Village Assemblies, and formulates state plans
and budgets accordingly.
To build the capacity of the citizens to strengthen the Gram Sabha / Village Assembly

The Main Activities of the Unit during the year 2008-2009
Local Self-Governance :
Leadership Development of EWRs: The Unit conducted 7 workshops and trainings for the
EWRs. The main subjects covered in these events were -- self identity, analysis of sovereignty
among community, identify the quality leaders, assess the effect of patriarchy on women,
constitution and democracy, 73rd constitution of Panchayati Raj, role of ward panch and
sarpanch in the permanent committees and its importance in panchayat, what is development,
how does panchayat perform
in human development issues,
collective planning etc. The
Unit
involved
subject
specialists in the workshops
as resource person (e.g.
former Project Director of
Indira Gandhi Panchayati Raj
and
Rural
Development
Department). A total of 359
EWRs from all over the
Rajasthan
has
been
participated in the capacity
building events.
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Association of Women Panches – Sarpanches: The Elected Women Representatives decided in
2006, to form an Association (Sangathan) to help each other to exercise their rights and duties,
without gender discrimination. EWRs from all over the state reported that male Secretary, and
Elected Male Representatives – and even sometimes their male family members -- inhibited/
prevented them from fulfilling their duties. Alone, they felt unable to solve the problems;
collectively, they felt they could! Secondly, corrupt Secretaries of the Village Councils felt that
women were weak and helpless, and so they could make the women elected representative
sign cheques, sanction payments, etc. with no fear that the woman representative would take a
strong action. The Women Elected Representatives felt that if they were organized, they could
support each other in opposing financial mismanagement and corruption and better serve their
village people. Thirdly, the women felt that any lobbying for changes in the rules and systems
would be more effective if they were organized. Till now, the Associations have been formed in
57 blocks of 28 districts in Rajasthan State. The elected women representatives are conducting
meetings of ward and gram sabha in respective gram panchayats, the development approach is
reflecting in the works of the gram panchayat.
Friends of Elected Women Representatives (comprises of Social workers, Professors of Political
Science, Specialists of Panchayat Raj, Academician), has been formed to provide resource and
guidance to the Association of Elected Women Representatives. The resource will be in the
form of assessing the leadership of EWRs, providing information on panchayats and prepare
strategy.
State Level Conventions of Women Representatives: Two state level conventions of elected
women representatives (Panches-Sarpanches) were organized in collaboration with eight
voluntary organizations. The Honorable Governor of State addressed the convention, members
presented the work carried out by the association and appreciated the efforts of the association.
The discussion of the convention moved around the points on strengthening the association and
members of the association handed over a petition about transfer the financial powers of 16
departments to panchayat and include 50% women reservation in the Panchayat Raj Act, state
plans must be prepared based on the Village Assembly resolutions and decisions; in the
Panchayati Raj Act. Discussion was held in the convention on the issues; violence against
women, equality, food security, girl’s education, social audit, transparency and NREGA. A total
of 510 women (Panches-Sarpanches) participated in the convention.
Study Tour: Two study tours (Learning Journey) were organized for the elected women
representatives to learn from sharing with the elected women representatives of Bhopal &
Banglore for better understanding on their roles and responsibilities in panchayat works. The
group of elected women representatives visited the Model panchayat of the area and learnt
about the different aspects of panchayat works.
Campaigns: The Unit coordinated 3
awareness
campaigns
(Gram
Sabha
Campaign, NREGA Awareness Campaign,
Voters’ Awareness Campaign) during the
year. The campaigns were organized to
create awareness about increase the
participation of women in the gram sabha,
raise the village issues in the gram sabha,
and improve the conditions of food security
schemes,
effective
implementation
of
NREGA, social audit and using Right to
Information. During the campaign, team
Political Party representative interacting
distributed pamphlets on different issues,
with the Women Representatives
pasted postures at various places. The Unit
conducted programmes to have dialogue with the candidates of the political parties during the
election campaign. The objective behind the dialogues was to sensitize them to include women
empowerment issues in election manifestos of the political parties. Women representatives
raised questions to know the views of party candidates on the issues. Total 250 people (out of
200 women representatives) participated in the programme.
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Meeting of Support Association for Panchayati Raj: The support association was formed in year
2002 with 14 voluntary organizations of Udaipur and Rajsamand Districts. 5 meetings of the
association were organized with an objective to provide direction in policy level decisions. The
main points of the discussion were NREGA, social audit, situation of the Tribal Self-Rule, gram
sabha, SEZ etc. The representatives from different organizations and active members of the
District Forum were present in the meetings.
Networking, learning journey and capacity building of workers: The Unit is doing regular
dialogue with different NGOs and organizations to share the work of Astha and to develop a
strong network on panchayati raj in Rajasthan. The Unit has done orientation of visitors from
different states and organizations on Local Self-Governance and hold interactions with EWRs.
Literacy programme: The Unit organized 3 trainings for skill enhancement of literacy instructor
(Shakshtarta Mitra – selected local literate person). A total of 105 instructors were trained in 13
blocks of 4 districts. The literacy instructors will train the elected women representatives and
women. As a result, 196 elected women representatives and 342 other women have acquired
functional literacy and numeracy skills.
Lobbying Successes: The Unit lobbied to the State and Central Government on the following
issues and got success:



It was declared that from the next election, 50% reservation of the seats at all three
levels will be reserved for women
Financial resources were increased to the Village Councils viz; Rs. 400 per month for
sanitation and cleanliness to each ward; Money for 730 Units of electricity per year to
each Village Council area; Rs. 12,300 per year for office maintenance and audit; Rs.
20,000 for building maintenance; stipends for Ward Councilors has increased from Rs.
20 to Rs. 40 per meeting and for Council Presidents increased from Rs. 40 to Rs. 60; Rs.
25,000 per Village Council for the Public Facilities (like drinking water hut, bus stop
shelter, public toilet etc); Rs. 3.00 lakhs per year for road maintenance; etc.

PESA Act:
Gram Sabha Committee Camp: 2 camps were organized for members of the Gram Sabha
(Village Assembly) on provisions of the PESA (Extension to the scheduled areas) Act, 1996. A
total of 161 person (129 men and 32 women) participated in the camps. The people were
making aware about the importance of the Gram Sabha so that they can conduct gram sabha in
their own area.
Trainings of Regional Councils: The Regional Councils were formed with an objective to provide
platform for sharing the experiences of village assembly committees. The regional council
covers 20-25 villages. Village assembly members meet and share their experiences in the
regional council meeting. 3 trainings for the members of regional council were organized with 3
regional councils. A total of 330 persons (232 men and 98 women) participated in the training
programmes.
Training of Tribal Leaders: 2 trainings of tribal leaders were organized with an objective to
strengthen the Tribal Self-Rule. The tribal leaders learnt about the process of formation of new
Village Republics under the Tribal Self-Rule, strengthen the existing Village Councils, and create
awareness on the Forest Rights Act and planning for effective implementation of the Act. The
leaders also shared their experiences with implementation of the Tribal Self-Rule.
Meeting of Committee on PESA Act: 2 meetings of the committee were organized to formulate
the Byelaws of PESA Act. In addition, meeting of core team (for Tribal Self-Rule network) was
organized. Discussion held on the activities / programme of network’s core team members and
representatives of partners.
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Others :
National Workshop on Forest Rights Act: The Unit organized a National level workshop on the
Forest Rights Act in collaboration with NAC-DIP2. The objective of the workshop was to provide
information on different aspects of the Forest Rights Act to the participants and share the actual
situation of implementation of the Forest Rights Act in their respective state. A total of 52
representatives from 30 different organizations working in 14 districts of 3 states, participated in
the workshop.
National level linkages: Members of the Unit participated in the meeting called by the National
Planning Commission. The discussion was held to involve those voluntary organizations in
planning who are registered under Planning Commission. Also, participated in the meetings with
the Parliamentary Committee, NAC-DIP and NPRD.
Issue Based workshops: The Unit organized issue based workshops during the year viz; Media
workshop, Workshop on strengthening gram sabha, Workshop on strengthening Panchayati
Raj, Workshop on gender budgeting, NREGA, Forest Rights Act. A total of 117 people
participants from different organizations / POs and elected representatives participated in the
workshop. Understanding of the workers and EWRs has been developed on the issues and they
had started advocating on the issues.
Training of members of Forest Rights Committees: Although, the forest rights committees have
been formed according to the order of the government. However, in practical the responsibility
not been given to the forest rights committee e.g. committee members were not trained on the
provisions of the Act, not been informed about the process of claims etc. The Vagad Labour &
Farmers Association organized training programme to train the members of the forest rights
committees on different aspects of the Forest Rights Act. A total of 263 men and 27 women
participated in the training programme.
Documentation and Publication: The Unit produced publications for elected representatives,
for activist-educators who work with people’s elected representatives, for People’s
Organisations and other group organized to work on their area’s development. The Unit
produced following materials during:






Newsletters -- Panchayat Awareness, Panch Parwaz
Booklet -- Mate
Pamphlet -- Gram Sabha, Health, How to use electronic voting machine, Rights and
responsibilities of voters, Rajasthan Panchayati Raj Act 1994
Documentary -- New Direction new Way (Nai Disha Nai Raah), Pancho Ki Udan
Training Module for Patwari and record keeping

Conclusion:
Political awareness of the women increased who are associated with the POs and they are
actively advocating on the issues in the panchayat and block meetings. Also, they are
encouraging other EWRs to accomplish the panchayat work by their own.
The EWRs associated with POs has started lobbying on the issues emerged during the training
and meetings. Now, they are accessing information by using Right to Information. EWRs
especially sarpanches are getting control over the panchayat secretary.
The confidence level of EWRs seems increased. They are raising issues in quorum meetings of
gram sabha and participating in decision-making process. They are approaching to various
departments for panchayat works and participating in planning work of panchayat. The
panchayat works speed-up due to better coordination between EWRs, panchayat secretary and
local government departments. The trained EWRs of POs are encouraging the people to take
part in gram sabha. Because of these efforts the participation of women, OBC, ST, SC people in
2
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gram sabha has increased and women sarpanches are chairing the National events i.e.
Republic Day and Independence Day. Therefore, we can say the participation of women has
been increased in panchayat and society because of training, workshop and meeting. They are
participating in family decisions and are getting consensus of the society. The Unit organized
literacy programme during the year, the EWRs and women are taking interest to become
literate. They gained the competency of identify character and they read the document before
signing it.
Likewise, impact can also see in the Tribal Self-Rule. Village meetings are happening in the
tribal area where the participation of women and dalits has increased. Villages are declaring
themselves as Village Republic and placing foundation stones in the villages. Understanding
has been increased on the Forest Rights Act and process of formation of Forest Rights
Committees has been initiated. A state level “Friends of EWRs” has been formed with
academicians, professors of political science; officials of PRIs, Social workers are associated
with the group.
1.3 Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre: (BARC)
The Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre (BARC) comes into existence in year 2002. BARC is
acting as a resource center of “budget analysis” and “budget advocacy” has been trying to
create awareness among people in Rajasthan. The Centre Staff analyze the Rajasthan State
Budgets, from the perspective of the poor and marganilized, and those working with the poor. In
addition, the Centre economic analysts work with the interested Members of the Legislative
Assembly (MLAs), alerting them to problem areas in the budgets, and in the expenditure
patterns.
Objectives:




To sensitize the legislators regarding the limited financial provisions for the poor and the
rural areas, and build their capacity. So that, their voice gets stronger in the Assembly and
other forums, and that they can outstrip the bureaucrats – with proper suggestions based on
facts and figures – in the process of policy formulations as well as implementations and of
course, in budget allocations in favour of the poor and socially excluded sections.
To understand the gap between the measures taken at the higher levels to address the dire
needs of the poor and how far things have improved in reality at the grassroot level; and to
convey such understandings to the people across various strata of society; through different
means

The Main Activities of the Unit during the year 2008-2009
Our Day-to-Day Budget Work: Budget analysis is a never-ending, continuous process. Both
analysis and advocacy require constant work almost on daily basis. The data need to be
updated for presentation, publication and sharing with others. It involves the task of analyze the
state budget, department-wise analysis, time-series or trend analysis, analysis of differences
between allocations and outlays and then between outlays and outcome (i.e. whether or not
desired number of people adequately benefited) etc. During the reporting period, BARC has
given priority to:
 Overall state budget,
 Budgets for Dalits and Tribals,
 Agriculture budget,
 Animal husbandry budget,
 Irrigation budget,
 Health budget,
 Education budget,
 Social security budget
 Gender budget etc
 Unorganized sector budget
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Capacity Building of MLAs: In Rajasthan, assembly election happened during the year. BARC
organized one “Budget Orientation” meeting for the newly elected MLAs with the focus on “The
first interface with new MLAs and Appraisal of the Rajasthan Budget 2008-09”. The state
government won the ‘Vote of Confidence” and present interim budget for the financial year
2009-10. There were 13 legislators, including the ex-home minister of Rajasthan, participated
in the meeting. The BARC team presented an analysis of the Rajasthan State Budget (2008-09)
in the meeting, showing the evidence of strength and weakness of the budget and pointed out
necessary amendments to fill the gaps for enhancing the living standard of poor in the state. The
present legislators make a note for discussion in the Assembly session. BARC has been trying
to strengthen the democracy, sensitizing the legislators about both the technical aspects of
budgets and the issues pertaining to the poor people.
Understanding Panchayat Budgets through Experiments and Capacity Building of
Members
of
Panchayati
Raj
Institutions (PRIs) through Training
We believe that PRI representatives
need to be aware of the budget making
process, budgetary provisions for
different schemes and programs, and
the overall performance of the
government in public spending for the
poor. With this objective, every year
BARC conduct training program for the
PRI members on budget. At the same
time, we feel that we also need to
understand the financial situations at the
PRI level, including the fund-inflow and outflow, for an improved tracking of
funds from top to the grassroot level.

MLA from Phuleera Tehasil in Jaipur District
addressing the PRI Members

Two experiments
The team visited to four-gram panchayats to know the finances and fiscal positions of the
gram panchayat and had discussions with the sarpanchs and secretaries about the financial as
well as fiscal conditions of their bodies. The panchayats have some fiscal problems a) very
limited sources of own revenue, b) mostly dependent on the State and Central Governments, c)
fund allocation criteria is population. Therefore, the sarpanchs find it difficult to mobilize the
funds for recurring office and related expenditures and run their offices. Such points were noted
down to draw attention of the policy makers towards fiscal problems associated with PRI bodies.
In other similar events, organised two meetings cum workshop with 76 PRI representatives (of
40 gram panchayats), including was sarpanchs, members and secretaries to discuss the
issues related to fiscal matters, different rural development schemes, and NREGA
implementation of gram panchayats.
Issue-Based Meetings: BARC organized 4 issue-based meetings during the year. The
objective of the meetings was to provide in-depth knowledge and information to the participants
on selected topics or issues so that they can carry on their advocacy work with ample
information and data. BARC just not let them free after meetings but continuous follow-up is also
done in various ways. The following are the issue-based meetings, which BARC organized in
the year:


Swajaldhara Scheme: It is a centrally sponsored scheme meant for the supply of drinking
water in the rural areas. A total of 32 representatives from different organisations of the six
districts of Rajasthan attended the meeting. The BARC team presented many interesting
findings that came out in analysis to the participants. E.g., 80% of the projects have not been
completed yet. Most of the participants agreed on depicting several reasons like; not getting
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sanctions from higher authority, price hike, and the contractors left the work unfinished etc.
These issues were put up in a press conference and they gave consensus in monotone.
They supported us to raise the demand for drinking water in the rural Rajasthan.
Rural Development Schemes: A meeting was conducted in Jalore District with 55
representatives participated from gram panchayats and civil society organizations. The
different rural development schemes have been elaborately discussed in the meeting.
Agriculture Budgets: BARC conducted a meeting with 70 representatives from different
NGOs and civil society organizations, which working in different blocks of Nagore District of
Rajasthan. Agriculture budgets in Rajasthan and related topics such as crop insurance
schemes have been discussed in the meeting.
“Gender budget”: the first meeting exclusively for women has been organised in
collaboration with the Gram Chetana Kendra. 31 women from different organisations
participated in the meeting. The BARC team presented analysis of budgets of different
women specific schemes and other schemes, where the budget is not fully utilised. A bitter
truth came out that only 14% of the elected representations are women in the Assembly of
Rajasthan. How forcefully they are able to create pressure on the Government regarding the
women’s issue.

Regional Budget Orientation and Awareness Events: BARC has organized 3 regional
budget awareness meetings in the state. The focus of such meetings is given on budgets of
departments related to social sector i.e. health, education, social welfare (including Dalits and
Tribals) and on some economic sector such as agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry etc. The
difference between an issue-based meeting and a regional meeting is that a regional meeting
covers discussion of the budgets of several relevant departments whereas an issue-based
meeting throws light only on one particular topic or issue.


29-30 August 2008 – A meeting (termed as a state-level meeting) was organized with 125
people of civil society representatives from all the districts of Rajasthan. The focus of the
meeting was on preparing the charter of demands to be submitted to the political parties.
However, the overall state budget and the budgets of the Departments of Education, Health,
Social Welfare, Rural Development (including NREGA), Agriculture and Allied Services etc
have been elaborately discussed in the meeting. In addition, we shared our demands with
the media and the media gave good coverage of our demands.



21-22 November 2008 – BARC organized a meeting in collaboration with the Centre for Dalit
Rights (CDR). 36 people attended the meeting. BARC team presented on different topics of
budgets, for example, overall state budget, budgets for Dalits, budgets for women, budgets
for agriculture (including animal husbandry and crop insurance), budgets for rural
development etc. Detailed discussion was held to formulate the strategies of advocacy and
lobbying in order to influence the state government on the issues relating to human
development of the state.



16-17 January 2009 -- The regional budget orientation program was conducted in
collaboration with the Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan (An Association of Single Women Alone).
A total of 39 participants attended the meeting from different NGOs and People’s
Organisations from 5 districts of Rajasthan. The overall state budgets, budgets of different
line departments, different welfare schemes for the poor, and gender budget etc. have been
widely discussed in the meeting. ENSS questioned about the budget for widow pension and
the number of beneficiaries in last four years.

BARC Staff’s Representation as Resource Persons in the Media and in Trainings
Seminars/ Workshops Conducted by Other Organizations: The BARC staff members were
invited as resource persons by several organizations. During the reporting period, BARC staff
participated in many trainings/ workshops/ seminars/ media events as resource persons to
talk about Budget Analysis. The topics/theme include: "National Rural Employment Guarantee
Act", "National Convention on Budget", “Agricultural Development and Agriculture Budget”,
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“National Rural Health Mission”, Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana", “Midday Meal Scheme”, Role of
Youth in Development", “Forest Produce”, "Gender Budgeting”, "Budgets for Dalits", "Enforcing
Human Rights through Budgets", "Social Sector Budgets in Rajasthan", among others.
Micro Studies :
The BARC has conducted 3 micro studies; first on “National Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme”. This study was carried out in 14 districts of Rajasthan in order to examine about how
efficiently and effectively the scheme was being implemented in rural area of the Rajasthan. The
second study, i.e. the “Swajaldhara Scheme”. The objective of the study is to examine about
how efficiently and effectively the scheme is being implemented in rural Rajasthan. In this study,
we found that about 80% of the projects have not been completed. The third micro study was on
Minor (Non-timber) Forest Produce has been completed by BARC (in collaboration with
Samarthak Samiti, Udaipur) in certain districts of Rajasthan. Currently, data analysis is being
carried out with a view to publishing a booklet and disseminating the findings. The findings will
be shared with the stakeholders for raising voice for the tribals dependent on forest produce.
Publications:
Newsletter –
Our newsletter is a quarterly publication, containing detailed budgetary information, data, and
findings of our analysis, so that common people, CSO representatives and key persons can be
well equipped with budget related knowledge and find some concrete evidence in support of
their concerns. Copies of each issue are published and distributed to the different NGOs,
voluntary organizations, activists, the legislators, government departments as well as to
directorates, bureaucrats, policy makers, research organizations, academicians, journalists,
district level key persons, and freelance social workers.
Booklets –
In the reporting period, 3 booklets on several issues have been published by BARC.
1. “Swaljaldhara Scheme: wastage of public money” (in Hindi). This booklet is the outcome
of the analysis of data collected through field-survey conducted in different clusters of small
firms in Rajasthan. From this perspective, this booklet is very useful for those who are engaged
in lobbying and advocacy work for the drinking water.
2. “How successful have been the Poverty Eradication Programmes?” (in Hindi): This
leaflet is also an outcome of a micro-study conducted in Dausa District in order to evaluate
certain poverty eradication schemes of the government.
3. "NREGA" (in Hindi): This booklet is also an outcome of our micro-study. The micro-study
was carried out in 15 districts of Rajasthan. It has brought out many important findings that
identified the issues (under NREGA) which need to be rectified for proper implementation of the
scheme.
The website of BARC is www.barcjaipur.org
Press Conference :
BARC conducted two press conferences. First, one on Swajaldhara Scheme, which is a
centrally sponsored scheme, formulated and implemented for the supply of drinking water to
the rural people. Some representatives of the NGOs located in rural areas have also joined us in
the press conference and helped us in drawing the attention of the media towards the problems
attached with the implementation of the Swajaldhara Scheme by sharing their practical
experiences that they gathered in their local areas. The second press conference was jointly
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organized with the Gramin Swabhiman Sansthan on the issues of the Agriculture budget and
crop insurance. Several things were conveyed, with data and information, to the media, and
views were well highlighted in the print media.
In addition to the above, journalists and reporters have been continuously in touch with us
throughout the year, took lot of information and data from us, and published reports in their
newspapers.
Conclusion:
Data/ Information relating to Rajasthan Government's policies and budgets have been supplied
to various organizations, legislators, media and Individuals. We are glad that many
organisations, legislators and media are taking interests in budget information and they are
disseminating our findings and reports in their own ways. This is helping in creating awareness
about public expenditures for the poor and this is desirable for the strengthening of our
democracy. We expect that such interests of the civil society and others will be continuing in the
future. MLAs are approaching (from opposition) to the BARC before the Assembly Session and
receiving information from BARC for notes on the budget analysis.
1.4 The People’s Education and Cultural Resource Unit :
Astha started the work of “People’s Education” with the crash, condensed, residential courses of
literacy for the leaders of People’s Groups and People’s Organizations. The Literacy Team
designed a special condensed course to help illiterate elected women representatives of the
Panchayati Raj Institutions in acquiring functional literacy skills to help them in fulfilling the roles
and responsibilities. The next need for “People’s Education” that Astha felt was the need to have
an Educational Cultural Team as a part of the campaign work and “padayatra” (Foot March) in
an area where the programme team was moving and holding meetings with people in their own
area. The unit is also associated with network of CSOs under Right to Education Campaign. The
network is acting as pressure group for getting the Right to Education draft bill pass as an Act.
Objectives:
1. To organize ‘Literacy Condensed Course’ for the leaders of the People’s organizations/
groups/ representatives for improving their literacy capacities.
2. To conduct research and make efforts directed towards ensuring the reach of quality
education provided by the government to the tribal children and at the same time
supplementing the government efforts wherever and whenever needed to improve the
present situation of education in the tribal areas.
3. To intervene in the issue of the quality education to ensure the provision of quality education
to each and every child particularly the tribal children and the girl child. The intervention
would be done at the :


Level of the children
 Policy level
 community level
 Various levels of education system like the district, block, cluster and school
4. To prepare cultural teams for the campaigns and issues of concern
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The Main Activities of the Unit during the year 2008-2009 :
Literacy for leaders: Astha has been
conducting crash, condensed, residential
courses in reading, writing, arithmetic for
illiterate leaders of people's groups and
organisations. During the year 5 batches of
such course were done. In all 5 trainings
were conducted for the first phase and 2-2
trainings were conducted for the second and
third phase. A total of 148 participants took
part in these trainings. Some of these
leaders have started taking some initiatives
involving reading and writing skills at their
organisation. When 148 leaders had begun
with the course, they did not have any
reading or writing skills. As the course progressed 59 of these leaders have gained the highest
competency level where they are now able to read, write, count and identify numbers and can
also do simple mathematical operations like; addition and subtraction of two digit numbers
without carry over. These leaders are also able to read a word by joining the letters of a word.
They can also read and make sense of newspaper headlines.
Smt. Sanklibai is a tribal women living with three daughters and two sons. 14 years back her husband
died due to snakebite. After the death of husband, her in-laws tried to escape her from the property
but she didn’t loose patience and continued on the land. She has started labouring and brought up the
children.
In 2000, she became member of the Ekal Nari Shakti Sanghthan, where she knew that how the
Association strengthen the life of widow/ single women. She attended 10 days literacy camp and
learnt to read and write. Also, she got other information about the rights of widow. She opened grocery
shop and along with the shop she continued to reading and writing.
After three months her mother expired and she has to attend the follow-up training on literacy at
Udaipur. She shown willingness to go Udaipur but the villagers became angry saying that your mother
has expired and you have to take lead to perform the customs. But, she replied that my mother is died
and I feel sorrow. My mother can’t come back if will stay here or not. It will better if I go to Udaipur and
come back after attending the training.
Likewise she attended two follow-up camps of 5 days each. Now, she became block committee
member and conducting block level meetings. She can write name, report, maintain petty expenses,
fill-up travel expenses, read books, newspaper etc by herself. She is happy and helping people.

However, 29 leaders are still struggling with identifying alphabets and numbers. However, these
people can identify most of the alphabets and numbers. The remaining 60 leaders are able to
identify a few alphabets only and can count and identify numbers from 1-10.
One additional training program was organised for 15 state level leaders of the Association of
Strong Women Alone (ASWA). This program was for duration of 10 days and it involved learning
to write reports, filling up TA forms, writing letter etc.
In addition to providing literacy trainings to the leaders of the People's Organisations supported
by Astha; the unit has been extending support to the other NGOs as well. This year literacy
trainings were also provided to 70 SHG group members from Alert Sansthan. In addition to this,
a training program was organised for 23 instructors of the Roman Catholic Diocesan Service
Society, Ajmer. These instructors help the women of the SHG groups formed by this
organisation in gaining reading and writing skills.
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Literacy for Elected Women Representatives of PRIs: As a part of the work with the Local
Self Governance Unit; the previously evolved model of training the instructors for educating the
Elected Women Representatives (EWRs) was continued3. This year, a total of 111 instructors
were trained who helped 227 EWRs and 373 other women in gaining reading and writing skills.
These instructors belonged to Udaipur, Rajsamand, Bhilwara, Jhunjhunu and Alwar Districts.
These instructors were trained in four rounds of trainings. Regular follow-up meetings have also
been conducted during this period.
This year a special award was presented to encourage the women leaders who were making
significant efforts towards acquiring reading and writing skills through the crash condensed
Literacy course. ‘Shri Om Shrivastav Memorial Trust’ presented the award to 2 EWRs and 3
women leaders of the People's Organisation.
One member of the team provided resource on Literacy in the awareness camp organised by
Aagaz Academy at Muzafarpur, Patna.
Ensuring quality education for tribal children: Two tribal girl's education camps were
organised this year; one at Kotra block of Udaipur District and the other at Kelwara block of
Rajsamand District. These camps catered to 104 girls in the age group of 9-14 years. These
girls were taught through the Activity Based
Learning method. 35 girls from Kotra camp and
25 girls from Kelwara were able to acquire
competency level of grade five and are ready to
be admitted in the grade 6 of the mainstream
education system. Whereas 17 girls from Kotra
and 25 girls from Kelwara acquired a
competency, level of class three and are ready to
be admitted in the grade four of the mainstream
education.
The teachers in these camps were given 11 days
training in three rounds. Resource person from
Eklavya Sansthan, Madhya Pradesh took most of
Girls are busy in tower building
the training sessions. In these trainings work was
exercise
done on enhancing the conceptual understanding
of the teachers on the basic concepts of different subjects and also planning and conducting
various activities with the girls for better teaching - learning.
Two separate exposure visits were also conducted for the girls of these camps. In both the visits
the girls were taken to various entertainment spots like; Lok kala Mandal, Gulab Bagh etc and
they were also taken to different places of significance like the Collectorate, Railway Station, etc.
At the end of the camp children's fair (Bal mela) was organised for the girls of both the camps.
This fair was organised at Kotra. The parents of the girls’ also participated in this fair. The unit
team also participated in the children's fair organised by the Godwad Association of Tribals.
The Unit held two documentation workshops. In one workshop a draft process documentation of
the camp was prepared whereas in the other resource booklets and other resource material to
be used in teaching primary children was prepared.
A study to understand the situation of education in tribal areas as well as various innovations
being practiced by various organisations in the Rajasthan, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh States.
The aim of the study was to develop a deeper understanding of the issues in the tribal education
so that a relevant intervention can be planned in the Southern Rajasthan. The organisations
visited were; Eklavya, Samavesh and Adarshila in Madhya Pradesh, Bhasha Academy in
Gujarat, Digantar, Sankalp and Bodh in Rajasthan. A two days regional workshop on 'Quality
education in Tribal areas' was held as a follow-up exercise of the study. The major findings of
the study & discussions in the workshop were that there were major issues related to the reach
3

The idea is that one-trained instructor shall help at least one elected women representative as well as two other
women from the village.
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of quality education in the tribal areas. E.g., lack of proper Right to Education Act, defunct
schools, absence of teachers, teachers commuting daily from a long distance, problems in the
attitudes of the teachers, improper classroom interactions, issues in content, lack of involvement
on the part of community etc. The interventions that various organisations are mainly doing are
in the form of advocating and lobbying on the policy issues related to education, providing
academic support services to the tribal children, organising meetings, workshops and trainings
for the community members to increase their participation, teachers trainings, working on
creation of more relevant content etc. As an output of the study and the workshop, a model of
introducing intervention in 15-15 villages of Kotra block of District Udaipur and Bali block of
District Rajsamand has evolved.
A baseline study was also conducted to capture the educational scenario in the selected 30
villages with the help of two students from Gujarat Vidyapeeth. The major finding of this baseline
was that the situation of primary education is very poor in these villages. Even today less then
one percent population of these villages have acquired education till primary level. This makes
most of the children as first generation learners from these villages. Secondly, the pupil teacher
ratio of the schools in these villages is as high as 70:1. It was found that there was only one
female teacher in the entire 30 villages. And more than 50% of the children in these villages
getting admission in the class one drop out before reaching class five.
A proposal for girls education camps and work in 30 villages was developed and sent to Axis
bank foundation a regular follow-up of the same was also done.
Providing Resource: Sessions on ‘Community's role in Education' were taken by the Unit
member in the staff training of Pratham Rajasthan. In addition, material for language teaching
was designed and took sessions in the 'Livelihood Oriented Life skills -- a bridge course for class
8th passed youth'. This course was organised by Kotra Adivasi Sansthan.
Cultural Team: Two cultural teams were identified; one from Adivasi Vikas Manch, Kotra and
the other from Jarga Vikas Samiti, Kelwara. Both the team comprised of 8-10 members. These
teams were given an initial training for seven days. In the training exercises were done on basic
drama and overcoming hesitation. During this training, the teams also acquired a basic thematic
understanding on the NREGA and the Recognition of the forest dwellers rights act. The teams
prepared two plays as a output of the training (each on both the acts). The team from Adivasi
Vikas Manch Kotra participated in the second and third rounds of trainings. One of these
trainings was for six days and the other was four days training. These trainings were for learning
to prepare and use the glove puppets. A few higher-level drama exercises were also done with
the team in these trainings. The resource persons for these trainings were from organisations
like Alarippu, West Zone Cultural Center and Lok kala Mandal.
The teams were also taken to the West Zone Cultural festival at Shilpgram and Lok Kala Mandal
as an exposure visit during their trainings. Field level demonstrations were also a part of their
trainings. These demonstrations were done at Pai village of Girwa block of Udaipur District.
In addition, three follow-ups were conducted with the teams. In these follow ups work was done
on the issues like plans of the teams, the difficulties they are facing, improvement in the drama
script and gaining command on the Hindi language. These follow ups are for a duration of 1-2
days.
The team from Kotra has been performing well and has been able to sustain itself. The team
has done 40 shows till 31st March'09, including shows in the mate trainings at Banswara, village
level awareness programs at 8 villages of Bali block of Pali District and 12 villages of Jhadol and
Girwa blocks of Udaipur District, Youth festival, at Ajmer, Panch - Sarpanch Sammelan at
Pushkar, Milan mela organised by Adivasi vikas manch, State level meeting of Association of
Strong Women Alone and monthly meeting of the Forest Land People's Movement (Jungle
Jameen Jan Andolan).
The team from Kelwara performed 13 shows. These included 12 villages of Kelwara block under
the village level awareness programs and Jarga Sammelan. The team however could not
sustain itself due irregularity of the members in the team.
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Exhibitions: Kiosks on Education were set up in the exhibition organised by Adivasi Vikas
Manch, Jarga Vikas Samiti, Gordwad Sangathan and Adivasi Mahila Jagriti Samiti at their
annual fairs.
Conclusion:
The Unit worked with the leaders of POs and when the leaders had begun with the course, they
did not have any reading or writing skills. As the course, progressed 60% of these leaders have
gained the basic literacy skills. Most of them are now able to read, write, count and identify
numbers; and few are still struggling with identifying alphabets and numbers. During the year,
instructors were trained to help the EWRs and other women in gaining reading and writing skills.
This year, ‘Shri Om Shrivastav Memorial Trust’ presented a special award to two EWRs and
three women leaders of People’s Organisation.
Two residential educational camps were organised for 104 girls of the age group 9-14 year, 60
of these girls were able to gain competency level of class 5, remaining acquired competency
level of class 3; and are ready to be admitted in the next grade of the mainstream education
system. Training of teachers was done on enhancing the conceptual understanding of the
teachers on the basic concepts of different subjects and also planning and conducting various
activities with the girls for better teaching - learning. Two documentation workshops were
organised to develop educational resource material. A study to understand the situation of
education in tribal areas as well as various innovations being practiced by various organisations
in four states. The aim of this was to develop a deeper understanding of the issues in the tribal
education so that a relevant intervention can be planned in the southern Rajasthan. A regional
workshop on quality education in tribal area was organised as a follow-up of the study. A model
of intervention in 30 village emerged as a result of study and workshop.
1.5 Globalisation: In July 2008, Dr Ginny Shrivastava and Sh Bhanwar Singh Chadana from
Astha participated in the SAARC assembly which was organized through the SAAPE network of
South Asian Organization SAARC.
During three days assembly, SAARC developed a declaration letter on food security, poverty,
farmers’ problems, issues of labourers, male dominance, women, tribal issues, issues of
displacement etc. by which issues like imperialistic support in South Asian Countries, power,
globalization, effect of privatization, effects on poor etc. can be raised by public.
1.6 Current Issues: A block level workshop was organized by the shared efforts of Astha and
Rajasthan Vidhyapeeth in which the problems and issues of tribals were discussed.
1.7 People’s Organizations Resource Unit:
The People’s Organisations Resource Unit was formed in 2004, with the objective to work with 8
People’s Organizations and help them to move towards greater independence in planning,
implementation and mobilization of resources. A Support Society was registered to give pace to
the objectives of the People’s Organizations and support to the POs. The Unit organized
different capacity-building events like; training, workshops and provides resource to the POs for
independence.
Objectives:




Develop the competencies of the POs in the field of management, planning, implementation
and coordination, so that they can perform independently.
Develop competencies of leaders and workers of the POs through training
Develop competencies of the POs and the Support Societies so that they can
handle financial resources to become Self-sustain
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Support the POs on policy issues and develop network to solve their problems
Work for capacity building of workers

The Main Activities of the Unit during the year 2008-2009 :
Skill Enhancement Trainings:










Annual work plan of the POs in the form of proposal: Team members of the PO practiced to
prepare annual work plan based on issues. The objective of the training was to prepare
activities for the year. The members listed the activities need to conduct to achieve the
expected results. They had also prepared expected results and activities in the Logical
Framework Analysis (LFA). This exercise helped the workers in planning the monthly and
quarterly activities.
Capacity building on Accounting: The Unit organized 2 training programmes (for two days)
for the leaders of the Support Society to develop accounting skills. The leaders of 6 POs
participated in the training programmes. The main objective of the training programme was
to identify the concepts of the account and implement in the accounting of POs, also to
strengthen the accounting of the POs. They also practiced to prepare the final annual
accounts for audit purpose. The capacity of the PO leaders has been developed and they
are updating the accounts book by their own.
Proposal Writing Workshop: A workshop on “Project Proposal Writing” was organized for 34
members of the Support Society of 6 POs. Objective of the workshop was to build the
capacities of Support Society members towards self-sustainability. The participants of the
workshop identified and listed the important issues or problems and prioritized them. They
practiced to prepare project proposal for raising funds. Each PO prepared a draft project
proposal, which may be used in future planning for fund raising from the donors/ government
agencies. In second phase, two workshops were organized with 2 POs. The Rajasamand
Mahila Manch and The Vagad Majdoor and Kisan Sangthan prepared project proposals. The
Rajasamand Mahila Manch prepared a proposal ‘Women Empowerment’ and submitted to
“Women Power Connect” to raise fund for three years.
Legal Skill Training: Training on legal skills was organized to develop skills in active leaders
of the POs. The main aim of the training was to train people with legal skills and ability to
provide legal advice on local issues. The training explained the legal provisions available for
common people and for tribals in simple terminology. In addition, also focus to explain law,
fundamental rights and cases relating to violence against women. MARG4 provided resource
material for participants in the training programme.
Report Writing Workshop: 3 days workshop was organized to develop writing skills of
leaders and workers of the POs. The contents of the workshop were to develop required
writing skill to perform daily tasks, to understand the basics of writing, writing on subject
issues and to identify the practical problems in writing. The participants practiced examples
of progress report, case study, articles, and press release notes, cuttings, which were then
analyzed and presented by the participants in the workshop. A Resource person from
“Community & Communication Network, Bhopal” facilitated the workshop. The participants
are able to overcome the shortcomings in writing and were able to write applications,
proposals and petition. A total of 22 leaders and workers participated in the workshop.

Issue based trainings:
Different training programmes were organized to develop broad based understanding of PO
workers and leaders on challenges and problems comes in routine working.


Training of PO Workers: A training programme was organized for leaders and workers of the
POs. The main aim of the training programme was to develop capacities of the leaders and
workers of the POs, so that they can perform to take up the organizational process, raise the
issues and work on it, clarity on roles and responsibilities, develop new leaders. Main points

4 MARG - Multiple Action Research Group
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of discussion were decision process, conflict resolution, problem solving process,
participation.
Training of Tribal Women Leaders: 3 day training programme was organized to develop
tribal women leaders of the POs. The aim of the training was to develop understanding of
women leaders, identify and develop new leaders, capacity building of existing women
leaders to become more active and aware about the rights of women. A total of 57 tribal
women leaders participated in the training programme.
Training of the support society members: The Resource Unit is attempting for gradual but
sustainable development of the POs promoted by Astha. The Unit is organizing training,
workshops and meetings of the coordinating committee members of the POs.
Two days workshop-cum-training was organized for capacity building on various aspects of
‘Organisation Coordination and Management’. The main aim of the training programme was
to review the progress of the support society, to explain the main provisions of the Income
Tax Act (13A, 80G) and review the budget v/s actual expenses (budget utilization,
accounting procedures etc). Members of the POs and related Support Societies participated
(total 33 participants) in the workshop.
Training of PO Leaders: The training was organized with the objectives to develop skill,
vision, capacity in problem solving process. Also, to identify and develop second line leaders
in the POs. Total 53 active leaders (including 21 women) from 6 POs participated in the
training programme. The training helped the PO leaders in strengthening the process of
independence and the leaders knew about their roles & responsibilities.

Sanchalak Mandal Meeting-cum-training (Sanchalak Mandal5 Meetings): The Unit facilitated
quarterly regular meetings of the Sanchalak Mandal of the POs. Stress was given to speed-up
the work to achieve the milestones and develop a strategic understanding in Sanchalak Mandal
meetings of the PO at regional level. The progress of POs on the situation of forest rights
claims, implementation of NREGA, farmer loan waive scheme was reviewed and suggestions
were provided accordingly. In addition, 5 meetings were organized with the Astha staff working
for People’s Organisations. Current/ popular issues were taken up in the meetings. Workers and
leaders capacitated on the issues and helped in preparing future action plan. The main objective
of the meeting-cum-training was to monitor and review the programmes/ activities of the POs,
speed-up the programme, and role of Sanchalak Mandal in sustainability of the POs. Develop
strategic understanding on NREGA, farmers’ loan, forestland etc. Resource material was also
provided to the participants on future strategy on the Forest Rights Act, provisions under the
NREGA, farmer’s loan waiving scheme etc.


Strategy was also prepared on the common issues, which needs to address in the Assembly
Election and in the Parliament Election.
o

Public demand letter was prepared on the issues of tribal and handed over to the
representatives of political parties in Jaipur (State Capital) during the Election (Assembly
and Parliament).

o

Prepared strategy for submitting forest rights claims, demand for receipt, wrote letter to
revenue and forest department for physical verification, appeal for the rejected claim
forms, community claims, create pressure at the Sub Division and District level.

o

The POs facilitated the rejected cases and appeal was made to the Sub Divisional
Committee in consultation with advocates. Also, took guidance from representatives of
the Forest Land Movement.

o

Understanding has been developed on the Central Government’s ‘Loan Waive Scheme’.
Assessed the status of affected families in the working area of the POs. Guidance was
provided to get records of the affected families using the Right to Information.

o

Provide information about the orders and new information updates in the NREGA,
payments, mate arrangements with the help of resource person. Every PO is working in

5 Sanchalak Mandal – Core leadership group
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4-5 Village Councils to develop as model Village Council. The model Village Council
means implementation of the NREGA with proper process i.e. application for job, getting
receipt of application, measurement based work allocation to a group of five persons,
payment to group, mate formats, site facilities etc.
o

3-5 Village Councils were selected to develop as model Village Councils under the Tribal
Self-Rule Act. Strategy has been prepared to activate the Gram Sabha for utilizing at
least 3-4 powers (out of 11 powers) mentioned in the PESA Act.

o

New information was provided on Food Security Schemes, Mid-day-meal, PDS etc.

Strategic understanding of PO leaders has been developed on election issues, situations were
clear of the claims, and people received land right paper in some cases.
Networking & Lobbying on People’s Issues:
o

Participation in the workshop on “Land Rights of Schedule Tribe and Schedule
Castes” being organized by the Human Rights Law Network in Udaipur.

o

Participation in the State level meeting on “Employment and Right to Information”
(Rozgar & Suchana Ka Adhikar )

o

Participation in the meeting on “Clarity on problems in accessing Land Rights”,
facilitated by Mr. Pradeep Prabhu, Coordinator – Campaign for Survival & Dignity.

o

Participation in the workshop on “Economics of Development” organized by PEACE,
New Delhi

High Court Case of Tribal Self-Rule: The Unit prepared and presented two appeals to the
Rajasthan High Court against the Government of Rajasthan for not framing the Rules for the
Rajasthan PESA legislation passed in 1999. The Court accepted the revised case petition, and
circulated notices to related departments and seeking explanation on not framing the bylaws.
Unless all the involved departments answer, the court is not in a position to take any decision.
So, the case is still pending in the High Court.
Documentation & Publication: The People’s Organization Resource Unit prepared documents
and published are as under:





Published quarterly 4 issues of the newsletter “Halkara” of the People’s Organisations. The
newsletter is a voice of the POs about the struggle of the forest dwellers, NREGA,
information of the government schemes, current issues etc.
Published “Guidelines for Election Code of Conduct & Voters Awareness Campaign” to
make aware the voters and promote clear election procedure.
Provided support & guidance to Kotra Adivasi Sangh (Association of Tribal) to develop &
publish the booklet “Our Legal Rights” on rights of Schedule Tribes.

Research: A research was conducted in collaboration with the BARC to assess the impact of
the “Loan Waiving Scheme” of Central Government on farmers of two gram panchayats. A study
was conducted to understand the process of declaring villages as Village Republic under Tribal
Self-Rule. Gain the experience of coordination, decision process, management etc.
Overall Impact and Conclusion of the Unit:


The leadership quality has increased because of training and guidance to the leaders of the
POs. The PO leaders are owning the responsibilities (office management etc) and moving
towards self-sustainability.
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The process of fund raising has been started in three POs viz; Tribal Development Forum,
Kotda; Rajsamand Women’s Forum; and Rajasthan Forest Produce Collectors and
Processors Groups Support Society.



The Rajasthan Forest Produce Collectors and Processors Groups Support Society will move
towards greater independence by April 2009. Means it will raise funds, manage programme/
activities, reporting and fulfill other compliances by their own. The Society is already having
separate office and infrastructure.



New women leaders emerged in the Gordward Tribal Association and condition of the
existing leaders has improved. The overall condition of the Jarga Area Development Society
has improved. Although, there was internal dynamics in the team of leaders but now they are
working in a better way.



The Vagad Labourers and Farmers Association is working in Dungarpur and Banswara
Districts. The grip of the Association becomes strong after facing challenges on the issue of
forest rights. The leaders are slowly taking the role of the Astha staff to become
independent. The process of implementation of the Tribal Self-Rule become strong after
declaration of villages as Village Republics, formation of the Village Council (cluster of 8-10
village republics), exchange meeting of the members at local level, collective planning etc.



Linkage of the People’s Organisation with the State and National organizations, networks
and campaigns like; Right to Food Campaign, Employment and Right to Information Act
(Rozgar Evam Suchana ka Adhikar Abhiyan), Campaign for Survival and Dignity, Bharat Jan
Andolan, Kisani Pratistha Manch etc.



The People’s Organisations Resource Unit and the Support Society have done planning for
the tribal rights. It will take forward the process with the tribal POs and other voluntary
organizations working on the issues of tribal.

2.0 THE PEOPLE’S ORGANISATION :
Astha build 8 mass-membership based People’s Organisations. There are opportunities in the
democracy to make necessary amendments in policy and laws with the collective and organized
efforts of the People’s Organisations. Astha experienced that the People’s Organisations can
raise the local issues and with constant efforts will create pressure on State and National
government to make policy changes. Astha always encourages such people supported or
people centered action.
2.1 The Tribal Development Forum (Adivasi Vikas Manch):
In 1993, the Tribal Development Forum (Adivasi Vikas Manch) was formed as a Block-wide
People’s Organisation in Kotra Block of Udaipur District. It is working to organize the tribal
people of Kotra, Jhadol (Panrawa), and Pindwara (Sirohi) on local problems and issues of their
rights. Over the years, the men and women of the Tribal Development Forum have continues to
work together on both struggle and constructive action, and have expanded their Forum to the
neighblouring Block of Jhadol in Udaipur District and to now four Blocks in neighboring Sirohi
District.
During the period, the Forum focused on various activities, e.g. started the process of claiming
rights (individual & community) on forestland, formation of Forest Rights committee at the
panchayat level, life skill development in youth, organizing big annual programme “Milan Mela”
and proper implementation of the NREGA etc.
Objective:


To bring forward the poor people and tribal on issues/ problems and solve them with
collective action
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Provide support to protect the tribal from atrocities & exploitation; and help them to get rights
& entitlements
 To establish control of tribal on livelihood, over the natural resources (water, forest etc)
 Establish the Tribal Self-Rule to strengthen the process of Village Republic under the special
provisions of Scheduled Areas in the Constitution
 To work on common issues of tribal area in coordination with other People’s Organisations
 To organize social reform movement to remove social evils and create awareness on
education
The Tribal Development Forum is working in 365 villages of 81 Village Councils of 3 blocks
(Kotda, Jhadol of District Udaipur and Pindwara block of District Sirohi). The work of AVM
expanded in two new blocks Revdar and Shivganj of District Sirohi. The Forum has total 6,512
last year members (out of it 2,718 are women). The leadership plays an important role to
speedup the work and sustainability of the Association. There are 72 village level leaders, 34
panchayat level leaders, 8 block level leaders, 2 district level leaders and 1 state/ national level
leader in the Association.
The Main Activities of the Forum during the year 2008-2009 :
Tribal Self-Rule: The Association formed 12 Village Republics this year (total 101 Village
Republics till now). The Village Republics are solving the problems related to loan, NREGA,
Forestland and rights with the decisions of Village Assembly Committee. The Association is
creating awareness, forming village level committees and doing advocacy to convert the
Pindwara area in TADA.
The Association organized 2 training programmes for committees to strengthen the Village
Assemblies (Gram Sabha) and implement the Act. A total of 96 members participated from 30
villages. At present, there are 32 active committees working on the following issues:





Rights on natural resources
Ownership on Non-timber forest produce (NTFP)
Bring the loan account in Village Assembly
Approbate the claims on Forestland in Village Assembly

Forest Rights: Since last 15 years, the Forum is attempting to get rights of Schedule Tribe and
other traditional Forest Dwellers, who are having possession on the forestland. After passing of
the Forest Rights Act in 2006 and notification in January 2008, the Forum conducts following
programmes for implementation of the Act:
Forest Guards are misguiding the claimers
Forest right committees are implementing the Forest Right Act 06 in Dotad gram of Mahad panchayat
in Kotda tehsil. Claimers have to present two proofs/ documents, which prove his/ her
possession before December 13, 2005. If the claimer present any receipt received from the Forest
Department become strong proof for claim. The forest guard misguide the claimers asking to deposit
Rs. 1000/- (as bribe) and he will provide receipt (before December 13, 05). Four people deposited
money to the forest guard and the guard gave them the receipt dated September 18, 2008.
When the Forest Right Committee presented the claims and committee enquire the proofs then the
reality came out. The enquiry committee questioned the guard abut the money and receipt then guard
replied that he had provided receipt of the date when they give money.
When the forest guard refused to refund money of 73 claimants with the help of forum worker gave
memorandum to Ranger, Mamer. When, the Ranger called the forest guard before the claimers and
discusses the matter then the forest guard accepted the mistake and refund the money to the people.
The Ranger also told the community/ people, if they face any problem in implementation of the Act,
they could direct approach to the office. The committee also requested to official of the Forest
Department to help in physical verification of the site. Now, the process of verification is going on in
the village.
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Training of Forest Rights Committees: The Forum organized area wise training programmes for
the members of the Forest Rights Committees to ensure proper implementation of the Act. The
members of the Committees were trained on issues like; information about the principal rights,
role of the committee, what are the enclosures claimer needs to attach with the claim etc.
Understanding on the legal aspects of the Act and its implementation has developed because of
the training programme. A total of 441 members from 98 forest rights committees participated in
the training programme. The participants prepared plan of action for their respective villages.
Conference: 10 months has been lapsed after notification of the Forest Rights Act, not a single
family received the legal land papers. 3,575 claims are stuck due to unnecessary formalities like;
claim files are ready but the staff is not cooperating with the Forest Rights Committees. 4 block
level conferences were organized to analyse the steps taken by the administration for
implementation of the Act at village level. Elected representatives and Administrative Officers
also participated in the conferences. The Committee members and the claimers explained their
problems to the administration.
Following results were come out because of activities conducted for implementation of the
Forest Rights Act:







The members of the Forum are also members in 135 Committees (formed in 21 Village
Councils)
4,812 claim files were prepared, submitted to the Forest Rights Committees and got receipt
42 families received legal land papers
67 Committees wrote letter to the Patwari and Forest Department seeking their cooperation
for physical verification. Physical verification was done by the Patwari and Forest
Department for 633 claimers and prepare site map.
Forest Rights Committees were also formed in the area (Revdar Block of Sirohi District) of
other traditional Forest dwellers and they availed the claim forms from the administration..

The Forum created pressure on the district administration. The office bearers and members of
the committees were made aware about rights and responsibilities of the Forest Right
Committee; and informed about the proof/ documents needed to be attached with the claims.
Better understanding was developed among members about provisions of the Act and its
effective implementation.
NREGA:
The forum is creating awareness among the people of the area through conducting foot march,
Village Council Level meetings; to aware the people about the process of application for jobs,
apply the system of payment based on measurement, open account in post office to ensure
transparency in implementation of the NREGA.
The Forum succeeded on following efforts under NREGA:








The Forum helped 9,225 families in applying for job and getting work
25 illegal names (out of 90 names) from the muster roll were removed after Sit-in and
payment was made to 65 labourers, the wage rate increased from Rs. 42 to Rs 72
42 persons were trained in the Mate training (organized jointly by Astha and Administration)
512 families availed new job cards
Helped 16,708 labourers to open account in the post office
Helped the labourers to get the delayed payment in two cases (in one case 50 labourer got
Rs. 32,500 and in another case 42 labourers got Rs. 90,000)
In one case, payment was made @ Rs. 45 on measurement basis. But the labourers doubt
on the measurement and complained to the Programme Officer to measure the work again,
after intervention of the Programme Officer the payment was made @ Rs. 65

The Forum made efforts through leadership camps, youth camps and gram sabha to ensure
wage rate Rs. 100, measurement basis work, bring into practice the process of application.
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Migrant Labourers: Agriculture is the main source of livelihood in Kotra area, continuous
drought perforce them to migrate in search of wages. One member from each family (in atleast
75% families) migrates to the North Gujarat and nearby districts of Rajasthan (Sirohi, Pali). The
migrant labourers face problems at the destination like; less wages, exploitation of women, child
labour, and identity of labour. Since last 4 years, the Forum is attempting to reduce such
problems in collaboration with the Aajivika Bureau6. The Forum is managing the Migrant Labour
Support and Resource Center at 5 places. During the year, 1521 migrant labourers (total 3239)
were registered with the centres and the centre issued identity cards to the labourers. The
Centre is trying to train the unskilled youth through employment-oriented trainings to develop
them as skilled labour.
“Labour Awareness Campaign” was organized for the migrant labour engaged in agriculture
labour on contract basis in Gujarat. The Centre surveyed and marked 3,769 members of 819
families who work in the fields as agriculture. They were make aware about the importance of
contract, labour law in the meetings and 28 labourers were appointed based on work contract.
This is the first time that such agreements were signed in the life of the labourers.
Child Labour: Most of the labourers engaged in the cotton cultivation (BT Cotton) are children of
age between 8-13 years. A campaign (in two phases) was organized by the Centre to stop the
involvement of child labour in cotton cultivation. A panel of mates was prepared to check the
child labour migration to Gujarat. The Centre organized special village level meetings with the
Elected Representatives and parents to create awareness. A meeting was organized with the
Sub Divisional Level Officers to sensitise on child labour issue. The Administration and Police
helped the Campaign in establishing check posts to catch the migrant children. Such children
were attached to the Residential Education
Camps.
The Forum helped the unskilled labourers
to get organized and make aware to raise
voice against the exploitation. There were
three types of labourer groups formed, viz;
unorganized labour, potter and mason.
They are conducting regular meetings,
discussing the problems etc. The Forum
helps them to fight for their rights and
entitlements. The State Secretary – Labour
attended the meeting of labourer and
discussed the problems of the laborers
engaged in stone carving, agriculture and
child labours with the administration and
community. In addition, plan was prepared
to solve the problems.

State Secretary – Labour is interacting with
the labourers at Devla of Kotda Block

Loan Exemption Campaign: The tribals in the area have been receiving loan recovery notices
from the banks, and there is a feeling that the banks are “over-recovering” the loans. The Forum
surveyed such victims and demanded from local banks (Land Development Bank, Cooperative
Bank etc) to see their bank records. The Association helped the community members to get the
“No Dues” certificates under the “Loan Waive Scheme” of the Central Government. The Forum
got a list of 173 people of Devla area and informed about the exemption of their loan, people
organized sit-ins (in Pindwara and Sirohi area of Sirohi District) before the banks to get the
information about the loan exemption and received a list of 106 people.
Education: Education situation is very poor in Kotra area. Education survey shows the literacy
percentage is 18.06% and 11.04% in women. The Forum gave emphasis on the parents to link
6

An administrative unit to take care the issues of migrant labours
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their children to schools and gave responsibility to the leaders to bring the out of schoolchildren
of the age 9-14 into the school.



The Forum handed over a petition to the Education Officer to regularize the 6 irregular
schools.
53 girls of age 9-14 (who never attended the school) attended the girls’ education camp and
bring them into mainstream of education. They were also trained in life skills e.g. personality
development, cultural activities. 33 girls gained the competency of class 5th and 17 girls
gained competency of class 3rd. The parents become aware about the importance of
education.

Now, we can visualize the change i.e. presence of teachers in the school and increased
attendance of students in the classes. An education atmosphere has been created in the area
after the girls’ education camp.
Political Awareness: The Forum organized a Political Awareness Campaign to create
awareness among the people to elect the appropriate candidate rather than just vote for any
particular political party.




Public Demand: The Forum compiled the village/ panchayat/ regional level demands and
prepared a charter of demands. This was presented in the ‘Dialogue with Political Parties”
programme before the contestants of political parties, took consensus from them and
insisted them to include in the party’s election manifesto. Therefore, that after winning in
election they will take action on it.
Dialogue with Political Parties: Dialogue with Political Parties programmes were organized in
three Legislative Assemblies areas (Kotda, Devla and Pindwara). The Forum covers these
three Assemblies.
Place

Assembly area

No. of Contestant

No. of participants

Kotra

Jhadol-Phalasia

4

550

Devla

Gogunda

3

1200

Pindwara

Abu-Pindwara

3

500

Right to Information: Right to Information Act was passed with the spirit of ensuring
transparency. The Association explained the different provisions of the Act, how to use this Act
as tool to stop corruption. This year, the Forum access the information by using the Right to
Information Act e.g. number of accounts opened under the NREGA, know the Sub Divisional
level progress of the Forest Rights Act, schemes of TADA, list of farmers benefited from the
Loan waive scheme of the Central Government.
Support the Issue based Campaign: The Forum supported the different issue based campaigns;
State Level Forest Right Movement, District level TSR network, Food Security Campaign,
Dialogue with Political parties for inclusiveness.
Annual Convention (Milan Mela): Every year the Tribal Development Forum organizes its
annual convention in the form of Milan Mela7. This year focus of the convention was on “Right to
Food”; i.e. issue of food security in tribal area was the main point of discussion. Thousands of
tribal people participated in the fare from the surrounding areas. The Forum prepared the
strategy for proper implementation of the Forest Rights Act and accesses other welfare
schemes of the government. The annual activities and next year plan was presented before the
peoples.

7

“Milan Mela” – the annual large fair cum convention cum annual meeting of the Forum and its supporters - organized
and managed by the Forum leaders. 6000-8000 tribals attend.
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The Forum members handed over a petition to the Sub Divisional Magistrate on various
problems (minimum wages in the NREGA, PDS shops, Mid-Day-Meal, and food nutrition in
Government Nursery etc) of the area.
Different stalls were prepared as part of the exhibition in the Milan Mela. The stalls were treated
as centre for exchange of information on problems and solution of issues like; migration,
employment, loan, health, women issues, drinking water, education.

Mr. Colin is addressing the audience in Milen Mela

Mr. Colin Golsanvis, Advocate – Supreme Court and Human Rights Law Network, New Delhi;
Ms. Madhu Sarin, representative of Campaign for Survival and Dignity; Mr. Biraj, Right to Food
Campaign; Mr. Mannaram Dangi, Advocate and representative – Human and Nature
Development Centre and Mr. Ramesh Nandwana, Convener – Forest Land People’s Movement
were present to provide resource on tribal rights. Sh. Mangilal Garasiya, MLA was also present
in the Milan Mela.
Conclusion:
The Forum has its separate office, where they are coordinating meetings, preparing work plans.
The Association is raising funds by membership fees, donation and support from Astha. The
Association registered a Society named “Kodra Adivasi Sansthan” as process of independence.
This year, the Sansthan has raised 39% of the programme fund by their own.
The efforts on tribal education continued this year also. The leaders and members wanted the
children of the area to have more formal schooling than they did. The Forum focused on the
tribal girls who were left out of the school by organizing residential education camps and
mainstreaming them to education.
The Forum is facilitating the Tedu Leaf Cooperative to work as a pressure group for negotiating
the prices of NTFP (e.g. the NTFP collectors are getting better prices for collection of Tendu
leaves and honey).
The labourers working in the fields of Gujarat as agriculture labourer got the signed agreement/
legal document with the owners. Also, negotiate on share, not to work on activities other than
agriculture labour. Child labours were stopped by placing check posts with the help of the
administration and police.
The Tribal Development Forum is well-known as a group of local people who are strong,
knowledgeable about the laws, procedures and are able to put pressure in the rights place and
solve the problems.
2.2 The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society (Adivasi Mahila Jagruti Samiti – AMJS):
The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society has been working in Jhadol and Girwa Blocks of
Udaipur District, for the last 13 years, and they have been working on the issues of gender
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equality, violence against women, women’s empowerment – and the work they have done has
been effective. The Awareness Society started a “Women’s Court” to bring quick and just
decisions in matters brought to it, by tribal women in the area. The Women’s Court work
continues. At first, men wanted to be associated with the work of the Women’s Court, and they
used to attend the Court proceedings, and supported the men involved in the cases, in
accepting the decisions handed down by the women of the Society. Out of this history, the
Social Reform Committee was formed, of both men and women. The Women’s Court operates
as part of the work of the Social Reform Committee, and also, the members meet to plan for
needed changes in social customs like reducing expenditure of marriages, and reducing the
amounts of “bride price” (dappa).
In the last year, the Social Reform Committee has solved 242 cases in which women have been
involved.
For the last 10-12 years, the Society has been working to make the Blocks in which they work a
“Zero-Violence” Zone. The Society has been successful in reducing violence in the area. A
major cause of Violence Against Women is liquor. The Society has been successful in reducing
liquor consumption by 50% during fairs, and marriages and other social functions.
The Society has successfully implemented the UNDP supported project “Social Mobilization
through Natural Resource Management for Poverty Alleviation and Women’s Empowerment”.
Anicuts were made, pastureland developed, wells were recharged, and contour terracing on the
private lands of the tribal families were constructed.
The various issues that the Tribal Women Awareness Society has been working on recently
include: Community Grazing Land Management, income-generating activities for women,
natural resource management, claiming homestead land rights for homesteads on Forest
Department land, the implementation of the Employment Guarantee Scheme, Tribal Self Rule.
At present, the Society is working in 110 villages of 36 Village Council areas (Gram Panchayats)
in Jhadol and Girwa Blocks of Udaipur District. The membership of the Society is 5,579 women,
and there are 60 first and second line women leaders of the Society. The Society village groups
meet monthly, and the leadership groups at the Block and Society level (2 Blocks together) meet
monthly, and they both implement plans made, and respond to needs and issues in the area.
They also participate in regional, state, and national level Campaigns. Some of the key leaders
are invited as resource persons in other women’s training programmes in the state.
Objectives:







To encourage the equal participation of women in economic, social and political areas of the
society
Work to prevent and strengthen the women from violence against women and atrocities.
To reduce the cruel social customs
Work to promote education and create awareness in tribal women & youths
Work for proper implementation of NREGA, Tribal Self-Rule and Scheduled Tribes and
Other Traditional Forest Dwellers will get rights over the land.
Work to enhance the economic status of women through government schemes, in
coordination with PRIs and Government agencies

The Main Activities of the Society during the year 2008-2009 :
Women Empowerment: The AMJS attempts to enhance the socio-economic conditions of tribal
women by empowering them to access to government schemes. The self-confidence,
leadership quality and understanding on legal aspect have developed in tribal women. Women
are doing savings and getting loans in Self-help groups, which prevent them to mortgage
jewellery, livestock, land etc. Self-help groups are conducting regular meetings. Some of them
initiated income-generating activities for sustainable income sources. Training was organized for
capacity building of women members (53 women participated) & leaders (5 leaders participated)
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of self-help groups. They are getting loan on less rate of interest than moneylender is. 4 new
groups were formed during the year. There is increase in annual income of the women from Rs.
7000 to Rs. 10000 due to income generating activities (goat rearing, poultry, rabbit etc.)
Social Reform Committee: The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society (AMJS) established a
Social Reform Committee to prevent the violence against women and atrocities. The committee
is (comprised of both men and women) working for preventing tribal women from violence and
atrocities. A total of 77 cases were registered with the Social Reform Committee, out of that 70
cases were solved and remaining 7 are under process.
Smt. Nakudi got justice due to efforts of the Social Reform Committee
Two years back Smt. Nakudi married with Heeralal of the Alsigarh village. Since last one year, her inlaws were treating her badly. At last, she left the husband’s house and start living with maternal family.
Since then the social leaders were in process to solve the dispute.
One day her parents attended the Social Reform Committee meeting, put up the problem before the
committee, and registered case with the committee. The Committee called both the parties in
committee meetings (15th -30th of each month). But, no one attended from her in-laws side. Some of
the active women leaders pressurized the in-laws to attend the meeting.
At last, her husband came in the meeting with Social leaders, accepted fault, and gave in written that
he will never beat her wife and live happy life with her. The Social Reform Committee informed her
husband that if he repeatedly beat her the committee would impose penalty of Rs. 5051.

Forest Rights Act : The Society has played an active role in the training programmes organsied
for members of the Forest Rights Committees (formed under the Forest Rights Act). Regional
level Sit-in was organized with 435 people for proper implementation of the Forest Rights Act
and a petition was handed over to the Commissioner to reform the village level Forest Rights
Committees. The Society conducted 8 problem solving camps in Jhadol and Girwa blocks of
District Udaipur, where 300 people participated. They were make aware about the legal process
of filing claims and how to overcome the problems? The Society helped the people in preparing
individual claim files (total 3,619) and 15 community claims in Jhadol and Girwa blocks of
Udaipur District. 2,860 claim files were presented to the Forest Rights Committees and they in
turn have made 2,214 physical verifications. During the period, a total of 38 claimers have
received land ownership papers from the administration.
NREGS: The Society is creating awareness about NREGS in the community. The Society is
disseminating the message of group-basis work allocation, measurement system, etc. The
Society helped 460 people to open accounts in the bank/ Post office; helped 163 people to get
receipt in lieu of job applications, facilitate gram sabha to propose 15 works (11 of land leveling
and 4 for individual wells), 438 women availed the 100 days of work in NREGA. 30 Mates were
trained and working in NREGA works (ensuring group basis works, measurement system,
entering records in muster rolls etc.), A Memorandum was handed over to SDO and BDO for
due payments of 450 labourers and the labourers received the payment.
Declaration of village Republic (Tribal
Self-Rule): The Society is spreading
awareness about the PESA Act and
encouraging tribal people to declare their
village as Village Republic. By declaring a
village as a “Village Republic”, tribal
people can preserve their traditions.
Village meetings were organized under
Tribal Self-Rule and foundation stones
were placed in 10 villages to declare as
“Village Republic”. 8 villages were
selected to train the members of the

Smt. Sajjan Katara, Sh. Mahaveer Bhagora
(MLAs) are present to inaugurate the
foundation stone of Village Republic
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Village Council Committees. The gram sabha committees took decisions on the following points:






Conduct meeting with the Forest Rights Committees and work towards proper
implementation of the Act.
Information about the government schemes and monitors them.
Work to activate the defunct Forest Rights Committees and help them for physical
verification of claims.
Resolve the internal conflicts.
Encourage the community to stop liquor consumption in social functions

Food Security: The Society is doing continuous monitoring of food security schemes e.g.
government nursery schools (Anganwadi), mid day meals of schools, public distribution shops.
There were 13 monitoring committees were formed. The committees are monitoring the food
security programmes and complaining to administration for irregularities to regularize it.
Loan: The Society created awareness about waive off the loans by government in the meetings
of borrowers. Society helped the 119 members to avail “No Dues Certificates” from the Bank to
get away from bank recovery official’s visits.
Linkage with government schemes: The women of the area benefited with the different
government schemes by the efforts of AMJS.









Helped 72 men and women in getting ‘Live Certificate’ to avail the pension facility
4 women were benefited with the oldage pension scheme
16 women were promoted for institutional delivery (‘Janani Suraksha Yojana’ – bringing the
expected mother to the hospital for delivering child)
2 widows were benefited by widow pension scheme
160 families had applied to include their names in the BPL list
12 hand pumps were repaired after giving proposal from gram sabha – to gram panchayat/
panchayat samiti.
540 children were vaccinated as a result of sensitization by the society
2 women got benefit of National Housing Scheme (Indira Awas Yojana)

Major Events Held and Organised:
Jagruti Mela: The Society organizes one big event every year in the name of Jagruti Mela or an
Awareness Fair. The major objectives of the Jagruti Mela were; sharing the work done by the
Society in the year with the Society’s members and with the community in general; to build
solidarity, and to have a discussion on women empowerment, awareness and rights of women.

Smt. Sajjan Katara, MLA addressing the audience in Jagruti Mela
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The Jagruti Mela was organized on the 23-24th of December 2008 and around 1500 women
members of the Society participated in the event. There was an exhibition elaborating different
aspects like; government schemes, health, education, rights of women, agriculture, NREGA,
Forest Rights Act, Tribal Self-Rule etc.
The Member of Legislative Assembly Smt. Sajjan Katara was the Chief Guest of the fair. While
addressing the audience, she emphasized that women are deprived from their rights in the
society, need to be organize for accessing the rights, empowered and self-confident. She also
said that proper implementation of the laws and the Acts that prevent women from violence and
atrocities, and ensures them justice, is mandatory.
Work with Youth: The Adivasi Women’s Awareness Society carried out some work with Youth
Committees, and held a Kishore-Kishori (Adolescent) Training. The content of this work included
-- discussions about changes that occur physically and socially with age – and the mental,
emotional, and social changes that occur. 52 youth girls participated in the training programme.
The training was focused on the issues such as; reproductive health of adolescent, female
feticide, support from administration and police, social apprehension etc. The adolescent took
resolution to support and strengthen the society. The AMJS formed an Association of Youths
with the objective to support & strengthen the AMJS work. The Association identifies the
problems of the public and helps the Society in solving them.
Women-Police Dialogue: With the aim to
reduce the fear of the Police in women, the
society organizes ‘dialogues with the
Police’ once in the year. 260 women
participated in the dialogue. Police
personnel
gave
information
about
remedies to deal with the violence against
women, physical and mental atrocities,
how to file a FIR, and women’s rights with
regard to the law. The police personnel
promised to support and express
sensitivity towards women.
Dialogue with Political parties: The Society organized a dialogue with political programme to
discuss the issues related to Employment Guarantee, Right to Information and Forest Land
Rights Acts for tribals, women, dalits and marginalized poor. It was also, emphasized to include
these in the election manifestos of political parties. A total of 250 people participated in the
programmes.
Overall Impact/ Conclusion:
The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society aspires to establish Women’s Court to decrease the
volume of Violence Against Women, and women atrocities, and to bring/ ensure justice to
women according to traditions and culture. The capacities of women have increased. They are
not only participating in the political level but also at the administrative level.




Impact of work of the Tribal Women’s Awareness Society (Adivasi Mahila Jagruti Samiti –
AMJS) is an important step that the tribal women acquired equal opportunity in Jhadol,
Girwa and Sarada blocks of District Udaipur.
Violence against the women reduced in the working area of AMJS and whenever it happens,
the victim women used to approach the Society with the hope of justice. Several cases were
taken up by the Society and out of that, hundreds obtained justice, and the community
accepted them.
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There is a change in the thinking of tribal community about the women. After a long struggle,
the women leadership of the AMJS accepted in the Society. It has been realized that the
women can take fair decisions in the interest of the Society and do development works.
 The Administration and Police has pressure of AMJS. The AMJS is getting support from the
Administration and Police in routine works and especially in the cases of violence against the
women.
 Women were elected as members in the Village Councils (Ward panch, Sarpanches) and
Block Councils (Panchayat Samiti). Political parties recognized and accepted the women
members because of activeness and leadership quality.
 The young women and girls are associating with the AMJS. They will experience the
problems/ issues of women and will start working on it.
 Women are playing important role in “Social Reform Committee”. The Women’s Court
operates as part of the work of the Social Reform Committee.
 The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society (AMJS) is strength of the area. The fact cannot be
ignore that the women of the society is persistently playing active role to take up the issues
of women.
Local challenges facing the Society are -- there is a lot of political pressure to suppress the
activity of the women. In addition, some women from the Tribal Women’s Awareness Society
were elected freely to the local self-government bodies – Village Council and Block Council –
and subsequently, the political parties have lured them to become associated with one party or
the other. Their leadership to the Society has been diverted – and yet good people are needed
in political structures too.
2.3 The Rajsamand Women’s Forum (Rajsamand Mahila Manch):
Rajsamand Women’s Forum is a federation of Women’s Village level and block level groups in 4
blocks (Rajsamand, Railmagra, Khamnor and Kumbalgarh) of Rajsamand District. The objective
of the Forum is to organize poor and marginalized women, so that they can solve their problems
of deprivation and exploitation. The Women’s Forum works on issues of women’s atrocity cases,
organizing women’s groups for women’s empowerment, awareness about the Right to
Information, water issues, required changes in caste and community customs etc. It is working
for the empowerment of women in 216 villages of 75 panchayats in 4 blocks (out of 7 blocks) of
Rajsamand District. There are 6983 members in the Forum.
The Main Activities of the Forum during the year 2008-2009 :
Family Counseling Centre: National Rural Health Mission has given the project of Family
Counseling Center to Forum in 2004. Since then, the centre is functional with the support of
Forum. Initially FCC focused on sensitizing and training various hand-holders such as Doctors,
Nurses, Sathin, ANM, Police officials etc. The center is handling different types of cases like;
sexual harassment, domestic violence, dowry related harassment, medical, murder. FCC is
successful in establishing its identity statewide as the cases also comes from other districts and
government departments also recognizes the work of FCC. Total 139 cases were registered
with the FCC during the year and out of 95 cases were solved (total 945 cases registered out of
615 cases were solved since November 2004).
Relief from Indebtedness: The Forum has done its efforts for the members to relief from
indebtedness. 393 families got ‘No Dues” certificate from banks. 35 families accessed receipt
against the application for records to banks using the Right to Information.
Food Security: The Forum workers are monitoring the mid day meal scheme, ration shops and
government nursery schools (Anganwadi) regularly to improve the public services. As a result of
continuous monitoring the mid day meal improved in 12 schools (out of 20 schools);
management improved in 11 anganwadi (out of 20 taken under observation); services of six
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public distribution system (PDS) shops have been improved (out of 20 shops under
observation).
NREGS: Since April 2008, the Forum is creating awareness among the community on NREGA
by organizing meetings and trainings. The labour gang supervisors (Mate) have been trained
and equipped with reference material. The community was encouraged to apply for work (230),
to get a receipt of the application (230), to open an account in the bank (36) and to got job cards
(15) as a part of awareness programme. Because of awareness, the community has raised the
issue of fake names in the muster roll and later the authorities removed the false names from
the muster roll.
Campaign against Child Marriage: Child marriage is common in the area. Forum members
continuously raised the voices against the child marriage collectively through the campaign. 70
Oath Certificates (prepared by the Forum) were filled-up by the caste leaders, members of the
Forum and ward/ sarpanches.
Girls Child Marriage were Stopped
Shantabai is a member of the Rajsamand Women’s Forum. She informed the Women’s Forum
about the child marriage of two girls in Nathdwara Block of Rajsamand District. She went to meet
the families of the girls and pressurized to change the opinion of the families. At first, the families
refused to change the decision of marriage and became angry on her. She did not loose her
interest and on next day, she approached the families along with 3-4 workers of the Forum.
The members threatened the families that they will inform the police and media to expose the
child marriage. At last, the families accept their mistake and promise not to perform the child
marriage in near future.
She succeeded due to firm decision of stopping child marriage.

International Women’s Day Celebration: Women’s Day was celebrated on 7th March 2009.
The Rajsamand Women’s Forum organized a women’s convention in which 500 women
participated. The forum invited Smt
Kiran Maheshwari, Member of
Legislative Assembly as Chief
Guest in the programme. The main
objective
of
organizing
the
programme was to make the
women aware about employment
guarantee, women’s health and
women’s atrocities. The women
moved in the form of foot march to
show strength and the march finally
concluded in a large meeting. The
forum rewarded Smt. Gyanidevi, a
strong group leader for her efforts towards strengthening of the Forum.
The Block level committees have initiated the concept of a Women Court in the 4 blocks and
Family Counseling Centre is solving cases of violence against women at the district level.
A team of 4 Forum workers and an Astha representative visited “Mahila Samkhya” organization
in Gulbarga area of Bangalore in Karnataka State. They observed the proceedings of the
Women’s Court on women atrocity.
The following table summarizes the Benefits from Government Schemes that reached the
members, with the efforts of the Forum:
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Widow Pension form filled
Widow Pension Sanctioned
Widow Daughter’s marriage
Parivarik Sahayata (family support)
Birth – Death Certificates
Palanhar Yojna forms filled
Janani Suraksha Yojana
Names added in Antyodaya
National Housing Scheme (Indira Awas)

30
30
2
2
2
4
5
1
3

Conclusion:
From the sustainability point of view, the Forum has prepared project proposals covering various
aspects of women; e.g. on equality issue; on Young Girls’ Health; on Family Counseling Centre
under NRHM and submitted to various agencies. The Forum has completed formalities for
getting FCRA to access funds from outside the country. The Forum is identifying and building
capacities of the leaders to take charge of the programmatic and administrative roles.
The women of the association are participating in the big events bearing the travel expenses by
their own to attend the events, participating in railles, singing songs, putting their voices before
the present guests. 10 years before, the women who were limited to the household chores now
taking lead in the association and participating in meetings, workshops, independently traveling
to state level meetings, lobbying to departments for problems solving, raising voice against the
exploitation, atrocity etc.
2.4 The Association of Strong Women Alone:
In 1997, the issue was taken up by Astha, and in the beginning, efforts were made to bring
widow into the mainstream of the society through interventions with government and nongovernment agencies working with women. The Association of Strong Women Alone was
formed in year 2000 as a follow up of State Level Convention for widows from different parts of
Rajasthan. The leaders of the Association underwent a series of capacity-building and
perspective-building trainings, to become able to support the Association. In the meeting of
follow-up committee of the convention, it was decided to include other single women such as
divorced, separated, unmarried women (age more than 35 years), and married women whose
husbands are mentally unwell, bed ridden etc, whose struggles and pains are almost same as
widows.
The membership increased during the year, as of now there are 27,495 members in the
Association. The Association is working in 103 blocks of 28 districts in Rajasthan. There were 16
new blocks were taken up this year.
The Association of Strong Women Alone (ASWA) is working with following objectives:









To ensure the right to a life of dignity and respect for “women alone”
To ensure the right to land and property
To be free from atrocities, or to get justice if atrocities occur
To communicate to all “women alone” and to the society, that widows and separated women
are strong women!
To establish coordination amongst the members of the Association, so that each member
helps other members in times of need.
To change the cruel caste and community customs that marginalize “women alone”
To work for implementation and access of the schemes and laws of the government that can
help the “women alone”
To lobby the government, to make more and better laws, rules and schemes that will benefit
“women alone”
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To try to gain access to programmes, training and resources that will strengthen their
economic position and increase their income.

The Main Activities of the Association during the year 2008-2009 :
Block Committee Members Trainings
The 4 days Block Committee Members’ trainings are organized every year with the objective to
build the capacity of the members of the Block Committee so that they can, in turn, strengthen
the Block, and handle the work that comes to
them. During the training, participants took the
information regarding laws, acts protecting rights
of women, development schemes of the
government, Right to Information Act, NREGA.
Advocates, doctors, government officials, gave
this information. A total of 344 women participated
in the 4 training programmes. Participants asked
their queries from the resource persons. The
participants went to offices of the district
administration and to a police station to
understand their procedures.
Some of the women, through role-play,
demonstrated that when a woman alone brings her problem to the Block Committee, the
Committee inquires about the factual details of the case, understands the social, economic,
political situation and caste-based conflicts within the community before taking up the case. If
the case is authentic, the Committee makes a strategy to bring justice to the victim and takes
action accordingly.
The participants themselves break the cruel customs by wearing bindi, and applying henna to
their hands. At the end, each Block chooses one of the women alone to take the responsibility of
conducting the Block Monthly Meeting, in case the Block leader (one who is responsible for the
work of the Block) is absent for any Block committee meeting.
Women’s Empowerment Day: The Association of Strong Women Alone is celebrating the
“Women’s Empowerment Day” (June 01) every year at Village Council, Block or District
headquarters. The members of the Association organized a meeting, rally and petitioned the
local administration (District Collector, SDM, BDO) with their common demands and for
solutions of problems. This year, it was celebrated in 56 blocks of Rajasthan.
This year, an agitation (Gurjar caste demanding “reservation” as Schedules Tribe) was going on,
on most of the districts of Rajasthan. The Women’s Empowerment Day was not celebrated in
whole area but it was celebrated with enthusiasm wherever it was.
District Camps: The Association organized 4 District Members’ Camps to communicate to
“women alone” and to the society, that widows and separated women are strong women. These
camps also aimed to make the members present, feel that, each one of them is an individual,
having the right to live with happiness, dignity and respect. It also aimed towards challenging the
cruel caste customs that marginalizes women alone. Through the camps, the Association
establishes its identity at the District level that helps women alone to get support from the
administration and law enforcing bodies.
During the camps, the women alone discussed their problems, tried to analyze the root causes
of the problems, and then brainstormed the solutions to the problems. They got information
about the Association, various government schemes such as pension, NREGA, Panchayati Raj,
Protection from Domestic Violence Act.
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“I have lot of knowledge, after all I am a member of the Association” – Smt. Gulabbai
Smt. Gulabbai is a member of the Association lives in Ramdasnagar of District Kota. Once upon a
time, she was going on the way and saw two young girls were going on Ricksha and two boys were
abusing them. Smt. Gulabbai lost the temper and made a call to police (dial 100). She informed the
police about the incidence. The police arrived at the place and took the boys into custody. She also
visited to police station and filed report against the boys.
Police asked Smt. Gulabbai where you got the information she replied that I am a member of the
Association and having a lot of knowledge. The association provides us different type of information
about police department as well e.g. lodge report, register case, write daily diary etc.
The association enables the members and strengthens on various aspects.

Meetings :
Block Level Committee Meetings: Block Committees are the front line structure of the
Association. The committee members meet every month at block/ tehsil level. This year 12
meetings were held in 56 blocks. The members took the information and discussed about
various development schemes, new developments like NREGA. The committee does the follow
up of the previous meeting, work and discuss on work plan for the next month. Members read
and discuss the information published in the Newsletter “Voice of Single Women” of the
Association.
District Level Committee Meetings: District level Committee is the third level of committee in the
Association. The members of the committee meet in every 4 month. The main objective of the
meeting is to compile the work done by the Block Committees to be present in the State
Committee Meeting. The committee do lobbying on issues emerged in the District Level
Committee meeting. A total of 42 meetings happened this year in 14 districts.
State Level Committee Meetings: State Level Committee is the first level committee of the
Association. The meeting of the committee held 3 times in a year. The members of the District
Level Committees present the 4 month reports before the State Level Committee in the meeting.
The State Committee is the ultimate decision making body of the Association, all major issues of
the Association are discussed and decisions are taken here. This year the meetings of the State
Committee held in three places (Kota, Baran, Dungarpur).
Formation of Block Committees: The work area of the Association is increasing day by day. This
year 16 new blocks were added in the Association. Block Level Committees were formed in
each block, a total of 1572 women participated in the formation meeting of block level
committees.
Executive Committee Meetings: The members of the Executive Committees are elected in the
General Body Meeting. The members of the EC meet in every two months (i.e. 6 meetings in a
year). The role of EC is to get approve the decisions on new area, new programme etc. made by
the State level Committees.
Staff Meetings are also a regular activity. Every month, there are 2-day meetings of reporting
and monitoring, and submitting accounts and taking “advances”. There are 4 Astha staff
programme workers in the Udaipur Cluster, and a total of 30 “Association Workers” –
experienced and long-time active Block Committee Members, who have been in several Block
Committee Members Trainings, and are often members of the State Level Committee.
Literacy Training: The Association believes that people have strength and capabilities,
irrespective of whether the person is literate or illiterate. However, firmly believes that the
leaders of the POs should be both strong and literate. The leaders have to be able to read and
write, and know about basic arithmetic to be able to read notices, news items and information.
Writing letters, petitions, press notes, receipts are part of the work of leaders. This year, 3
literacy programmes were organized with participation of 74 women from Kota cluster.
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Lobbying:


5 ASWA women and 1 Astha staff lobbied the state government in Jaipur, on Education – to
get the government of Rajasthan to waive all fees, even the Development Fees in
government schools, for children (school starts in July). The members also, met the Health
Minister and Secretary of the State on the
issue of Health Cards.
 10 women from the Association went to
Jaipur, to lobby the Presidents of all Political
Parties to put our demands in their Party
Manifestos going into the state Assembly
elections, to be held December 4, 2008
 ASWA leadership training of 23 women on the
issue of how to do Lobbying and Advocacy
was held in Jaipur. The lead trainer was
Shashi Rajgopalan, a consultant from
Hyderabad, A.P.
 ASWA member lobbied the Governor, giving a
Women are interacting with Police
petition demanding 33% reservation for
Station In-charge, Karoli during
women in the Parliament and the State
exposure
Assembly.

National Forum of Single Women:
July 2-3, 2008 there was a meeting in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, organized for exploring the
possibility of creating a National Forum of single women in India. The meeting of 60 women and
1 man, who work with widows and separated women, decided to build such a Forum, and
decided that low-income women alone would be the leaders of the Forum. A training to prepare
these women leaders was held in Himachal Pradesh the end of September 25 to 30th, and Astha
took the lead responsibility for the training. A second training cum planning workshop was held
during December 5-7 at the Astha Training Centre in Udaipur. Single women from 8 states
participated in the training workshops: Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Bihar and Jharkhand. In the first training, the name of the Forum
was decided – The National Forum for Single Women’s Rights. It will be a membership forum,
with members being groups and organizations of single women. The main objectives of the
forum are -- to lobby the central government on common issues of single women across several
states; to spread the movement for the organization and rights work of single women to states
where such work has not started; to share information about state schemes, laws, policies and
rules on matters related to single women, and enable member organizations to share such
government provisions with political and administrative leaders in other states so that the best of
the provisions may be more wide-spread; to support each other across state lines; and to share.
The Forum will be launched in a few months, after the Central Government Elections to be held
April, May 2009.
The Total Impact of the Special Trainings Done to Prepare the Association Leaders for
Greater Independence and Self-Sufficiency
The consultant trainer, Ms. Shashi Rajgopalan, conducted a series of training programmes for
between 18 and 40 key leaders of the ASWA (some trainings had 30-40 leaders, and near the
end, when the work was on planning and budgeting, the numbers were 15-18). The women
learned how to keep accounts of money -- when money comes to the Association, and when
money is spent.
Conceptual clarity, the importance of keeping financial records, how to write a Ledger and Cash
Book, how to use a calculator, these were all part of the training. Conceptual clarity about the
Structure of the Association, and how it could be more democratic, this issue was worked on.
Clarity was arrived at about holding meetings at the "village level" -- in fact; the meetings are at
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the "gram panchayat" level. 3 ASWA members are selected to be members of the Block Level
Committee, from each Gram Panchayat associated. (In this year, when some of the Blocks
began to expand to 20-25 Gram Panchayats, the State Level Committee has decided that 2
women per Gram Panchayat will give a more manageable number of Block Committee
Members.) The leaders became clearer about the democratic elected nature of the Association,
and decided that from each Block Level Committee, 4 women members would be selected to be
part of the District Level Committee, for a period of 3 years. From the District Level Committee,
3 women would be elected/ selected to be members of the State Level Committee for 3 years.
In all cases, none of the 4 or 3 elected women representatives could be all old appointees, nor
all newly elected women – this is to insure the development of 2nd line leaders, and to keep the
continuity as well.
The ASWA leaders learned about planning, and put different activities under different
programme implementation heads. Then, in the next training, they put budget amounts against
the planned activities. They were shocked to see how much money was needed to conduct the
trainings, travel, produce the publications, do the research, etc. However, they were even more
amazed when the trainer, Shashi Rajgopalan helped them to estimate the cost benefit to the
women members from the expenditure on the ASWA. Where about 80 lakhs rupees were
budgeted for both Kota and Udaipur Clusters for the year, they conservatively estimated that the
women members benefited by more than Rs. 4 crores!!
In addition, the final training on Lobbying taught the members many new points about follow-up
to lobbying and the use of the media.
Research:
ASWA initiated two research studies during the period:
(1) We are collecting baseline data for a study to determine whether participation in ASWA
increases the widows and separated women ability to stand for election at the local selfgovernment level. There will be Panchayati Raj (local self-government, Village Council)
elections in 2010, and after the election, we will take data from the same Village Council areas,
about the widows and separated women who were elected, and compare it to the baseline. The
study is being conducted in 160 Village Council areas in 16 blocks of 8 districts in Rajasthan.
There are between 3-5 women elected representatives in each Gram Panchayat. In addition, we
will select 16 Village Councils of 2 Blocks (non-working area of ASWA); – these 16 Village
Councils will be the “control” areas. After the 2010, local self-government elections, we will
collect data about the numbers of “women alone” elected from the same Gram Panchayats.
(2) The second study is to identify, and understand the problems that women face who are
not living with their husbands, but the husband is still alive. These women are "separated"
women -- divorced, abandoned, deserted, and thrown-out of the marital home women. ASWA
has done up to now most of its work in relation to the problems of widow women, and there is a
need to understand the contemporary problems of "separated" women. This study has just
started.
Publications:
a) Newsletter, “The Voice of Single Women” was published in October 2008. 8 pages of
news of the Association, case studies, articles on land rights for single women. This Newsletter
is a source of inspiration and information to the members of the Sangthan. A second Newsletter
was published in December 2008, and a third in March 2009. The Newsletter is posted to all
District Collectors, Block Development Officers and networking NGOs, POs in the area where
the ASWA works.
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“Voice of Single Women”
Sometimes we tolerate injustice, atrocities and harassment for small benefits. We did not raise voice
by just thinking if oppose might be the benefits will stopped. But, if we look at the other side we are
encouraging injustice, atrocities and harassment. If we came forward to take action against injustice,
atrocities and harassment, it will prevent other people from such incidents.
Association encourages the members:
“Do not fear,
Raise your voice,
You will get the justice”
Smt. Mor Kunwar is a block committee member of Block Amet in District Rajsamand. She was facing
problem while getting pension from postman. He accepts bribe of Rs. 20 against of delivering the
pension amount Rs. 400. Other women of the village were also facing the same problem. Smt. Mor
Kunwar is poor woman and she is not been able to survive with Rs. 400 to her and above all the
postman was taking bribe. She lost her temper and raised this issue in the block committee meeting.
The members gave her a copy of ‘Voice of Single Women” (Ekal nari ki Aawaz) and suggested her to
take a written receipt on this paper when the postman come to deliver the pension and ask for bribe.
Next time when the postman came to deliver the pension and he demanded Rs. 20 as bribe, she
asked him to write a note on the newsletter ‘Voice of Single Women’ that you need Rs. 20 against
delivering pension to me. The postman read the newsletter and returned without taking the money. It
was a miracle for Smt. Mor Kunwar that she relieved from paying bribe. She told the message to 25
women of the village and they demanded the copies of “Voice of Single Women” to repeat the
process. They also showed the copy of newsletter “Voice of Single Women” to postman.
Now postman understand the trick of women, he is delivering the pension to them without taking bribe.
Just because of impact of “Voice of Single Women”

b) Pamphlets – a new pamphlet on the National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme, an
Education Pamphlet - the state government rules to waive all school fees for children of lowincome single women, a Daughter's Marriage grant pamphlet, a Ration Card (separate ration
card for female-headed households). Because the stocks of pamphlets was finished for the
following pamphlets, reprints were done for the Medical Card Benefits for BPL card holders,
How to Get a Death Certificate -- a document needed by widows to access benefits, The
Importance of Attending the Gram Sabha -- local self-government direct democracy meetings
held 4 times a year, and How to Change the Name of Ownership of Land in the Land Records
were printed in this period -- 5,000 copies each. A new and revised pamphlet on the
Association of Strong Women Alone (objectives, structure, history, membership) was published.
c) Website: The website of the Association is www.widowseparatedwomen.org being
maintained in English and the Hindi link opened along with the English version.
Expansion to Other States – With the inspiration of the Rajasthan Association of Strong
Women Alone, similar orginisations have been formed in other states of the country.
Organisations are actively working in the states of Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh and Gujarat.
Astha staff and leaders of ASWA traveled to attend training programmes, padyatras, national
meetings of single women – sometimes as resource person – to Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh,
Gujarat, U.P. and Bihar.







1 worker and 4 ASWA women leaders traveled to join the Himachal Pradesh Association of
Strong Women Alone in a 3 day Padyatra to the state capital, Shimla, to meet the Chief
Minister with demands for allotment of surplus land, for separate ration cards for single
women, and other demands.
3 ASWA members attended the Jharkhand Association of Empowered Single Women
leadership training at Ranchi, as resource persons
Meeting of several groups/ organizations of widows and single women was held in Lucknow,
U.P. Exploring the possibility of a state-wide Association. 3 ASWA women and 1 Astha staff
attended, as resource persons.
3 ASWA leaders and 1 Astha staff attended, as resource persons, the Block Committee
Members Training, Jagjit Nagar, Solan District, Himachal Pradesh of the H.P. Association of
Strong Women Alone
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2 workers of Astha working with ASWA went to Himachal Pradesh as resource persons to
strengthen the Block level Committee Training of Block Committee Members. Training held
in Solan District
Training programme conducted by Astha, for low-income widow and leader representatives
(25-30 women from 8 states) of the National Forum of single women which is being formed
by these women leaders. The training was held at Jagjit Nagar, Solan District.
3 women from Rajasthan attended the Foundation Day celebrations of the Himachal
Pradesh Association of Strong Women Alone, which was held at the Jagori Training Centre,
near Dharamshala, H.P.
3 women from ASWA Rajasthan attended the “Single Women’s Land and Property Rights
Workshop”, organized by SANGAT, a South Asia network of women. The workshop was
held at the Jagori Training Centre, near Dharamshala, H.P.
3 women from ASWA Rajasthan attended one of the beginning meetings of work with
widows and separated women in Bihar, in which a survey done of the conditions of Bihar
single women was reported and discussed, and plans were made to take the work further.
Women from 10 Districts attended. The meeting was held in Patna, Bihar.
6 women leaders and 5 Astha staff attended the state level convention of low-income
widows, separated and single women in Patna, Bihar, and a founding convention to start the
state-wide work of an Organization of low-income single women in Bihar.
Case study of the Rajasthan Association of Strong Women Alone presented in the national
convention organized by “WomenPowerConnect” in New Delhi. (1 worker, 1 leader).
10 women from the Savitri Bai Phule Dalit Women’s Struggle Movement from Lucknow,
U.P., visited the Association of Strong Women Alone, including a field visit to the Girwa
Block Monthly Meeting in Paduna.

Conclusion:
The Association continued its struggle against cruel caste and community customs that
marginalize single women, and their struggle to achieve quality of life with dignity. The
Association has ensured justice to members on matters related to violence, land and property
rights. This was the year in, which the work with the Association of Strong Women Alone moved
forward – it was an important year for the work with low-income single women. However, two
things happened that had not been planned for, when the three year proposal was written.
These two things are:
(1) It had not been planned that HIVOS would commission a very able consultant trainer to
conduct a series of trainings with the Executive Members and key leaders, in
management skills so that they could be better prepared to manage their Association
with less help from Astha, thereby gaining skills in increasing self-sufficiency. In this
year, 3 such trainings were held.
(2) It had not been planned that in 2008-2009 it would be decided to form a National Forum
for Single Women’s Rights – which has taken a fair amount of time – April meeting, July
meeting, September and December training Workshops. The role of the National Forum
is to bring together state representatives of low-income single women’s organizations in
the states of India, to share what their state governments are doing, to lobby the Central
Government for more resources and better laws and schemes, and to expand work of
statewide Associations of low-income widows, separated and other single women.
The amount of time taken to do the important “unplanned” work, took time away from some of
the training programmes and other work that had been planned. However, the Association is
very active – preparing for the PRI local self-government elections early in 2010, solving
problems at the field level, and giving support to start single women ‘s associations in other
states.
This annual report has been written to convey the work that has been done, and to give process
updates on the research, and National Forum work that is going on.
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2.5 The Vagad Labourers and Farmers Organisation (The Vagad Mazdoor Kisan Sangthan):
The Association was established in 1997 in Dungarpur District, and at present, it is working in 4
blocks of Dungarpur District and 2 blocks of Banswara District. The Association is working in
495 villages, having 17,651 membership (out of which 7,704 are women). The Vagad area is a
Bhil tribal area, and comes under the Schedule V Areas.
In 1996, before the Association was established, many tribal families in Dungarpur associated
themselves individually with the Forest Land People’s Movement, and that started them thinking
that there was not just one tribal issue, but there are many issues – and they wanted to raise
those issues also.
The other issues that the people wanted to deal with were migration for labour work, minimum
wage issues, displacement, and drought. After the enactment of the Panchayats (Extension to
the Scheduled Areas) Act in 1996 (known as the PESA Act), the need to form Village Republics
and strengthen the Village Assemblies, became another issue that the people of the area
wanted to deal with.
The Main Activities of the Association during the year 2008-2009:
Forest Land Rights: The Vagad Labourers and Farmers Association is actively working for
proper implementation of the Forest Rights Act. The Association conducted various programmes
like; campaign, Foot March, lobbying, dialogue. A total of 4,710 claim files were prepared at
village level with the support of the Association.









A team of 65 leaders moved in 72 villages, where they organized village meetings,
distributed pamphlets, checked 1,930 claim files and prepared 500 new claim files during the
foot march. The leaders lobbied the administration to solve the problems in filing the claims.
A block level conference was organised (concluding the Foot March) in which approximately
1000 people participated. The political persons and advocates were also present in the
conference. The people realized the strength of collectiveness in the conference.
Rallies were organized in three blocks to reveal the irregularities in the process of filing
claims and gave petition to the Administration. Due to pressure of the Association Gram
Sabha / Panchayats are accepting the claims of the families having possession after 1980.
Training of Forest Rights Committees members was organized with 104 participants to
develop the skills of committee members for physical verification of claims etc.
The Forest Department is now accepting the claim files of the peoples who were having
possession of land before December 13, 2005 (i.e. before the date of declaration of the
Forest Rights Act).

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA): The Association is creating awareness
about the provisions of right to demand for work, explain the process of availing job card under
the NREGA.






The people submitted total 40,200 applications for getting work and 22,000 out of them got
receipt.
Helped 96 families in getting job cards
The District Administration of Dungarpur invited the Association to facilitate the training of
the Social Audit Forum members. A total of 630 members participated from 5 blocks of
District Dungarpur. Although, monitoring committees were formed at village level to monitor
the NREGA work but these committees are not so effective.
Mate Training: The Association coordinated with the District Administration to organize the
Mate trainings, discussed the ground realities of implementation of the NREGA. The Mates
were not only trained on theoretical aspects of the NREGA but also they were taken to the
field, practically worked as labour, measure the work, calculate the wage and filled in the
muster roll. 60% of the mates were appointed by the administration. Group basis work
allocation was practiced by the Mates in 120 villages
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The Association pressurized the administration to apply the measurement system so that the
people will get minimum wage. Now a day, the people are getting wage rate atleast Rs. 70-80
per day. They are demanding to increase the number of days from 100 to 150.
Tribal Self-Rule: After the enactment of the Panchayats (Extension to the Scheduled Areas)
Act in 1996 (known as the PESA Act), there is need to form Village Republics and strengthen
the Village Assemblies became another issue that the people of the area wanted to deal with. A
total of 275 villages declared themselves as ‘Village Republics’, out of 207 has started utilizing
their powers adhering to 3-4 points. 10 Gan Parishads (cluster of 8-10 TSR villages) has formed
The Village Assembly is accessing information from Village Councils about the works. Villages
prepared development plans and submitted to the Village Councils. These village assemblies
are disseminating the information through village meetings and cooperative the Forest Rights
Committees. Proposals were submitted to open drought relief works through Village Council,
Block and District level administration. A total 1.50 lakhs labourers benefited from the drought
relief works.

Loan: The tribals in the area have been receiving loan recovery notices from the banks, and the
people feels that they are over recovering. The Association facilitated the victims in availing “No
Dues” certificates from the banks. Initially, the Association surveyed 400 families and 370
received no dues certificates. The Association accessed the bank record of 530 families and
explained to the families.
Displacement: Many families were displaced from the catchment area (Mahi river) in the three
blocks (Bagidora, Gadi & Anandpuri) of District Banswara. A committee of displaced farmers
has been formed to struggle for proper compensation. The Association helped 350 families to
submit the claims to the District Administration and another 300 families are in process of
preparing the claims. A dialogue with leaders of the Political Parties was conducted on October
16, 2008. The families demanded to take favourable decision for proper compensation and
rehabilitation of the displaced families. At the end of programme, a petition was given to the
Administration for Honorable President of India. Also, agreed upon to take up the issue at state
level and create pressure in the State Assembly.
Food Security: The VMKS took charge to monitor the food security schemes of the
government. The Association is monitoring 10 anganwadis, mid day meal in 15 schools and 10
PDS shops to ensure proper services.
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Gram Sabha took decision on the attitude of ration dealer
The ration dealer of Bansdi village of tehsil Kakanvani in Banswara District was distributing the ration
on arbitrary basis. The dealer always kept the ration cards under his custody. He has entered more
quantity in cards and distributing less quantity to the families. The Association (VMKS) organized
meeting with the village assembly committee and took decision to make complaint to the Sub
Divisional Officer. The SDO issued an order for enquiry and ration cards were found with the dealer
during the enquiry. Also, there were wrong entries in the ration cards. The dealer was remved and
appointed temporary dealer who is supplying the ration in time. This joint action helped the villagers to
strengthen the food security.

Dialogue with political party (Amne-Samne): The Association organized dialogue (AmneSamne) with the candidates of political parties before the State Assembly Election. The
Association created pressure on the political parties to include the issues in the party’s election
manifesto. The issues mainly related to problems in implementation of the NREGA, Forest
Rights Act, and food security schemes etc. Around 900 people participated in the programme.
Accessing government schemes: The Association helped the people to access the social
security schemes of the government. 86 forms were filled up for old age pension out of 58 forms
were sanctioned. 3 families were benefited with construction of house under National Housing
Scheme (Indira Awas Yojana).
Overall Impact: The impact of the Association work visualizes in the confidence level of tribal.
The tribal people are collectively putting their problems before the political parties and
Administration. After declaring the villages as ‘Village Republic’, they had started utilizing the
powers, the village meetings are solving the internal conflicts and forwarding the other problems
to district level for solution with the help of the Association. After the intervention of the
Association in both the Districts (Dungarpur and Banswara), the forceful displacement by the
Forest Department has stopped and claims were submitted to the administration which will help
them in getting the rights on land. Due to efforts of the Association women leadership and
participation has increased a lot. Women leaders are putting their matter before district and
higher-level authorities.
The Association presented the problems of tribal people of the area before the political parties in
the ‘Dialogue with political parties’ programme. The issues like; implementation of the Forest
Rights Act, increase the number of days from 100 to 150 in the NREGA, rehabilitation of
displaced families from Kadana Dam, loan etc. were included in the party manifesto.
Conclusion:
The Association has worked in spreading awareness about Tribal Self Rule, and 275 villages
have declared their villages as Village Republics. These tribal villages have claimed the
increased rights given under the PESA Act. Now, the Village Republics have started to establish
clusters of Village Republics, called Village Republic Federations. The Association also helps to
raise the issues of the Village Assemblies at the District Level. The Village Assemblies work on
the issues of solving disputes and exercising control over natural resources. They also ensure
transparency by asking the officials for the accounting of development works.
Dungarpur and Banswara Districts have been in the forefront of showing the way to conduct
“Social Audits” of the work done under the Employment Guarantee Scheme. The first Social
Audit was held in Dungarpur, and officials and activists from many parts of the country came to
participate, and learn by doing, how to involve the people, elected representatives and the
administration in a post-facto “audit” of the word done and money spent. The Vagad Association
continues to work actively on the Employment Guarantee issue. Indeed, many of the village
tribal families have completed 100 days of labour work, and area campaigning that the number
of days of assured work per year should be increased to 150 days.
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Despite the collective efforts of the Association, till now not a single family receive land right
paper. Local political leaders of the village and government staffs are demanding for bribe for
allocation land paper.
2.6 The Jarga Area Development Society: (Jarga Kshetriya Vikas Samiti)
The Society was established in 1997, with the objective to help the adivasis/ tribals in
Kumbalgarh Block of Rajsamand District to improve their conditions, and to ensure the rights of
unorganized adivasis in the area of “Jarga8”. The tribals of this area are cut off from the
mainstream of development, because of lack of education and awareness. Many influential
people and government officials try to exploit them in many ways. Kumbalgarh Block has a large
tribal population, unlike the rest of Rajsamand District, and the difficult and remote geography
has contributed to the lack of attention to tribal issues there.
The tribal population in Kumbalgarh Block is 29%. Because the tribal population is in the
minority, the upper castes of the area try to take advantage of them. The Society was formed to
stop exploitation, and to ensure the human rights of the tribal in the Block.
Kumbalgarh Block is a MADA tribal area, and on paper, there are some benefits for the tribal
people of MADA areas, but in fact, the benefits are noteworthy by their absence! That is another
reason why the Society was formed – to strengthen the position and knowledge of the tribal
people of the area, about laws, schemes, systems, and to access the resources and benefits
that are available to them. The Society has also allowed them to experience the effectiveness of
collective action.
Working Area – 139 Villages, in 27 Village Council Areas in Kumbalgarh Block of Rajsamand
District, and in addition, there are 6 Villages in 3 Village Council areas associated in the Saira
area in Gogunda Block of Udaipur District. There are total 6,334 members (out of which 815 are
women) in the society; 45 men and 11 women leaders at village/ Panchayat level; at block level
five leaders (out of 2 women) and one man leader at district associated with the society.
The Main Activities of the Society during the year 2008-2009 :
Forestland: Progress on efforts made by the Society to avail the rights to forestland




Total 988 claims (978 claims were filed by individuals and 10 claims were filed for
community land) were filed for rights over forestland. The Forest Rights Committees did
physical verifications for the claims. Out of these, they forwarded 464 claims to the Sub
Divisional Level Committee. The Sub Divisional Level Committee forwarded 112 claims to
the District Level Committee. The administration gave direction to the patwari/ panchayat
secretary and the Forest Department to correct the rejected claims. A team of people
submitted a petition to the Sub Divisional Officer for relaxation in necessity of enclosures
like; residence certificate as address proof. 5 new community claims were also filed during
the period. A total of 105 families have received land ownership papers.
A decision was taken in a village meeting to get the refund of the money illegally collected by
the Ranger of the Forest Department as, fine for cutting grass from the forest area in the
name of the forest protection committee. Construction of stone fencing/ boundary walls by
the Forest Department was stopped after being exposed with the help of the media and the
people had a dialogue with the administration and Member of Legislative Assembly. In
addition, the Society helped 15 people in receiving caste certificates and 46 families
received residence certificates with the help of the Society. 5 Village Councils were surveyed
to know the status of process adopted for implementation of the Forest Rights Act.

8

There is a well-known temple in the area, after which the adivasis named their Society, called the Jarga
Temple.
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Right to Information:




580 families were informed about the Central Government’s loan waive scheme. The Society
supported 120 families to get out of loan debt and 100 families got rebate in repayment
schedule.
The Society accessed the information of girls camps organized under Sarva Shiksha
Abhiyan (Campaign for Education for All) using Right to Information and regularize the
irregularities.

Education: The Society is attempting to improve the status of education in the area.




A Residential Education Camp was organized by the Society with the help of the People’s
Education and Cultural Resource Unit. A total of 51 girls (mix group of girls who never been
school and drop out) participated in the camp. 26 girls gained the competency of class 5th
standard, remaining gained the competency level of class 3rd standard. An educational tour
to Udaipur and Rajsamand Districts for 51 tribal girls was organized. There is an increase in
the confidence level of the girls because of interaction with the Media and Administration.
Mid-Day-Meal in 2 government schools regularized due to efforts of the Society i.e.
organised regular meeting with SDMC, interaction between teachers and parents of the
students. 70 children of 2 schools were benefited with the Mid-Day-Meal.

Women empowerment: The Society is making efforts to enhance the socio-economic
conditions of women.






A total of 235 women of 45 villages were participated in Women Convention (MahilaSangam) organized by the Society. The objective of the convention was to create awareness
among women. The women were helped to analyze the condition of women in their
communities.
26 women members of SHG participated in two days training on record keeping, conducting
meetings, and increasing the self-confidence of members.
A group of women handed over a petition to the Sub Divisional Officer regarding overdue of
wages in the NREGA. Later, 40 women received due payment of Rs. 1.00 lakh.
The Society helped the village community to regularize the Mid Day Meal preparation in the
school.

NREGA: The basic concept of the NREGA is rural development, in which main activities are
construction of earthen dams, construction of approach road to the village, pond and
construction of small check dams. The works are the part of proposed plan of gram panchayat
and work starts only after getting administrative approval from block/ district.
Corruption Exposed…….
The Society exposed the corruption in the payment of construction work from the MLA quota fund.
Husband of the Village Council Chairperson contacted the each labour (40 labourers) and took thumb
impression on the payment sheet for Rs. 720 but actually paid Rs. 300 to each. The labourers
opposed at this but husband of the Chairperson threatened them. All labourer collected and approach
to the Secretary of Village Council and enquired about the muster rolls but the secretary
After intervening of association leaders, the actual payment was made.




The Society raised the issue of fake names in the muster roll and payment was made after
checking the muster roll.
A foot march was organised in 41 villages of 15 Village Councils to disseminate the
information on NREGA, Forest Rights Act and Right to Information. Approximately 5000
people took benefit from it.
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234 Mates from 37 Village Councils were trained in collaboration with the Block
Development Office (Panchayat Samiti). They were trained on the issues like; different rates
for different piece of work, group basis work allocation. An order was issued by the
administration to provide muster roll to the trained mates.
Efforts were made to get the wages (Rs. 100) with the spirit of the NREGA. People received
upto Rs. 90 for their wages.

Food Security:




Training was organized for the monitoring committee members of 6 villages in 5 Village
Councils and their understanding has been developed on distribution of food items to BPL
and APL families under PDS. The dealers are keeping proper records of stock, displaying
stock on the board outside the shop, coupon should remain with the families etc.
Regular meetings were organized between the monitoring committee members and PDS
shop dealer. Now, the distribution of food items has been regularized and 300 families of 2
villages were benefited.

A campaign to declare the Kumbhalgarh Block under tribal areas listed is as a scheduled
V Area9: The work is going on in the form of a campaign to declare the Kumbalgarh block of
Rajsamand District under TADA.






Block level public meetings were organized as part of the campaign to declare Kumbalgarh
Block as TADA block. A total of 229 men and women had participated in the meetings.
Participants prepared a memorandum of problems (non-payment of work done under
NREGA, laxity in implementation of Forestland Right Act etc) and handed it over to the Sub
Divisional Officer.
A workshop was organized for Panches & Sarpanches with 39
participants (both men and women) from 11 panchayats to create awareness about the need
to declare the area in TADA for getting the benefits of the TADA area. The issue of inclusion
in TADA was added in the agenda of the Gram Sabha with the help of village development
committees and ward panches.
A training programme was organized for 89 men & women members of the Village
Development Committee to develop leadership qualities. Objective of the training was to
assess the hold of the Society at village level and they will be empowered to solve the
problems of their rights.
Legal education camp was organized to educate the people about the legal aspects of tribal
rights. 63 men & women participated from 40 villages in the camp.

9

Schedule V areas, under the Constitution of India, are areas where tribals are in the majority. In Kumbhalgarh, the
whole Block is not an area where tribals are in the majority, so Kumbhalgarh is MADA Block (Modified Area
Development) and not a TADA (Tribal Area Development) Block. There are more benefits for adivasi/tribal people if
they are in a Schedule V area – like the Tribal Self Rule Legislation, PESA, Applies to them, and other benefits.
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Awareness Campaign: Different awareness programmes were organized by the Society for
youth, leadership development for tribal and non-tribal leaders. The objectives behind the
awareness programmes were to build strategy for active involvement in work of the Society and
to bring improvement in the working of the Society. The Society organized a Foot March
(Padyatra) and hold night meetings in 29 villages of 11 panchayats. The objective of the march
was to discuss the need for change from MADA area to TADA area, and to make the tribal
people aware about other tribal development programmes.
Accessing government schemes/ programmes: The Society helped the people to solve the
drinking water problem in the area; repairing of hand pumps (4), installation of new tube wells &
hand pumps, installation of a pipeline for water supply.
Overall Impact :
The people of the area got helping hand after the activity of the Society where they are receiving
complete information about the development and rights of the people.
The changes can be visualized as an impact of the Society. The people of the area are getting
appropriate wages against their work under NREGA. The corruption cases reduced due to
intervention of the Society and it is working as pressure group in corruption cases.
People of the area are accessing information by using the Right to Information Act and
awareness has been increased about the facility for tribal. Parents are demanding to regularize
the Mid-Day Meal in the school. People are participating in the Gram Sabha and supporting in
the preparation of development plan.
The Society played an important role in developing leadership by organizing different activities
like; organizing camps, conducting training programmes, providing direction in the meetings,
dialogue with the administration on issues and solving the problems of the area. The leadership
of the organization became stronger in the last few years, which was reflected in a dialogue
programme with the Minister on the issues related to forestland.
Conclusion:
The Jarga Development Society has its own office, constructed with donation from members
and well-wishers. The position of the society is now strong in the minds of the administration, the
elected leaders of the Block and the public at large.
The oppression and put down the upper caste non-tribal communities is much less, than it was
before.
Women, who were limited to the household chores, are now participating in developmental
activities and raising their voice at village/ block for their rights. They are getting payment of
wages in time.
Social awareness has been increased because of programme of the society e.g. conference,
campaigns and other problems solving camps. People are rethinking on issue like; child
marriage, death feast, child delivery at home, critical disease (HIV/ AIDS) and also linking them
to the government schemes, and getting the benefits of the schemes.
2.7 The Godward Tribal Association: (Gordward Adivasi Sangthan)
The Gordward Tribal Association was formed in 1999, and is confined to membership of
Adivasis and Dalits in the upper caste dominated area of Pali District. In year 1999, there was
drought condition and people of the area faced problem of employment, water, food grain, also,
there was scarcity of water and fodder for the livestock. The tribal and local people of the two
blocks (Desuri and Bali) get organized and demanded for employment and drinking water. They
realized the importance of the Association that it is the medium for sustainable development and
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formed the Gorward Tribal Association on September 09, 1999. Initially, the Association focused
it work on drought proofing and raise demand to the administration, and other donors,
government, agencies for grain, water, employment, fodder.
The Association is working in 83 villages of two blocks, with membership of 1,850 members (out
of 766 are women). 17 leaders (13 women and 4 men) at the panchayat level and 4 men
leaders are at the block level in the association.
Objectives:









To facilitate the families to get rights whose livelihood based of forestland
To establish right over natural resources (forest and water)
To declare 12 tribal village councils of Bali block under TADA area
To get free the tribal and poor people from political pressure
Lobbying and advocacy for poor people in accessing the government schemes
Organise rally, sit-ins, conference, handover petition on problems of the people to the
government
To stop the cruel social customs
To improve the health, education and food security schemes

The Main Activities of the Association during the year 2008-2009 :
Forest Rights Act: The Association worked for Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional Forest
Dwellers to get land rights under the Forest Rights Act. The Association identified 311 families
who were threatened by the Forest Department staff for eviction, whose livelihood is based on
Forestland and forest department staff was receiving money illegally.










Team of association representatives met to the District Collector-Pali to ensure proper
implementation of the Act.
Team of representatives received a schedule of Gram Sabha from block office and
organized meeting of selected members of the Forest Rights Committees prior to the
meetings of gram sabha.
A petition was handed over to BDO/ SDO/ District Collector for formation of the Forest
Rights Committees in the left over area. The representatives also met to the State Principal
Secretary – TADA and then the committees were formed.
The Association helped 240 families to avail caste certificates and preparation of claims.
348 claims were directly submitted to the Sub Divisional level Committee, Bali without
recommendation/ approval of gram sabha. 140 claims were forwarded to the District Level
Committee. 250 claims forms were resent from the Sub Divisional Committee to the gram
sabha for further approval. 17 claimers appeal to Sub Divisional Committee whose claims
were rejected by the gram sabha. 150 people organized in a Sit-in for one day before the
Sub Division Office and handed over a petition to Additional District Magistrate (ADM) that
the Sub Divisional Level Committee is not taking any action on their claims.
The Association organized street plays to create awareness about the Forest Rights Act
among community.

NREGA: The Pali District added this year for implementation of the NREGA (i.e. started in April
2008). The Association organized post card campaigns, signature campaign and hand over
petitions at various levels (Block/ District/ State) in previous years for inclusion of Pali District in
NREGA.


Application campaign for job cards: A campaign was organized by the leaders of the
Association to fill up the application for the job cards. An environment was created and
people come forward to get job cards.
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The Association distributed pamphlets on the information and process about the Act.
Distribution of job cards started in April 08 but in some cases, the Village Council Secretary
refused to provide job cards. A team of representatives from the Association met to BDO but
not satisfied with reply, they met to the District Collector and handed over a petition about
the problems in receiving job cards. Later, leaders of the Association also met to the
Principal Secretary and discussed the issue. As an effect of the discussion, the Village
Council Secretary contacted house to house, hamlet to hamlet and spread the information
through loudspeaker about the distribution of job cards.
The Association selected two Village Councils to initiate the process of getting receipt
against submitting application for the job. The Association organized big meetings, where
hundreds of people reached to the Village Councils, applied for job and asked for receipt but
the Village Council Secretary denied to give receipt. The representatives make a call to the
District Collector (on Cell phone) and then the Village Council Secretary started giving
receipts. The message rapidly spread in the nearby Village Council area and created
pressure on the Village Council Secretary to make available the receipt against the job
application. The process of getting receipt has initiated in 30 (out of 38) Village Councils.
The wage rate is ranging from Rs. 80 to Rs. 100 after the efforts of the Association. The
Programme Officer also accepted the delay in payment and discussed the issue with the
Sub Divisional Officer but not arrived at any permanent solution.
Works were also sanctioned on individual land like; land leveling, well deepening etc, in
Village Councils.
12 leaders of the Association participated in the Social Audit Process and enhance their
knowledge about the Act.

Drought: 70% of the kharif crop was damaged due to less rain in year 2008. The people and
livestock were facing problems of food grain, fodder, drinking water. The issue was highlighted
in the village meetings and regional meetings. People get organized in the form of Rally and
handover a petition for Chief Minister to the Sub Divisional Officer demanding to include the
area (Bali Block) in the list of drought-affected area. The Association coordinated with revenue
staff (Patwari) to calculate the crop damage at village and Village Council level. Because of the
efforts, the State Government declared the area in the list of drought declared districts and the
government will make available water, fodder, food grain etc.
Food Security – Public Distribution System: In order to raise awareness about the proper
running and use of ration shops, village level Consumer Committees were formed in 15 villages.


Pamphelts were distributed in the villages and stick postures on the cross-roads
 Meetings were organized with PDS shop dealers and group of consumers to discuss the
problems.
 80 Consumer Committee members participated in the training for improvement in PDS
 The Consumer Committee members collected the sample of damaged food grain and
presented to the District Collector to improve the quality of food grain. After intervention of
District Collector the PDS shop dealer, replaced the damaged food grain.
Consumers are getting appropriate quantity of grain, PDS shops are open in time, they are
questioning to the dealer and approaching to higher authority if the dealer creates any problem.
Because of efforts of the Association
Education: The Association decided to improve the quality of primary education in 15
government schools of Bali Block. The Block Education Officer (BEO) has also been sensitized
about the efforts of the Association to improve education like; survey of present conditions,
organizing children’s fairs, activate the School Development Monitoring Committees (SDMC),
regularize the meetings of Parent Teachers Association (PTA) members.
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Organized Children Fair in Upper Primary School, Kuran on Children’s Day (November 14,
2008) in which 210 people took part including students, teachers (of 7 schools) and the
BEO.
 Baseline survey was coducted in 15 primary schools to assess the present condition of
primary education. The BEO issued an order directing the school administration to cooperate
with the surveyor.
 Training was organized for the members of 12 education committees.
 Counseling was done with teachers of 15 schools
The efforts on education resulted as increased retention percentage of students in the classes,
teachers are attending school, and villagers are visiting the schools.
Leadership Development: During the year, the Association organized various capacity building
events for leadership development. One training was organized with 50 leaders, 50 women
participated in the awareness camp, 120 women participated in Women Confluence (Mahila
Sangam) for awareness generation, 5 youths participated in Youth Conference with the aim to
develop their understanding.
Annual
Convention:
The
Association celebrates it annual
event as Gordward Mela (Annual
Convention). A total 1500
members participated in the fare.
The leaders presented the report
of annual activities held in the
Association. Smt. Aruna Roy
(Ex-IAS
officer
and
Magsaysay award recipient)
addressed the audience as Chief
Guest and finely explained the
NREGA and Right to Information
Act. In addition, she encouraged
the women to come forward.
Dialogue with Political party (Amne-Samne): Amne-Samne programme was organized (on
November 28, 2008 in Koyalvas) with the objective to increase the political awareness in the
community. The community then interacted with the contestant for Assembly Election. Around
400 community members’ participated and put-up the issues of the People’s Organization
before the candidates. The leaders of People’s Organization coordinated the programme by
themselves.
Public Cooperation Scheme (PC): The CAPART supported “Public Cooperation Scheme” is
being implemented in Koyalvav village of Bali block of Pali District. The scheme is based on
community contribution along with contribution from CAPART. Rs. 5.00 lakhs expenditure was
incurred for the programme, out of which the community contributed Rs. 1.20 lakhs in the form
of cash and labour. During the reporting period, the following programmes were conducted:




The village community is taking care (maintenance and management) of stone fencing
constructed for grassland development. The fencing was done to protect the wasteland and
to develop it as a source of fodder. 400 bamboo saplings were also planted in the protected
area.
Community of one village was divided into two parts as a result of some dispute. Now the
community has become united, and is collectively participating in the implementation of the
programme.
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Field bunds were constructed in the fields of 111 farmers, to reduce soil erosion and
conserve moisture.
Improved seed kits of Wheat, Barley, Gram and Mustard were distributed to 75 families of
the village.
Nadi (small pond) was constructed to harvest rainwater for drinking purpose of livestock and
increase the ground water level.
Five families were sensitized and promoted for preparing organic manure.
The village community is now raising their voices on issues like; NREGA, Education, Water
in the gram panchayat.

Overall Impact:
The Gordward Tribal Association got success in gaining credibility on the issues of tribal rights in
last two years. Because of continuous efforts of the Association 150 forest rights claims were
forwarded to the District Level Committee and further processing the rest of the claims.
The Association done appreciable efforts to raise the issues of irregularities in the
implementation of the NREGA at state level and facilitated the people to get receipt of
application for job etc. Also, on food security issues the Association is actively participating in
monitoring of the PDS shops e.g. shops open in time or not, quality of grain is proper or not,
lobbying district level administration for quality improvement.
Uncertainty about the women leadership is now no more, they become capable to take lead at
block level just because of continuous efforts of the Association in collaboration with Astha. Now
the tribal leaders are putting their matter of concern before Patwari, police, BDO without
hesitation.
The Women of the area came out of their houses and raising voice against atrocities,
exploitation, corruption etc.
At present, confidence level of the Association is high, there is need to maintain it, which may
resulted in sustainability of the Association.
2.8 The Support Society – The Rajasthan Forest Produce Collectors and Processors
Groups Support Society:
The support Society was registered in 1996 under the Rajasthan Societies Registration Act,
1956, with the mission to strengthen people’s groups, cooperatives and organizations, which
were working on the collection and sale of non-timber forest produce. The society is facilitating
the promotion of cultivation of MFPs, promoting exhibition cum sale of MFP in big events,
processing of MFPs (black berry, honey etc) and marketing of MFPs. The Support Society is
working in 10 blocks, total 8 cooperatives were formed with membership of 52 groups with 1,416
members, out of 987 are women). Presently, the groups are processing honey and black berry.
One byproduct of black berry Ark (distilled water from black berry). The Samarthak Samiti is on
track to be “independent” of Astha and April 2009 onwards, it will maintain separate office,
accounts, administration etc by their own.

3.0 THE SUPPORT UNITS
3.1 Administrative Support Unit:
The Administrative Support Unit extends its support and nurtures the Resource Units of Astha
and People’s Organization associated with Astha, with administrative services. The Unit is
based at Central Office constituting of accounts section, computer section and support staff. The
Unit is
Accounts Section: The accounts section take care of activities like; daily transaction, write
accounts books, payments, correspondence with banks, provide support to resource units and
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people’s organization to monitor activity expenditure on quarterly basis, provide support to
maintain accounts for programme in the field. The accounts section is responsible for regular
compliances of funding agencies and government department.
Computer Section: The computer section extends its support to the Resource Units and
People’s Organisations for typing of reports, newsletter, preparing press notes, and publication
of booklets, pamphlets, and leaflet. The staff of the section is capable enough to design the
documents for publication and maintain data for survey and research activities.
Human Resource Cell: The cell is responsible to manage the records of human resource
engaged in the resource unit, with people’s organizations. It provides support in selection
process of worker/ staff; keep personal records, helps in extending security (insurance for
personal accident, vehicle, and property).
The Multipurpose Workers are valuable members of the team, and give support in training
prgramme and Big Events, they are taking care of postage, courier, market purchase, travel
booking. In general, they make the work run smoothly.
3.2 Documentation Support Unit;
The Documentation Support Unit is rendering support to fulfill the objectives of Astha. It is
providing resource material and support in the activities of Astha. The Unit has 2 partsa) The Library – The library houses print resources, including posters, books, journals,
newsletters. It has resource material on the issues that Astha is dealing with in the field with
the People, and some basic resource books (dictionaries, census etc.).
Important work during the year (2008-09) included






Publication support – developed, designed and published a brochure – Kumbhalgarh block –
A view; Guidelines for voters awareness and election code of conduct; Booklet on powers &
legal rights of tribals; Booklet on Social Security Schemes in Rajasthan; Support in
publication of brochures (block and state level) for Association of Panches and Sarpanches
Design the invitation letter and pamphlet for the annual “Milan Mela” of Kotra Adivasi
Development Forum’s.
Panch Parvaj – A quarterly newsletter on Local Self-Governance activities of LSG Unit and
People’s Organisation.
Prepared and distributed press releases after the important programmes of Astha and the
People’s Organisations.
Provided resource material to visitors, students on placement, study tour and
representatives of other organization, who visited the Astha Training Centre

Development Communication Exhibitions




Helped in many exhibition booths in the large Milan Mela
Prepared exhibition in the fair being organized by Tribal Women’s Awareness Society in
Jhadol
Involved in preparation of exhibition in Gorward Mela, Bali block of District Pali
Exhibition in a large event of women elected representatives (Sarpanches and Ward
Panches) held in Pushkar, Ajmer, Rajasthan

b) The Audio-Visual Section – This section of the documentation centre has collection of
photographs of the work of Resource Units and People’s Organisation in the field, training,
workshops, conference, convention, Sit-ins etc. The section procures audio, visuals in the
form of DVDs/ CVDs. These resources are used in the training programmes of Astha and
other organizations.
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3.3 Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Unit:
The Unit was established in July 2006 to provide support services for the Resource Units and
the People’s Organisation.
Planning: The staff of the Resource Unit and related POs plans activities, set milestones for
three years and decide measurable indicators. Every year, staff of each Resource Unit and
workers & leaders of POs sit together & review the progress of previous year and revise next
year's plan, fix number of events into monthly calendar.
Monitoring: The PME Unit helps the Resource Units and POs to devise formats or system to
monitor the activities/ events. In monitoring the physical inputs, we reflect on achievements &
problems.
 The staff of each unit meets once in a month to review the progress of the month and
plan for activities/ events of the next month.
 The Programme Direction Group (PDG) meets once in every three months to review the
progress of the Resource Units and People’s Organizations. Each Resource Unit &
People’s Organization presents the activities/ events organized during last three months
and also presents the plan for the next quarter.
 Astha prepares the Annual Report for the programmes and financial statements. The
Resource Units and related POs assess the progress made against the set milestones
along with the indicators.
 Account department do financial monitoring of the programmes in coordination with
Coordinators of the Resource Units and Workers of related Peoples’ Organizations. The
account department is doing tracking of the activities and budget for each Resource
Units and POs on monthly basis. Based on this knowledge, we can plan future activities
and suggest budgetary changes, if required.
Evaluation: Evaluation helps us draws lessons from the programme implementation experience
and use these to modify plans of the current programme & develop plans of other activities. It
provides a clear picture of the extent to which the intended objectives have been realized. Astha
internally evaluates its programme, activities and milestones for the Resource Units and POs
every year with Programme Direction Groups (PDG). Astha have a system of conducting
evaluation by external agency/ consultants in every 5-6 years. The evaluation takes place in the
form of field visits, interaction with leaders of POs, interaction with Coordinators of Resource
Units; assess the administration and accounts system of the organization. The evaluators also
review the secondary data, information, documents (like; programme proposal, annual reports,
periodic repots etc) of the organization. Astha prepares its strategy and future plan, keeping in
mind the recommendations of the evaluation report.


Internal Evaluation Meeting: To understand the efforts of the work done by Astha from
April 2004 to May 2008 a two days internal evaluation process was done with the Astha
staff. In this the work of Astha’s resource centers in Rajasthan for lobbying,
strengthening of Astha team due to experience based work, identification of Astha at
State & National Level as a tribal and women issues related organization lobbying on
issues of advocacy was done.



External Evaluation
Impact of Astha's work: Astha’s work over the years has undoubtedly had enormous
impact. The work of any development organisation working for the rights of the poor and
underprivileged must result in their financial and social betterment.
A modest estimate of the annual financial benefit given in table below:
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People's Organisations (benefits from NREGA, saved bribe to
forest department, agriculture income from forestland etc)
Livelihood Resource Unit (outside the work area of POs)
 Saved as Penalty from Forest Department
 Agriculture Income
 Trained Mates
Annual benefits to Ekal Nari Shakti Sangthan members
(Oldage pension, widow pension, widow daughter's marriage,
housing etc)
Local Self Governance Unit (BPL cards for poorest families,
incentive to women panch and sarpanch)
Total
(Details of table given in Appendix No. 6, page-82)

Amount in Rs.
4,44,20,000

22,50,000
7,20,00,000
83,20,000
4,29,75,000

81,60,000
17,81,25,000

When looking at likely financial impact, the cost of the intervention, too, has to be studied.
The total annual budget of Astha is currently around Rs 2.5 crores. Leaders and
functionaries of POs contribute significantly in terms of time and loss of wages. Assuming
that at least 500 persons per PO give voluntarily, on average, two days a month for
meetings, rallies, workshops, liaison with various agencies, etc, there would be a loss of
wages of Rs 100 per day x 2 days x 12 months x 500 persons x 7 POs – that is, an annual
loss (at current wage rates) of Rs 84,00,000. Rounding this off to a crore with other
incidental expenses, the total cost of the intervention is around Rs 3.5 crores. Against this,
the total annual financial gain to the communities (as elaborated earlier in this section) is
over Rs 17.5 crores. That being the case, on financial benefit to communities alone, the
investment in Astha by various donors has paid off many times over.
Sustainability of People’s Organisations:
The POs, by and large, appear to have caught the imagination of their members, as they set
the agenda. The agenda is usually one, which is central to their lies and livelihood, and
because of the simplicity of the approach, and the supportive training, POs have tasted
success often enough for members to consider the Po an essential feature in their lives.
Members appeared to own the activities they undertook and take responsibility for the
outcome.
A few POs have now started to raise funds on their own and other will probably do so soon.
A few POs have been allocated land by the government to have their own building. Some
POs conduct their regular meetings in public places while some do so in their homes of
members.
Astha has encouraged person chosen by the community to also volunteer for the work and
based on the time and skills by them, such person also could become full time/ part time
functionaries with some honorarium paid to them.
The political change/ impact can be seen in the form of participation and active role of
elected representatives in panchayat works. The EWRs become more capable with the help
of political responsibility. There is a need to assess or evaluate the political impact but it is
not possible to evaluate in a short span of time. However, we can see the capabilities and
confidence level of the people with some general observations.
3.4 Astha Training Centre, Bedla:
In 1994, Astha built a residential training centre located 6-8 kilometres from central Udaipur,
near Bedla Village, on the Bedla Mata Mandir Road. The Training Centre is a facility – social
development teams book the Centre, and come and hold their residential training programmes
there. Two or three training programmes can be accommodated (60-75 persons) at one time.
The Training Centre is well used by the Astha staff, and is used by NGOs and People’s
Movements for meetings as well as training programmes.
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The Astha Training Centre facilities are used to strengthen the capacities of grassroots workers
and those working with poor, exploited and marginalized. Action teams come to learn about the
law, advocacy, and decision-making structures. Health, literacy, communal harmony, and food
security; budget analysis, gender biases, and drought relief; soil and water conservation, safe
motherhood, and so on – trainees / participants work on all kinds of issues, and skills of various
kinds are acquired there.
The number of trainings increased in compare to last year (2007-08). However, ratio of trainings
organized by Astha (144) and outsider (72) is almost 2/3 and 1/3. The above table shows the
regular engagement of training centre i.e. almost throughout the year. The accounting of the
training centre takes place separate and planning has been done for next three year to become
self-sustain.

4.0 Overall Conclusion:
In year 2008-09, there was an evaluation of Astha as a whole. It was a new learning for the
team involved in different works of Astha. After five years, the team reflected on new the
strategy of working with the Resource Units. Earlier, before the establishment of Resource Units
the major part of the energy was invested in working with the People’s Organizations.
The changed role of Astha led to new opportunities to work with other People’s Organizations
and voluntary organizations in Rajasthan. The Astha team used its own capacities and
experience to provide opportunities of learning to the people through different platforms,
networks and campaigns. In addition, the collective process of creating pressure on
administrative and political structure was strengthened.
This year, the efforts and intervention of the Resource Units of Astha resulted in major changes
in implementation of the NREGA at the government level i.e. educated young men and women
of the villages got an opportunity to work as Mates, earlier this opportunity was reserved for the
relatives of political people or Sarpanch. In addition, transparency increased in the whole
process of NREGA implementation, which resulted in responsibility being given to new people to
implement NREGA, and corruption became less due to strong monitoring and policy changes at
the government level.
The Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act
has become law. But, expected results were not achieved even after regular efforts for proper
implementation of the Forest Rights Act. However, in Rajasthan, we have been able to create
pressure on the district and state level administration and because of mass awareness, have
been able to pressure the Tribal Development Department and government. Also, we
succeeded in highlighting the issue during the elections. Some tribal forest dwellers have gotten
legal land papers.
Because of efforts of People’s Organizations the Resource Units, independent fund raising
became possible in some of the People’s Organizations. In addition to this, leaders became
more mature and the independent decision-making process got strengthened. Attempts for
developing women leadership in the Gorward Tribal Association resulted in raising the issues in
an effective manner with the Administration and Political parties on the issues of PDS and
NERGA.
The Local Self-Governance Unit along with Rajasthan elected women representatives in
Panchayati Raj Institutions had been lobbying for 50% women reservation in Village Councils,
Block Councils and District Councils. The Government of Rajasthan has decided that in the next
PRI elections, 50% of the seats will be reserved for women! The Unit has also formed a statewide Association of Elected Women Representatives, which has been formed as a support
group for women in the PRI structures when they are working against corruption, and when
others try to side-line them. The Unit also worked for increased decentralization of financial
resources to the Village Councils, and to some extent, succeeded.
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The People’s Education and Culture Resource Unit did a study of experiments in tribal children’s
education in Gujarat, Maharashtra, M.P. and Rajasthan. Then, plans have been made to work
towards improving the quality of tribal education in government schools. Interventions will be
made with the tribal children in after-school extra-curricular time, and during vacation periods.
Also, work will be done with the government teachers in selected schools, and with the parents
of the children. Tribal girls condensed courses continued in two districts. Also, condensed
residential courses in literacy for leaders of People’s Organizations continued.
The Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre (BARC) conducted training and orientation programmes
throughout the year – with NGO workers, media reporters, MLAs, academics. The programmes
shared findings from analysis of the economic and social sector budgets, gave orientation on
how to approach the budget books and about the terms used in talking about the budget, and
how to use budget data in working for change. The Budget Team published 3 booklets, regular
Newsletters, and from time to time, wrote articles in the daily newspapers.
The Association of Strong Women Alone (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan) has a widespread base
in Rajasthan – over 28 Districts, and 103 Blocks. The membership reached 27,495 by March
2009. The members were active in solving cases, helping women to access government
entitlements, reclaiming land in the name of widow members, taking collective action against
atrocities. The Astha team helped the leaders to conduct members’ camps, to lobby the state
government, to bring out a Newsletter and publish pamphlets. Training programmes were held
for Block and State Level leaders. Some of the Rajasthan state-level leaders traveled to
Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh and Bihar as resource persons in the single women’s
associations started there with the help of the Rajasthan Strong Women Alone. Preparation
work went on the whole year, towards the formation of a National Forum of Single Women’s
Rights.
The other POs took up the processes for creating pressure at the administrative and political
level to establish the rights of people over natural resources and, for proper implementation of
the Acts. These processes were conducted at regional and state levels.
The process of Astha’s planning for next three years was initiated in the month of October this
year. Two new Resource Units have been introduced viz; Tribal Rights Resource Unit (reframing
the People’s Organisations Resource Unit) to work with Tribal People’s Organizations, and
Women’s Rights Resource Unit to work with the Women People’s Organizations and to work on
issues and problems of women, girls and gender in Rajasthan and beyond. The People’s
Organizations will establish independent forums with the help of the Resource Units. These
Forums will work on the issues of Tribal people and Women at state level where other people’s
organizations and voluntary organisations will also join these forums.
Astha always has attempted to ensure the Right to Justice, Peace, Development, no caste,
class, gender based discrimination; we have worked for a society in which the poor have control
on their natural as well as livelihood resources, people co-exist with nature, equity prevails in the
society, and the citizens of India have strong moral values. Astha has a dream of such society
where justice, peace, equity, equality prevails and a society which is free from discrimination,
corruption and self-centeredness.
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Addition No. 1

Risk Reduction and Control
Risks
Principle Risk #1
Two People’s
Organizations,
(Jarga and
Gordwad) will
not be able to
solve the crisis

The Situation as of the end of March, 2009
a) The Gordwad Adivasi Organization has gained strength in the previous year.
One of the main reasons is that the Big Event, which had earlier been held in remote
villages, was held in Bali, a Block headquarters, and Dilip Singh Buria, an M.P. and
the former National Chairman of the Committee that drafted and took through the
PESA Act, attended. This event also gave visibility to the numbers associated with
the Organization, and clarified its work and objectives. Also, Mr. Buria’s presence
added stature to the organization, and now the Administration is co-operating with
the Gordwad Adivasi Organization, and is no longer “in the pocket” of the feudal antiforces. The situation looks better for Gordwad.
b) the Jarga Development Society is getting stronger, and finding its own place in
Kumbalgarh Block to work for the rights of tribals, and other poor people in the area.
The identity and reputation of the Jarga Society is now strong in the minds of the
administration, the elected leaders of the Block, and the public at large.
Whenever the Jarga Society holds a big function, and calls the M.L.A., the Pradhan,
the elected District Chairman, and others, they come, and listen to what the Jarga
leaders and workers have to say. The media also covers the events.
The oppression and put-down of the upper caste non-tribal communities is much
less than it was before, vis a vis tribal people. One of the reasons is the increased
strength and reach of the Jarga Development Society.
Village and Gram Panchayat Leadership 8 women and 39 men – that is 47 leaders
moving in one Block, all related to the Jarga Development Society.
So, aside from leadership development, modifications in strategy have helped to
lessen the problems, and therefore the Risk.

Principle Risk #2
Lack of
adequate
monitoring
system.
Astha had only
just established
a PME system in
September
2006, and
appointed staff

The Planning Monitoring and Evaluation Support Unit of Astha has been established,
and in this year, it worked actively amongst all the People’s Organizations and
Resource Units of Astha.
Training was conducted for the POs and Resource Units, in planning and monitoring,
fixing indicators, looking at the Milestones, which had been worked out in September
2006. All of the teams prepared their plans according to LFA formats. The feedback
from the People’s Organizations in particular was very enthusiastic.
The PME Unit kept the senior staff of Astha informed about the progress of the work,
the planning and monitoring of indicators.
In addition, every 3 months, the Coordination, Sharing and Strategizing Group met –
the senior Astha staff working with all the Units and POs. 3-monthly reporting in
front of the senior staff team of about 20 workers, helped to keep the work strong
and “on track”.
Also in this financial year, the Coordinating, Sharing and Strategizing Group
participated in a 3-day Organizational Development session with F. Stephen of
SEARCH, Bangalore. This helped the senior team to look again at Vision, Mission,
Strategy and helped to make specific our assumptions and approaches as a Team.
This OD session was held in September 2007.
The 8 People’s Organizations supported by Astha, had a whole Resource Unit to
guide, monitor and train the leadership of each P.O. The People’s Organizations
Resource Unit is headed by 2 very senior workers of Astha, with decades of field
experience themselves.
Astha has the practice of undergoing a major evaluation of the whole organization
once in 5-6 years. This year, the Evaluation was carried out during OctoberNovember 2008. Team of outside evaluators (separate for programme and financial),
and the senior team, were involved in the Evaluation. The findings of the Evaluation
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were included in the next 3-year Programme Proposal. Astha started following up on
the recommendation made in the evaluation.
Principle Risk #3
Lack of gender
attention in the
mixed People’s
Organizations

It seems that the fixing of “Milestones” about bringing women into the leadership
groups of the mixed (men and women) People’s Organizations, has been a clear
guideline both about the importance of women’s leadership in P.O.s, and a clear
guideline about the numbers of women leaders that must be identified, nurtured, and
given leadership positions. Of the 4 tribal P.O.s mentioned in the “Opportunity and
Risk Appraisal” report of Oxfam-Novib, the following is the action taken in this
financial year:
Vagad Labourers and Farmers Association –
District Level -- 1 person – 1 men
Block Leaders 5 women, 8 men
8 Women and 19 men are taking leadership responsibility at the Panchayat Level
30 Women and 52 men are also taking leadership responsibility at the Village Level
Tribal Development Forum –
Village Level Leaders
Panchayat Level Leaders
Block Level Leaders
State Level Leaders
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34
8
2

(29 women, 43 men)
(13 women, 21 men)
(3 women, 5 men)
(1 woman, 1 man)

Gordward Adivasi Organization –
3 Women and 18 men at village level
1 Woman and 3 Men at Block level
Jarga Area Development Society –
Village and Gram Panchayat Leadership - 8 women and 39 men
Block Level Leadership - 2 women and 3 men
District Level Leadership - 1 man
Principle Risk #4
Tribal POs will
not become
sustainable.

In the past year, the leadership of the 5 tribal P.O.s have undergone training in
programme planning, skill development in accounts keeping, in budgeting, in fixing
“indicators” and continuing to refer to them throughout the year. The training has
been done by the People’s Organization Resource Unit, and by the PME Support
Unit. All of the tribal P.O.s have an office – the Tribal Develoment Forum, Jarga, and
the Tribal Women’s Awareness Society all have their own offices (the other 2 P.O.s
operate out of rented offices). Organization leaders of 2 of the P.O.s have taken the
responsibility of keeping the day-to-day accounts of expenditures (up to now, the
income comes as an advance into their bank account).
Now Astha is talking about “more sustainable”, “more independent”, “more self
reliant” – and not “absolute”. We have seen that the programme work, and handling
the money for the programme work, can be done by the POs, but the organizational
management, documentation, disciplining of peers, is more difficult. It will take some
more time.
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Addition No. 2

MILESTONES
PROGRESS REPORT OF THE PROGRESS IN ACHIEVING THE MILESTONES OUTLINED IN SEPTEMBER 2006

GENERAL MILESTONES
1.

By March 2009, three of the eight PO’s, namely: the Support Society {Samarthak Samiti}, the Association of Strong Women Alone {Ekal
Nari Sakti Sanghthan}, and the Rajsamand Women’s Forum {Rajsamand Mahila Manch} will be self–sufficient and be able to function
independently. “Independent” means no financial assistance from Astha; adequate leadership skills; Astha providing minimum inputs.
The Samarthak Samiti is on track to be “independent” of Astha and April 2009 onwards it will maintain separate office, accounts,
administration etc by their own. ASWA Executive Members and key leaders, undergone a series of trainings in management skills so that
they could be better prepared to manage their Association with less help from Astha, thereby gaining skills in increasing self-sufficiency.
The Association has taken major steps in planning, budgeting and preparing their organization’s proposal for funding support for the next 3
years. Likewise, the Rajsamand Women’s Forum has raised programme funds in the past year, has acquired land for an office in
Rajsamand town and the leaders of the Forum have undergone training programmes in planning, monitoring, financial management and
are in a position to assume greater independence with relation to the work of the Rajsamand Women’s Forum.

2.

By March 2009, the path to independence by 2011 for three of the five of the tribal People Organizations (Vagad Mazdoor Kisan Sangthan ,
Adivasi Mahila Jagriti Samiti, Adivasi Vikas Manch) is clear, either independently or collectively.
Leaders of all 5 of the tribal People’s Organizations underwent training on planning, monitoring, and financial management for their
organizations. The path to “greater” independence by 2011 will be clearer by the end of next year. The Adivasi Vikas Manch raised 39% of
the programme fund by their own, Adivasi Mahila Jatriti Samiti acquired land for the office
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MILESTONES FOR THE “PEOPLE’S ORGANIZATIONS” SUPPORTED BY ASTHA SANSTHAN
ADIVASI VIKAS MANCH (Tribal Development Forum)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for
March 2009-if Known

Milestones by March 2009

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

55 TSR Villages were
established.

By 31st March 2009 in 150 villages the Tribal Self Rule
will be established out of a total of 300. 70-80 villages
will start utilizing their powers adhering to 3-4 points out
of the total of 11 points mentioned in the PESA
(Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Area) Act of 1996.

At present 101 TSR Villages are announced the village
republic.
55 villages are utilizing their powers adhering to 3-4
points out of the total points mentioned in the PESA Act
of 1996.

Forest Tribal Rights Bill was not
passed and cut off date was
1980.

1500 families threatened with eviction will be allowed to
stay in the forest land. If the new bill passed, then
between 2000-4000 families will receive land titles
depending on the cut-off date. If not, implementation will
take a longer time – if the non tribals will be left out,
then the implications could be, there will be less number
of people benefiting; there can be more hue and cry and
the implementation will take more time.
By March 2009, at least 200 tribal girls aged between 914, who never went to schools will be enrolled in the 2
residential Schools (crash course) of 7 months 90% will
be graduated up to class 5 level, and from the girls who
have completed 80% will enter mainstream government
schools.
By March 2009, The NREGA (National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act) will be fully implemented in
the project areas in Udaipur and Sirohi districts, 32000
families will benefit, the average daily wages earned will
increase from Rs.45 to Rs.60/- (the official minimum
wage in Rajasthan is 73).
By 31ST March 2009, 50% of the program costs will be
raised by the people organization

Forest Rights Act was passed in Lok Sabha on 15th
December 2006 and Raja Sabha on 18th December
2006 with collective efforts done by Astha , POs,
Rajasthan Jungle Jamin Jan Andolan and other NGOs.
4,812 individual claims were prepared and submitted,
and physical verification process has been initiated. 42
families has received land title papers.
None evicted after the Act was Passed.
One residential school was conducted this year and 53
tribal girls (total 123 girls) from tribal areas studied in
the Crash Course, out of 33 got competency level of
class 5th and rest of class 3rd

There was no residential school at
this time.

NREGA was passed and
implemented on 2nd February
2006.

There were no raised funds for
the program costs by the People
Organization.
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90% of the families in the Forum area are receiving 100
days of employment in NREGA. This year 9,225
families applied for work, 512 new job cards issued to
the families. The labourers are getting an average of
Rs. 72
39% of the programme fund raised by the Forum itself.

VAGAD MAZDOOR KISHAN SANGHTHAN (Vagad Laborers Farmer’s Organization)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known
There were 6,500 members

There was no Gan Parishad
formed. (Regional Councils of
Village Republics)
There were 120 TSR villages.

There were 40 villages working in
Banswara District.
There were 3 Men Leaders in first
line.
NREGA was passed August 2005
and implemented on 2nd February
2006.

There was no family record for bank
loan repayments.

Milestones by March 2009

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, the membership will have increased
from 6,500 to 7,500. (Note: the Outreach estimate was
15,000 members in 6 Blocks n 2 Districts. The
membership system has now changed over to a “life
membership system.)
By March 2009 at least 10 Gan Parishads (cluster of 810 TSR Tribal Self-Rule villages) will be formed, the
process will be documented for learning and replication
in Hindi and English.
By March 2009, number of Tribal Self Rule villages will
increase from 120 to 170. 70 –80 villages will start
utilizing their powers adhering to 3-4 points out of the
total of 11 points mentioned in the PESA Act of 1996.

There are 7,704 women members (out of total 17,651
members) in the Organisation

By March 2009, the coverage in Banswara District will
have increased from 40 to 100 villages of the People’s
organization.
By March, 3 new Women leaders will be added in the
first line leadership.
By March 2009, The NREGA will be fully implemented in
the project area, 1,35,000 families in 700 Tribal villages
will benefit, the daily wage rate will increase from Rs.45
to 60 for both men and women (the official minimum
wage in Rajasthan is 73)
By March 2009 for 300 families the bank loan
repayments will be corrected from compound interest to
simple interests.

The coverage in Banswara District has increased in 216
villages of the People’s Organisation (Work in Banswara has
spread to 5 Blocks)
4 Women in District level leadership (one new women leader
developed)
The average wage rate is Rs. 80 per day, and in some villages
of District Dungarpur even more than Rs. 90 is earned
(measurement based payment) by the families
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10 Gan Parishads have been formed in Dungarpur and
Banswara Districts. The process documentation (both in
English and Hindi) of formation of the Gan Parishads is under
progress.
There are 275 TSR villages in Dungarpur and Banswara
Districts. Out of 207 villages are utilizing their powers adhering
to 3-4 points (Decisions, Gram sabha proceedings etc) out of
11 points mentioned in the PESA Act, 1996.

Gram Sabha have sent notices to banks asking for loan
repayment accounts using Right to Information. A total of 750
families got”No Dues” certificates and details of repayment.
The interest rate corrected from compound interest to simple
interests.

Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known
Forest Tribal Rights Bill was not
passed and cut of date was 1980.

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, 1,500 families threatened with eviction
will be allowed to stay in the forest land with the
approval from the forest department.

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

Forest Rights Act was passed in Lok Sabha on 15th December
2006 and Raja Sabha on 18th December 2006 with collective
efforts done by Astha , POs, Rajasthan Jungle Jamin Jan
Andolan and other NGOs.
4,710 individual claims were prepared and submitted, and
physical verification process has been initiated.
None evicted after the Act was Passed.

ADIVASI MAHILA JAGIRITI SAMITI (ADIVASI WOMEN’S AWARENESS SOCIETY)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known
There was no village declared as
alcohol free village.

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, in 5-10 villages there will be no alcohol
consumption.

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

Liquor consumption in social functions has reduced in 10
villages (TSR villages). 1 village has stopped liquor
consumption.
At present, total 5,579 members in 110 villages.

There were 4,535 memberships.

By March 2009 the membership will have increased
from 4535 in 80 villages to 5000 in 110 villages.

1 TSR village in area.

By March 2009, increase TSR –Tribal Self Rule villages
from 1 to 11.

11 Tribal Self Rule villages in the working area of AMJS.
(Foundation stone was not placed in one village)

Women’s Court in place.

By March 2009 Women Court will be in place which will
at least deal with 60 cases per year covering the whole
two blocks and beyond.

During the year, 77 cases were taken up by the Social Reform
Federation, which is the Women’s Court. 70 cases were
solved and 7 cases are under progess. (Total 241 cases were
registered and solved in last 3 years).

Forest Tribal Rights Bill was not
passed and cut off date was 1980.

By March 2009, 350 families threatened with eviction
will be allowed to stay on their forestland homesteads
with the approval from the Forest Department. In total
850 families are threatened.

Forest Rights Act was passed in Lok Sabha on 15th December
2006 and Raja Sabha on 18th December 2006 with collective
efforts done by Astha, POs, Rajasthan Jungle Jamin Jan
Andolan and other NGOs.
3,619 individual claims were prepared and submitted, out of
physical verification done for 2,214 claims and 38 families
receive land right papers.
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Not known
There was bride price of Rs.4000/-

There were no raised funds.

By March 2009, 25 women members will be elected in
the next Panchayat elections.
By March 2009, there will be decrease in the bride price
from Rs.4000/- to maximum Rs.2000/- in the Project
area.

By March 2009, 30% of the total budget will be raised by
the P.O and they will also raise funds for the
construction of their own office building (Astha’s
maximum contribution for the construction is 10%)

The panchayat election is due in early 2010. 45 women will
fight the election and 25 are expected to win.
In the area, new “dappa” (bride price) is a maximum of Rs.
500-750. Before, silver jewelry was given, 1 kilogram in
weight, and now 400 gms of silver jewelry is given. Also,
pressure has been reduced on bride due to reduction in bride
price.
The Society has purchased land for office and registration is
under process.

GORDWARD ADIVASI SANGHTHAN (GORDWARD TRIBAL ORGANIZATION)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known.
Many PDS shops were not
functioning properly.

There were two males second line
leadership.
Quality of education in the area is
poor.

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, out of the total of 150, 30 PDS shops
will be properly functioning covering 3000 families.

By March 2009, two first line leadership will be in place
of Now there are only two male second line leaders.
By March 2009, 10-12 Schools will be activated 600-700
children will receive quality education.( The parameters
will be set by the organization on quality education).
By March 2009 1 person per family will be involved in
the government disaster relief program.

1850 Members

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

21 PDS shops now running well means that PDS price list
board display. GAS has organized training for the Consumer
Committee Members, this involved Supply Inspector, Ration
dealer to improve the delivery systems. Around 2,100 families
are benefiting and 60% of the families are owning the ration
cards (earlier these were remains with the ration dealers)
2 males are in first line leadership. 1 Male and 3 Females are
in second line leadership.
12 schools are activated with the efforts of the GAS
•
Teachers are attending school regularly
•
Students are retaining in the classes
•
Villagers are intervening in the school activities
No disaster in this period.
1850 membership.
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JARGA KHETRIYA VIKAS SANGTHAN (JARGA AREA DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known.
No Women in first line leadership.

Widespread problems of Banks
over- recovering loans.
891 families threatened with
eviction.

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, two new second line leaders will be
identified as well as one first line leader. At present
there is only one (male) first line leader. Of the total 6
leaders, minimum 2 will be women
By March 2009, 250 families the loan repayments will be
corrected from compound interest to simple interests.
By 31st March 2009, 600 families out of 891 threatened
with eviction will be allowed to stay in the forest land
with the approval from the forest department.

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

At present, there are 1 male leader at district level and 3 men
+ 2 women at block level leadership

220 families got their loan situation sorted out. Out of 120
families benefited from loan waive scheme and 100 families
got rebate in repayment schedule.
978 individual and 10 community claims were prepared for
homeland title from the Forest Department.
None evicted after the Act was Passed.

RAJSAMAND MAHILA MANCH (RAJSAMAND WOMEN’S FORUM)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known.
There was no family whose loan
repayment corrected from
compound to simple interest.
RMM Working in 135 villages.
No Nari Adalat (Women Court)

The child Marriage rate was 70%.

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, for 400 families the loan repayments
will be corrected from compound interests.
By March 2009, the coverage of the P.O will have
increased from 135 to 200 villages.
By March 2009, a women court (Nari Adalat) will be
established.

By March 2009, there will be reduction of child marriage
by 10% in SC families Maghawat, Kumawat and Kathik.
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Progress of Milestones by March 2009

393 families got ‘No Dues” certificate from banks.
35 families accessed receipt against the application for
records to banks using the Right to Information.
At present, work of the Forum is extended to 216 villages.
Case Committees are activated in 4 blocks and taking the
cases and solving with the help of District Counseling Centre.
Further, these case committees will take shape of Women’s
Court (Nari Adalat).
70 Oath Certificates (prepared by the Forum) were filled-up by
the caste leaders, members of the Forum and ward/
sarpanches.

EKAL NARI SHAKTI SANGTHAN (THE ASSOCIATION OF STRONG WOMEN ALONE)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for
March 2009-if Known.
The Gujarat widows and
separated women are organized
in the Bhuj area only, and have
been since 2001. The Ekal Nari
Shakti Manch.

There were 19,300 members.

There was Pension amount
Rs.200 plus 10 kilos of wheat.

Milestones by March 2009

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, the P.O will be formed in Gujarat
including Muslims widows from the Godhra massacre.

By March 2009 the present membership of 19,300 will
increase to 21,300 and the number of blocks committees
covered to increase would be from 83 to 104.
By March 2009, 700 widowed and single/ separated
women will get land title through community meetings
involving various important stakeholders like (from the
district’s administration’s office) SDO, from Land Revenue
Department (Teshildar-Senior Land Records officer),
Police, traditional leaders. Also, the elected Sarpanch and
Ward Panch from the Gram Panchayat. Members from the
ASWA.
By March 2009, the pension of 2,21,418 widows in
Rajasthan will increase from Rs.200 to 400.

The PO has been formed in Gujarat (including Muslims
widows from the Godhra massacre) covering 25 blocks in 6
districts. There was a meeting of women’s NGOs from all over
the state in December 2007, organized by Action Aid and the
Bhuj area Forum of Strong Women Alone to talk about the
need for a state-wide association. ASWA Rajasthan members
attended.
At present, membership is 27,495 and total 103 blocks have
been covered by the Blocks Committees of ASWA.
43 cases were solved (total 78 cases were solved), and 40
cases are in process for land title to widows and single/
separated women..

ENSS done advocacy and lobbying to government on the
issue of pensions. The widow, pensions increased from
Rs.250/- to Rs. 400/-.

SAMARTHAK SAMITI (RAJASTHAN FOREST PRODUCE COLLECTORS AND PROCESSOR GROUPS SUPPORT SOCIETY- “SUPPORT SOCIETY”)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for
March 2009-if Known
There were 9 working blocks.

Milestones by March 2009

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, the coverage will increase from 9 to 15
blocks and from 6 co-operatives to 8 co-operatives and
the membership from 30 to 50 groups. Presently the
groups are only processing honey and black berry. Two
new items will be added by March 2009.
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The Support Society is working in 10 blocks, total 8
cooperatives were formed with membership of 52 groups with
1,416 members, out of 987 are women). Presently, the groups
are processing honey and black berry. One byproduct of black
berry Ark (distilled water from black berry).

The additional income per member (current membership
1128) amounting to Rs.500 per year. (Forest Produce
covers 18-20% of total households income.)

20% realization in prices after processing of black berry,
honey, anola and tendu leaves.

MILESTONES FOR THE “RESOURCE UNITS” SUPPORTED BY ASTHA SANSTHAN
LIVELIHOOD RESOURCE UNIT
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known.
6 Districts of Rajasthan had been
selected for NREGA works

Milestones by March 2009

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, in Astha project area 50-70% of the
project implemented under the NREGA will cover drought
preparedness (food security, disaster preparedness) in
accordance with the Act (70%indicated). 10-12 NGO’s will
be involved in the process The Astha resource Unit will
serve as the focal point.

All Districts of the Rajasthan covered under NREGA by April
2008. The Livelihood Resource Unit is publishing,
promoting, training, monitoring NREGA throughout all
Districts, and all POs and local self-government bodies are
promoting Job Cards and work, in all Districts.

LOCAL SELF GOVERNANCE RESOURCE UNIT
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for March
2009-if Known.
There is no Panchayat Resource
Centre anywhere in Rajsamand
District, not in Kamnor Block.

There is no Committee nor
organization of women elected
representatives in Rajasthan.

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, A panchayat resource center will be run
by elected women representatives and the governments
orders/programs schemes Acts amendments etc. will be
made available.

By March 2009 a state level committee of elected women
representative of local self government bodies in the
Panchayati Raj Institution system will be formed. All of the
members will be elected representatives and all will be
women.
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Progress of Milestones by March 2009

Panchayat Resource Center is established in Khamnor,
District Rajsamand and elected woman representative of
Panch-Sarpches Association is running the center.
Information materials are displayed in center about
Panchayati Raj, Food Security, NREGA, Forest Rights Act,
Right to Information etc. This center opens for two days in a
week and Women panch-sarpanches meets once in a
month.
State level committee of elected women representatives
(Elected Women Councilors and Chairpersons) has been
formed. All the members are elected representatives from
different parts of Rajasthan. The Committee is doing
lobbying and advocacy to the government for the process of
change. 5 meetings and 2 state level conventions were
organized by the committee.

33% of the seats at all levels in
Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRIs) of
local self-government are reserved
for women.

By March 2009, there would be increase in the women
contestant in the panchayat elections from 43.4% to 45%
covering all the intervention areas.

Micro planning had not been
attempted before September 2006.

By March 2009, micro planning will be completed in 5
women headed panchayat in 1 block in Rajsamad District
and submitted to the District planning committees (DPC).

The Unit is attempting to ensure more number of women
contestants in Panchayat election 2010. The Unit is
preparing PEVEC material to create awareness before the
election and organizing meetings, workshops, trainings in
this direction.
Micro planning was done in 5 women headed gram
panchayats in Rajsamand District, were approved by the
Gram Sabha, and are to be implemented by the Gram
Panchayats.

PEOPLE’S ORGANIZATIONS RESOURCE UNIT
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for
March 2009-if Known.
PESA Act was passed in
Rajasthan but rules were not
prepared for implementation.

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, the court case on lack of rules for the
implementation of PESA Act in Rajasthan will be won.

Progress of Milestones by March 2009

Case filed in High Court, Jodhpur, hearing is going on. The
High Court issued order to the Government

BUDGET ANALYSIS RAJASTHAN CENTRE (BARC)
Position in September 2006,
When Milestones Fixed for
March 2009-if Known.
The Budget Analysis Centre was
still making contacts, in 2006.

In September 2006, BARC had
conducted only 1 introductory
workshop for MLAs on
understanding the state budget

Milestones by March 2009

By March 2009, BARC will be well known in the NGO,
MLA’s PRI and PO circles, by those working to lobby the
government for better laws, policies and schemes for the
poor and disadvantaged in the state.
By March 2009, MLA s will have been trained in budget
analysis, and will be using that data in preparing their
interventions in the legislature.
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Progress of Milestones by March 2009

BARC and the senior staff are now well known and
respected.

One training is organizing each year for MLAs to help 13
legislators (including Ex-Home Minister) participated in the
meeting ‘The first interface with new MLAs and appraisal of
Rajasthan Budget 2008-09”. Budget Analysis presented by
the BARC team and MLA make a note for discussion in the
Assembly session.
Many MLAs come to the BARC office to discuss particular
issues, and use the BARC advice, and publication in their
questions and speeches.
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Appendix No. 2

Name & Address of the Members and Office Bearers of
Elected Executive Council
S.No.
1.

Name and Address
Sh. B.L. Mantri
23, Saheli Nagar,
Udaipur (Raj.) 313 001

Designation
President

Ph. - 2521385, 2560206
2.

Sh. Ashwani Paliwal
11- Shanti Niketan Colony
Badgaon- Bedla Link Road,
Udaipur - 313 004 (Raj.)

Secretary

Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax - 2451391
2450123 (R)
3.

Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana
Narayan Nagar,
Near Panchayat Samiti, Badgaon
Distt.- Udaipur (Raj.) 313 004

Member

Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax - 2451391
2450110 (R)
4.

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava,
10-11, Shanti Niketan Colony
Badgaon- Bedla Link Road,
Udaipur - 313 004 (Raj.)

Member

Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax - 2451391
2450212 (R)
5.

Sh. R.D. Vyas
10-11, Shanti Niketan Colony
Badgaon- Bedla Link Road,
Udaipur - 313 004 (Raj.)

Member

Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax - 2451391
2451215 (R)
6.

Sh. Abdul Rashid,
39, Kharol Colony,
Fatehpura,
Udaipur (Raj.) 313 004

Member

Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax - 2451391
2425088 (R)
7.

Smt. Shiraz Bulsara,
3, Kashtakari Sangathan,
3, Kantiwadi, Penjde Behram,
Malyan, Dahanu Road,
Distt.- Thane (Maharastra) 401 602

Member

Ph. 02528 - 222760
E.mail-pradip_prabhu@yahoo.com bom.emet.in
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Appendix No. 3

List of Astha Staff Members, as of March 31, 2009
1
2

Name
Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana
Smt. Sharda Jain

Related to the work of
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Sh. Vinod Lasod
Sh. Ramesh Paliwal
Smt. Amita Bhati
Mohammed Imran Sheakh
Sh. Manglesh Joshi
Sh. Raj Kumar Jalora
Sh. Shanti Lal Panchal
Sh. Manzoor Khan
Sh. Mirza Sadaqat Beig
Sh. Ganesh Lal Gacha
Sh. Ganpat Singh
Sh. Puree Lal Dangi

Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration
Udaipur Administration

15

Sh. Abdul Rashid

Training Centre Manager

16

Sh. Babu Lal Paliwal

17

Sh. Bheru Lal Dangi

18

Sh. Rajesh Paliwal

19

Sh. Manohar Singh

Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre

20
21
22

Sh. Sarfaraz Shaikh
Sh. Lehar Singh
Sh. Prashant Mehta

Kotra – Tribal Development Forum
Kotra – Tribal Development Forum
Kotra - Tribal Development Forum

Field Organiser
Multipurpose
Accounts Clerk

23

Sh. Man Singh Sisodia

Field Coordinator

24

Sh. Prem Shankar Paliwal

25

Sh. Wagataram

Dungarpur, Vagad Labours &
Farmers Association
Dungarpur, Vagad Labours &
Farmers Association
Banswara, Vagad Labours &
Farmers Association

26

Sh. Ramesh Nagda

Kelwara - Jarga Area Development
Society

Field Organiser

27

Sh. Ramesh C. Meena

Bali - Gordwad Tribal Association

Programme Organiser

28

Smt. Shakuntala Pamecha

Rajsamand - Rajsamand Women's
Forum

Coordinator

29

Sh. Magan Lal

Jhadol - Tribal Women's
Awareness Society

Programme Organiser

30

Sh. K. S. Rathore

Udaipur - Forest Produce Support
Society

Programme Coordinator

31

Sh. Raghav Dutt Vyas

Programme Coordinator

32

Sh. Chandan Jain

Udaipur – People’s Originations
Resource Unit
Udaipur – People’s Originations
Resource Unit
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Post
Coordinating Director
Accounts & Finance
Coordinator
PME & Assist to CD
Administrative Coordinator
Senior Accounts Clerk
Computer Operator
Accounts Clerk
Computer Operator
Accounts Clerk
Accounts Clerk
Multi Purpose
Multi Purpose
Multi Purpose
Multi Purpose

Cook
Multi Purpose
Multi Purpose
Multi Purpose

Accounts Clerk
Programme Organiser

Programme Coordinator

33

Name
Sh. Kuldeep Jain

Related to the work of
Udaipur – People’s Originations
Resource Unit

Post
Programme Organiser

34

Sh. Ashwani Kumar Paliwal

Programme Coordinator

35

Sh. B.N. Sharma

36

Miss Girija Swami

37

Miss Hemlata Verma

Udaipur - Local Self Governance
Resource Unit
Udaipur - Local Self Governance
Resource Unit
Udaipur - Local Self Governance
Resource Unit
Udaipur - Local Self Governance
Resource Unit

38
39

Sh. Rajendra Kr Hiloria
Sh. Vishnu Joshi

Udaipur - Documentation Unit
Udaipur - Documentation Unit

Photographer
Librarian

40

Miss Aekta Nandwana

Programme Coordinator

41

Sh. Sohan Lal Gameti

42

Sh. Bhawani S. Paliwal

Udaipur – People’s Education and
Cultural Resource Unit
Udaipur – People’s Education and
Cultural Resource Unit
Udaipur – People’s Education and
Cultural Resource Unit

43
44
45

Sh. Shayam Lal Purohit
Sh. Mangi Lal Gurjar
Sh. Hariom Soni

Udaipur Livelihood Resource Unit
Udaipur Livelihood Resource Unit
Udaipur Livelihood Resource Unit

Programme Coordinator
Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser

46
47
48
49
50
51

Sh. Nagendra Singh
Sh. Radha Mohan Jogi
Miss Nishtha Sharma
Smt Ragini Sharma
Sh. Mukesh Kr Bansal
Sh. Sitaram

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre

Budget Analyst
Programme Assistant
Budget Analyst
Budget Analyst
Budget Analyst
Multi Purpose

52

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava

Programme Coordinator

53

Smt. Shanta Garg

54

Smt. Pawan Kumari

55

Miss Parveen Banu

56

Miss Anu Verma

57

Miss Jyoti Gupta

Udaipur – Association of Single
Women Alone
Udaipur – Association of Single
Women Alone
Udaipur – Association of Single
Women Alone
Udaipur – Association of Single
Women Alone
Udaipur – Association of Single
Women Alone
Udaipur – Association of Single
Women Alone

58

Smt. Chandrakala Sharma

Team Leader – Kota Cluster

59

Smt. Shabana Bano

60

Smt. Laxmi Iyer

61

Sh. Nathuram

62

Miss Reena Sharma

63

Sh. Sanjay Suman

Kota - Association of Single
Women Alone
Kota - Association of Single
Women Alone
Kota - Association of Single
Women Alone
Kota - Association of Single
Women Alone
Kota - Association of Single
Women Alone
Kota - Association of Single
Women Alone

64

Ms. Uma Kacchawa

Jodhpur - Association of Single
Women Alone

Programme Organiser
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Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser

Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser

Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser
Team Leader – Udaipur
Cluster
Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser

Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser
Multipurpose
Programme Organiser
Accounts Clerk

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF ASTHA SANSTHAN

The General Body
of Astha

Livelihood
Resource Unit

Appendix No. 4

Budget Analysis
Resource Unit

The Executive of Astha

Coordinating Director

Globalisation
Resource Unit

Local
Self-Governance
Resource Unit

Coordination
Sharing &
Strategizing
Group (CSSG)

Administrative
Support
Unit

PME
Support
Unit

Support Society

Documentation
Support
Unit

New Initiatives/
Current Issues
Resource Unit

The People’s Organization (P.O.)
Resource Unit
Jarga Development Society

Adivasi Development
Forum

Direction Decision Making
Group

Gordwad Adivasi Organization

Vagad Labourers & Farmers
Organisation

Adivasi Women’s Awareness
Society

Association of Strong Women Alone

Rajsamand Women’s Forum
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People’s Education
And
Culture
Resource Unit

Appendix No. 5
DISTRICT-WISE MAP OF RAJASTHAN
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Appendix No. 6
Impact of Astha’s work10
Astha’s work over the years has undoubtedly had enormous impact. The work of any
development organisation working for the rights of the poor and underprivileged must result in
their financial and social betterment. Far too often, VDOs argue that the investment being made
by them in ‘empowering’ communities, delivers quality results that are not measurable. Poverty,
unfortunately, is measurable and if empowerment does not result in increased freedom from
poverty, then such empowerment needs to come under scrutiny. This is not say that qualitative
benefits are to be undermined or overlooked – good work must and will impact the financial
status of the poor, as Astha’s has done.
A modest estimate of the annual financial benefit from POs is provided below. This is based on
a self-assessment by the PO Resource Unit, which was itself quite modest, but only such
benefits as can truly be attributed to the PO Unit have been included here.

1

2
3

Annual Benefit
30 extra days of work x 10,000 persons x Rs 60 – that is, at least 10,000
persons, because of NREGA, found employment in the year for an
additional 30 days and were paid, say, at just Rs 60 per day (For the
sake of argument, it is being assumed that many others might have had
other work opportunities for more days and/or that other agencies, too,
might need to be credited with some of the cause of impact.)

Rs pa

1,80,00,000

Rs 500 bribe not paid to forest department x 5000 families
Retention of land by at least 5980 families as a result of non-eviction by
the forest department resulting in Rs 4000 worth of crop income

25,00,000
2,39,20,000

Total

4,44,20,000

The replication of POs in other states indicates that the strategy being followed by Astha is
indeed replicable, and that Astha is a credible organisation.
Similarly, the Livelihood Resource Unit works outside the area of the POs, on forest land issue
in the Districts of Chittor, Bhilwara, Kota, Baran, Sirohi and Udaipur (Salumbar, Sarada,
Dhariyawad, Gogunda, Kherwada, Vallabhnagar blocks). Of the 18,000 families served in these
areas, it is estimated that at least 4500 families would have benefited annually from the saving
of ‘penalty’ imposed in the past by the forest department, from not being evicted and, therefore,
continuing to cultivate their land.

Total no of
families
18000

Total no of
families
18000

Amount saved as penalty
Those families who saved
Per family benefit
penalty amount
(Rs)
4500 families
500

Total amount saved as
penalty in year (Rs)
22,50,000

Agriculture income
Land holding
Per family income
(Rs)
3 bhiga per family
4000

Total income through
agriculture in year (Rs)
7,20,00,000

The work of the Livelihood Unit in preventing a SEZ from being established by a private
company on 57,000 hectares of land allocated by the government, resulted in farmers
continuing to grow food and fodder. Quite apart from the value to the farmers, there was a major
public savings as well, as the land was meant to be given to the private party on lease at the
rate of Rs 450 per hectare per year. Savings arising out of the ill effects of growing jatropha are
an added long-term gain.
10

‘Impact of Work’ is a part of observation from the Astha’s Evaluation Report
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The Livelihood Unit estimates that it can take credit for the issuance of new job cards in at least
500 cases. Assuming the 500 families to have obtained work for 70 days at Rs 60 per day, there
was an additional income of Rs 21 lakhs for the families.
The Livelihood Unit trained ‘Mets’ so that work could be measured correctly and wages paid
accordingly. The benefits from such training are shown below.
Total
‘met’
trained
4000

20 % trained ‘met’
follow the
measurement
system
800

Total labour
under ‘met’ @
40 per met
32000

Increased wage
per day through
the measurement
system
10 Rs per labour

Working
days

26

Total wages
amount
increased
(Rs)
83,20,000

While these have been the positive impacts of the livelihood related work of Astha, it was
observed that there are far too many places where the Gram Panchayat pays much less than
the fixed Rs 100 per day for labour.
Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan had estimated the annual financial benefits to members as follows,
considering only such numbers of members whose forms for these benefits were filled
up and submitted by ENSS. As the benefits accrue for years together in most of the cases
cited below, the benefit may be taken as annual financial benefit.

Table of annual financial benefits to ENSS members
Benefit (Rs)
24,00,000
1,44,00,000
1,62,00,000
40,00,000
800,000
375,000
4,29,75,000

Ekal Nari/ purpose

Calculation
500 EN x Rs 400 x 12 months
3000 EN x Rs 400 x 12 months

Child schooling
Child education encouragement to EN
Daughter wedding
Housing
Total

2000 EN x Rs 675 x 12 months
2000 EN x Rs 2000 once a year
80 EN x Rs 10,000
15 EN x Rs 25,000

Disabled
Pension

Benefits also accrued from restoration of property rights to widows, or from other cases of
arbitration by various POs, and from such employment as contributed to land development or
water retention.
The smile on the lips of a hitherto petrified widow, or the confidence with which tribal families
enter forest areas for legitimate purposes, or the articulation with which women and men now
voice their concerns before various government departments, or the dignity with which formerly
traumatised communities now live, are priceless.
He work of the Local Self Governance Unit, too, has resulted in financial benefits to the
community.

1
2

Work done

Unit

Facilitation in distribution of
BPL cards for poorest families
Women Panch & Sarpanch
incentive
Total benefit

Year
Per
Day

No. of families/
individuals
benefited in 26
block

Per unit
benefit
(Rs)

Minimum
period in
year

1100

1000

3

33,00,000

270

100

180

48,60,000
81,60,000
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Benefit in
amount
(Rs)

When BARC began its work, the amount budgeted for widow pension by the state was Rs 44
crores and had just been reduced to Rs 40 crores, because of ‘lack of demand’. BARC
effectively reversed the cut, and pressurised the government, through its research and
education of legislators and of widows, to (a) increase the monthly pension per widow and (b) to
raise the overall budget provision annually. For the current year, the budget provision is over Rs
100 crores. While credit for the numbers of widows who were helped to fill forms and access the
pension lies with Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan, credit for ensuring annual increases in the budget
provision lies with BARC.
When looking at likely financial impact, the cost of the intervention, too, has to be studied. The
total annual budget of Astha is currently around Rs 2.5 crores. Leaders and functionaries of POs
contribute significantly in terms of time and loss of wages. Assuming that at least 500 persons
per PO give voluntarily, on average, two days a month for meetings, rallies, workshops, liaison
with various agencies, etc, there would be a loss of wages of Rs 100 per day x 2 days x 12
months x 500 persons x 7 POs – that is, an annual loss (at current wage rates) of Rs 84,00,000.
Rounding this off to a crore with other incidental expenses, the total cost of the intervention is
around Rs 3.5 crores. Against this, the total annual financial gain to the communities (as
elaborated earlier in this section) is over Rs 17.5 crores. That being the case, on financial
benefit to communities alone, the investment in Astha by various donors has paid off many
times over.
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